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"Strengths do not come from winning; your struggles develop your strengths. 

When you go through hardships and decide not to surrender, that is strength."

The strength of every nation lies in the strong hands of its youth. If this strength is given 

direction with perfection and care; it will surely bring laurels to the society and nation. 

The vision of our country depends on the upcoming generation who are filled with 

tremendous and towering ambitions. They bring along an immense amount of creativity 

and innovation, ideal for the establishment of a great foundation for a bright future. Our 

institution also recognizes this need and thus gives importance to develop 

entrepreneurial skills as well.

Our vision is to provide values that result in the all round development of our students. 

The proof is eminent by the encouraging performance and noteworthy achievements of 

our students in academics as well as in extra-curricular activities. The sanctity of our 

institution is enhanced when the students face life in all its glory and emerge victorious. 

It is because of the collective efforts of the management, staff and students' fraternity 

backed very strongly by an aptitude for promoting research and innovation, that our 

Institute has reached the level at which it is. ARCEON'17 is one of the reflections of the all 

round growth of the students and their abilities.

The efforts of the students who have worked hardships towards making Arceon'17, a 

grand success, are much appreciated. I know that it would be worthwhile and 

memorable. 

CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

H.E. Shri Banwarilal Purohit, 
Hon'ble Governor of Assam and Meghalaya



FROM THE GENERAL SECRETARY'S DESK

"A mirror to the past...and a vision for the future."

A reminder of things past- of successes, hopes and dreams fulfilled and a promise of 

even brighter things to come. This is what education is all about. It is about 

developing valuable life skills to become more independent, resilient and confident 

individuals who are able to come out of their comfort zones and deal confidently 

with any uncertainties or challenges that may confront them in the future. 

Ours is a pluralistic society with diverse culture and multiplicity of languages. Thus, it 

becomes incumbent to instill the sense of national integration in the youth of the 

nation from a very young age itself. We at RCOEM are aware that the education 

system plays the most important role of providing proper growth and development 

to any country's future. It is our conviction that education is a sacred necessity, 

which is to be made socially inclusive without compromising academic standards. 

I am proud to present before you ARCEON'17 that captures the very essence of 

working in tandem with society and environment and moving towards a common 

goal. This issue on collaborations presents some exemplary stories and amazing 

facts that I hope would inspire our youngsters to take steps that would reflect their 

joint efforts in moving towards sustainability.

I wish to congratulate the editorial team and faculty coordinators of ARCEON 17 for 

putting together an inspirational and informative issue. 

Shri Govindlal Agarwal



FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK

“Change is the end result of all true learning” - Leo Buscaglia

Education is the acquisition of the art of utilization of knowledge. The most important goal of education is 

to prepare us for the challenges and opportunities that life gives us and to impart knowledge, skills, 

qualities and attitudes, which would not only make us self supportive individuals but also productive 

citizens. The changes in education are neither periodic nor recurrent but synchronic and systematic and 

this attribute is favored by believers of reinvention and constant innovation.

At RCOEM, impetus is always given to comprehensive interdisciplinary studies backed with strong 

aptitude for research and experimentation. The importance of instilling good values in our students is our 

prime objective, as Ralph Waldo has so aptly said, "What lies behind us and what lies before us, are small 

compared to what lies within us."  The affinity with the industry and the vocational nature of academics 

here has resulted in creating immensely confident professionals who are daring to exhibit their ideas to 

the world. The college will continue its endeavor towards providing holistic and quality education by 

infusing each and every student with the zeal to be passionate about learning as well as to be engaged and 

inspired. 

I am elated to present before you Arceon'17 that covers some exemplary stories and facts related to the 

beauty and the true essence of collaborations. The basic idea is to portray the flavour of the world that you 

cannot survive in vacuum but have to take joint efforts to make this place a better one in all spheres. The 

issue also features cover pages and section covers painstakingly made by students besides having an 

interesting line up of write ups.

I congratulate the editorial team and the faulty in charges of Arceon'17 for their diligent and judicious task.

Dr. R. S. Pande



FROM THE CO-COORDINATORS' DESK

“A small body of determined spirits fired by an unquenchable faith in their mission can alter 

the course of history.”  - Mahatma Gandhi

The above quote lays the foundation for a world where the humans understand each other's 

importance and realize that when they collaborate, they can create milestones. Theories on 

human philosophy across the globe have always regarded teamwork and collaboration at the 

highest pedestal. Teamwork and collaboration are the locus of harmony, learning new skills and 

humanity. In India, we say Namaste meaning I see the light in you. In Africa the concept of Ubuntu 

translates into the profound sense that we are human only through the humanity of others; that 

if we are to accomplish anything in this world it will in equal measure be due to the work and 

achievements of others. Henry Fayol's 14 Principles of Management concludes in creating an 

atmosphere of mutual trust. In an era where the world is metamorphosing to a global village, 

working together to bring positive changes is the foremost solution.

Arceon'17 this time brings to you an array of articles of how at the Institute level 'collaboration' is 

being practised in numerous little ways and this forms its theme. The magazine celebrates esprit 

de corps in its true form where students from varied fields made a collective enterprise to 

present to you a compilation of engaging stories, interesting articles, striking photographs & 

artwork and absorbing poems.

An egalitarian society can be achieved if we become pragmatic and pollinate our ideas as a joint 

undertaking. Together we can change the world... 

Dr. Monika Seth, Dr. Gayathri Band, 
Prof. Vandana Gandhi, Prof. Pratishruti Singh Agarwal



FROM THE EDITORS' DESK

“I can do things you cannot, you can do things I cannot; together we can do great things.”

- Mother Teresa

As editors, it is our responsibility to make sure that the best interests of the college are 

represented in the most articulate and effective manner. In order to accomplish this mutually 

beneficial task, we need the cooperation of every department of the college. The magazine 

includes articles and illustrations from students across the college, acting as a common binding 

platform. Arceon aims to provide students with an opportunity to come together and venture 

into a creative, collaborative and collective effort. Since, the objective of Arceon 2017 is to throw 

light on collaborations as a theme, adding value, not only to self but to others as well, bringing 

the makers a step closer to their objectives by keeping the 'Esprit de corps' intact.

Sustainability is the mother of all collaborations.Through our college journeys, we not only 

become strong competitors, but also amenable collaborators. Collective efforts and peer 

support sail us through the most challenging circumstances. Arceon '17 has taught us new 

values, giving us a platform to showcase our talents, creativity and sense of responsibility. It is 

through this magazine, we were able to understand different areas of development in each 

individual. Thus, we chose to showcase this collaborative aspect of our lives through this 

magazine. The efforts of students and teachers, alike, to associate, work as a healthy team and 

produce a product of value and knowledge.

We even take this opportunity to praise the work done by all the student editors towards this 

magazine. The efforts of all the contributors of this magazine in terms of their articles and 

illustrations are greatly commendable. Standing true by the lines of Mother Teresa, this 

magazine is a cohesive joint effort of teachers, students and management of RCOEM.

Sukrit Shukla, Shirin Chimthanawala, Radhika Agrawal
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ARCEON '17

“Imagination is the beginning of creation. You imagine what you desire, you will what you 

imagine and at last you create what you will.” - George Bernard Shaw

The System Team is a reflection on the canvas of imagination. The name 'Systeam Verve' has a very 

interesting etymology. 'Systeam' is comprises of two words 'System' + 'team'. And a word 'Verve' 

means the spirit and enthusiasm animating artistic composition or performance. It is more than just 

technical assistance. It is a blend of technology and creativity. The Systeam had a  great experience in 

developing and implementing the idea of 'collaboration' which is the theme of ARCEON 17.

I am thankful to our Principal, Dr. R. S. Pande for providing a medium to draw down our thoughts and 

imaginations and expressions. I'm grateful to Faculties In-charge for their guidance. Putting together 

this session was a cohesive effort and for that I'm especially thankful to my team members.  Lastly I'm 

thankful to the entire ARCEON'17 team for their constant support.

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Jay Bawankar
rd(3  Year, CSE)

Section Head

System Team 

Nitasha, Jay, Rishabh
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In today's world where individuality is the buzz word, and I, me, and myself, with my dreams and 

my goals and self-love are the norm, to have a big, long word like collaboration, meaning to 

interact constructively with another for mutual gain seems debatable.

And yet, the age-old adage by Hellen Keller comes to mind. "Alone we can do so little, together 

we can do so much".

Teamwork and collaboration is the ability to work together towards a common vision. It is the 

ability to direct individual accomplishments towards organizational objectives; the fuel that 

allows common people to attain uncommon results. 

The development of esprit de corps are not possible without key ingredient called TRUST. And to 

do so with ourselves and with our co-collaborators will be the deciding factor towards its 

success.

It is also important to remember that we are not completely invulnerable and to exhibit a little 

dependency on the skills of others is not a deficiency within us, but just smart play.

The following pages will take you through the various productive collaborations which have 

taken place over the years in our college. They showcase that how success and progress can be 

achieved when we join hands giving a push to learning and growth.

ESPRIT DE CORPS

ARCEON '17



COLLABORATION SECTION

COLLABORATONS OF RCOEM

International Collaborations

With globalization & increasing need for international 

exposure to academia, RCOEM has forged ties with 

various universities of USA and UK. The primary aim of 

these collaborations is to foster advancement in 

teaching, research and academic collaboration and to 

create avenues for enhancing student and faculty 

experience, enhanced employability with development 

of curriculum, practical approach, soft skill development 

and creativity. The collaborations aim to achieve these 

through development of short term programs, 

sharing of best practices, innovative or creative 

concepts, and student and faculty exchange. 

Collaborative development of teaching and research 

methodology and continued education programs are 

also part of the collaboration.

Students at Partner Universities

Students of RCOEM are highly ambitious and after 

graduation many of them apply to foreign universities 

for Master's Program. The college has a record 

breaking list of alumni's who have pursued higher 

education from top universities of the world.

Students also apply to partner universities (Universities 

having MOU with RCOEM) and the cell aims at fetching 

the best possible option for students in terms of 

financial aid and admission acceptance.

The international collaboration has various objectives 

that includes arranging students' visits/exchange 

programmes at partner universities, faculty interaction 

/interchange programmes, organization of joint 

international conferences and collaborative research 

work for faculty members and exploring higher 

education & scholarship options for RCOEM students.

Joint International Conferences with Partner 

Universities

International Conference "MICON 2016" on "Strategies 

in the Present Scenario for Managing Growth and 

Competitiveness" organised by RCOEM in Association 

with Northumbria University, Newcastle, U.K. in Jan. 2016.

Seminars / Guest Lecture organized in Collaboration 

with Foreign Universities

International Conference on "Electronic Systems, 

Signal Processing and Computing Technologies" 

(ICESC) organized by RCOEM in Association with 

University of Massachusetts, Lowell, USA and  

University of the District of Columbia, Washington, 

USA, University of Cumbria, U.K., American Society for 

Engineering  Education (ASEE) with the technical 

support  of  IEEE in Jan.2014.

RCOEM students visited UMASS Lowell, USA in June 

2012 and undertook training on VLSI by a team of 

experienced resource persons headed by Prof. Kanti 

Prasad.  Prof. Nitin Narkhede from EC department 

RCOEM organized and coordinated the complete tour.

RCOEM IEEE students' Branch in association with IEEE 

Bombay Section organised a guest lecture of 

internationally renowned Dr. MonaiKrairiksh from 

King Mongkut's Institute of Technology Ladkrabang 

Bangkok, Thailand. Shri Ramdeobaba College of 

Engineering and Management as a part of its 

commitment to provide world class technical education 

organised Dr. Monai Krairiksh guest lecture on 

"Remote Sensing of the Physical Qualities of Fruits."

Workshops organized in collaboration with 

Partner Universities

1  week Workshop on "Mechatronics" in association 

with University of the District of Columbia 

conducted by Dr. Devedas Shetty in Jan.2014.

2  week Workshop on "Smart Grid Technologies for 

community Energy Systems" in association with 

University of Cumbria, UK conducted by Prof 

Xiongwei Liu in Jan.2014.

3 week Workshop on "Networking Protocols" 
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ARCEON '17

conducted by Dr. Nirmala Shenoy (Professor in 

Networking Security and Systems Administration 

Department & Director - Lab for Wireless 

Networking and Security, Rochester Institute of 

Technology, Rochester, USA) at Computer Science 

Department, RCOEM in Dec 2015.

Workshop for Department of Business Management 

students organized by London School of Training, UK 

in Jan. 2014.

NSS UNIT

NSS (NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME) is a Social 

Organization under the HRD Ministry that goes by the 

motto, "NOT ME BUT YOU". The Organization teaches 

people the spirit of togetherness and selfless service 

for the society. The Symbol itself says a lot about the 

social unit. Each line and colour has a message to 

convey and adds meaning to it. The wheel in the logo 

represents the Rath Wheel of the famous Konark Sun 

Temple located in Orissa. It represents the cycle of 

creation and signifies the movement in life; it stands 

for continuity as well as change and implies the 

continuous striving of NSS for Social Change. The Eight 

Bars in the wheel signify the 24 hours of a day. The Red 

color of the wheel indicates the active, lively, energetic 

and high spirited blood of the young volunteers. The 

navy blue colour indicates that NSS is a tiny part of the 

cosmos, that it is always ready to contribute its share 

for the welfare of the mankind.

The NSS UNIT of RCOEM has highly dedicated 

volunteers and teachers that indulge in a lot of 

activities throughout the year that helps the society in 

a number of ways. The students keep organizing 

events that help them reach the poor. It spreads 

awareness about the problems that the society 

currently faces and tries providing them with the 

solutions. The Volunteers bring up new ideas and 

events that relates with the society in the form of 

competitions or campaigns.

A "Blood Donation Camp" is amongst one of the major 

events that the NSS UNIT of our college organises. This 

is a Mega Event that is organised in the Campus, a 

small initiative and a chance for all the college going 

students to make a little contribution to the society. 

The Event witnesses almost 400+ volunteers that 

come to donate their blood. Another event that the 

Unit organised is a Visit to the Orphanage. Giving love 

and care to the homeless is always a joy. All the 

volunteers and teachers donate books and stationery 

items to the children at the orphanage. The volunteers 

interacted and played with them and made them feel 

like family. The entire NSS team put in efforts to see a 

smile on their faces and make them happy.

Events such as "Cleanliness drive" and "Tree 

Plantation" campaigns are also organised in the 

college. With the motto of going Green and Clean, the 

volunteers of the NSS Unit plant trees and ensure that 

the campus is kept clean. "Cloth donation" and 

"Stationery Distribution" is also organised where 

clothes from students as well as teachers are collected 

and distributed amongst the needy. 

NSS UNIT organises their annual event, "PRERNA" 

which includes many events under it. One of the most 

 Shagun Kathuriec

2nd Year
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captivating events that comes under Prerna is 

"JUNOON". It is a program where specially-abled 

children get a chance to showcase their talents with 

spell-binding performances. Those special children 

are a source of inspiration for many. Their will and 

determination to fight all odds is reflected through 

their performances. Certain other events like the 

"Speak Streak" which gives a platform to students to 

keep their views and points related to social issues is 

also being organised. The outcome of such events is to 

bring about various solutions to the problems faced in 

the society today. "Reflection" is a poster competition 

that aims to reflect social problems through various 

kinds of posters and drawings. 

These events not only teach, but also spread 

awareness amongst all the other students of the 

college. The main aim behind all such events and 

competitions is to make people aware about the 

issues that are constantly harming our society and 

develop oneness amongst people. Also, the objective 

is to bring peace and harmony in the society. For the 

welfare of the society, the NSS UNIT of the college 

strives hard to make a better and progressive society.

ROTARACT CLUB

DEFINING SOLIDARITY “Alone we can do so little; 

together we can do so much.” – Helen Keller.

As students, we say – “When we'll be capable, then 

we'll help the society, fulfilling our social duty”. The 

Rotaract Club – 'Rotary in Action' gives the opportunity 

to accomplish that duty. The club focuses on alliances 

to make the members socially adept to the world. The 

Rotaract Club of RCOEM with parent club Rotary Club 

of Nagpur, Mihan Town, joined hands towards the 

development of youthful social order. We have over 

240 members along with 35 in committee. We create 

opportunities to meet individuals, collaborate with 

colleges and organisations. The aim is to nurture the 

young generation to become social, responsible 

contributors to the progress of the society. The 

initiation was the Blood Donation Camp. The Ganesh 

Chaturthi Cleanliness Drive recognises our responsibility 

to Mother Nature. The eco–friendly Ganesh idol-

making competition or the inter–college debate 

competition: LEXICAL LINGUISTS saw involvement 

from the city, showcasing the skills of the participants. 

The Spread Happiness Campaign gives joy to forget 

the worries, enjoying time with others. Christmas at 

Balsadan with the Endeavor is always entertaining. At 

seminars, we assemble with our mentors at Rotary, 

building splendid rapports and networks with every 

person we meet. They are enlightening, giving tips and 

tricks to gain soft skills. We hope to continue this 

legacy of collaborations in the future augmenting our 

sprightly members. 

Garima Devnani

Secretary, Rotaract Club of RCOEM
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INDUSTRY INSTITUTE INTERACTION CELL

RCOEM has always emphasized on strong industry 

institute relationship. For this the college is having 

dedicated Industry Institute Interaction (III) Cell. The 

sole objective of this cell is to cultivate symbiotic 

relationship between college and industry as well as 

college and other research institutes. Since inception, 

the college has developed excellent relationship with 

industry through which the college has been able to 

achieve many of its objectives such as placements, 

research, consultancy etc. Strong industry linkages 

are helping the college to bring better placements, 

summer internships and opportunities to our 

students for industry visits. Routinely, many industry 

professionals conduct guest lectures thus providing 

students with practical aspects of the concepts that 

they learn in their classrooms. Through III Cell many 

faculty members of the college are engaged in 

numerous consulting assignments which in turn bring 

industry exposure into the four walls of classrooms.

Objectives of the III Cell

1. To cultivate symbiotic relationship between 

college and industry as well as college and other 

research institutes.

2. To help industries to solve their problems through 

research, training and consultancy.

3. To provide ample opportunities for industry 

exposure to students and faculty through industry 

visits, summer internship and industry projects.

4. To involve industry professionals in curriculum 

design, delivery and assessment so as to make 

students industry ready.

5. To help industry professionals to upgrade their 

qualification, knowledge and skill through higher 

education, continuing education and training.

 To achieve its objectives following activities are 

being undertaken:

 Foster Symbiotic Relationship

 In order to foster symbiotic relationship between 

college & industry, college is continuously making 

dialogue with industry.

 Inviting industry executives to the college to 

discuss and share thoughts, ideas and experiences 

to create a symbiotic relationship.

 Memoranda of Understanding between the 

college and industries to bring the two sides 

emotionally and strategically closer.

 Industry Exposure to Students and Faculty

 Industry exposure to students and faculty through 

industry visits.

 Students' projects/dissertation work in industries 

under joint guidance of the faculty and experts 

from industry.

 Practical training / Summer Internship of students 

in industries.

 Industry Internship for faculty members.

 Industry involvement in Curriculum Design, 

Delivery and Assessment
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 Participation of experts from industry in curriculum 

development.

 Inviting industry professional to deliver expert

 lectures.

 Involvement of industry professional in students'

 assessment.

Highlights

 MOUs with industries : 32

 Industry Sponsored Labs : 08

 Knowledge Management Partner Institution

(KMPI) of Consultancy Development Centre (CDC),

Government of India.

 Consultancy Services : Product Development,

Testing, Energy Audit & Lean Manufacturing, Soil

Testing.

 Value of Consultancy in 2015-16 :Rs. 25 Lacs.

 Continuing Education Programs for Skill Development.

(ACM, Retail Management)

 Prominent Industry benefitted: IndoRama Synthetics 

Ltd., Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd., Mahindra 

& Mahindra Ltd., Hindalco Pvt. Ltd., Aditya Birla 

Group, MOIL, WCL, Ordnance Factory Ambajhari, 

Indian Air Force.

 Industry Institute Partnership Summit "ABHYUDAYA" , 

" EMPOWER".

 International Conference on Strategies in the 

Present Scenario for Managing Growth & 

Competitiveness Managing Supply Chain for Global 

Competitiveness.

 InnoQuest : case studies presentation on 

innovative practices adopted by industries "LEAN 

Manufacturing Workshop".

ED CELL - OASIS

As 'Entrepreneurship' is growing day by day and it is to 

be one of the business world's biggest buzz words.

Oasis- the ED- Cell at RCOEM Nagpur envisions a time, 

when youth will look up to the new generation of 

CEO's and entrepreneurs as their modern HEROS.

Motivated by this vision, an enthusiastic bunch of 

people at ED-Cell, are working to induce an 

entrepreneurial mind set into the students and to air 

an innovative streak in them. ED cell waters the 'Ideas' 

in the bud and help them bloom into impactful 

endeavours. ED cell supports the aspiring entrepreneurs 

of the future and also to drive-in the real sense of 

'entrepreneurship' in those, who are new to this 

entrepreneurial world.

The cell strives to motivate students that the idea of 

entrepreneurship applies as much in politics, religion, 

society and the arts, as it does in business. It works 

towards building an inspired GenNext who has the 

inbuilt urge to innovate, take risks, shoulder social 

responsibility, create jobs, grow our economy and 

indulge in creative execution of their bubbling ideas.

In future, ED-Cell will try to meets these objectives 

through networking student enterprises from campus 

to incubators, seeding funds and angel investors to 

transform the newly proposed ideas into successful 

start-ups. Workshops in association with national 

professionals and national level competitions will be 

organized with a host of speaker series of eminent 

personalities, our own alumni to inspire, motivate and 

invoke the giant potential within the students.
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MISSION AT OASIS

Oasis “The Ed Cell” At SRCOEM, Is Committed To 

Become Number One Institute In Central India For 

Entrepreneurship Education, Facilitating Startups, 

Creating Jobs, Training And Research In The Field Of 

Entrepreneurship. 

The Institute Strives To Build New Eco System 

Conducive To First Generation Entrepreneurs, Provide 

Education, Training, Technology, Financial& Marketing 

Support, Competent Faculty Support, & Consultancy 

To Budding Entrepreneurs.

An acknowledged RCOEM, “ED Cell-OASIS” is 

committed to entrepreneurship education, training & 

research. The institute strives to provide innovative 

training techniques, competent faculty support, 

consultancy and quality teaching & training material.

TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS INCUBATORS FOUNDATION

RCOEM TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS INCUBATORS 

FOUNDATION is a flagship initiative of the RCOEM, 

intended to build a strong eco-system for nurturing 

innovation and Start-ups in the region that will drive 

sustainable economic growth and employment. 

To support above objectives, a section 8 company 

have been incorporated by RCOEM to give momentum 

to innovation, entrepreneurship and incubation 

support related activities. 

Objectives of RCOEM TBI:

 New Venture Creation : to promote new 

technology/knowledge based ventures.

 Technology Commercialization: to provide a 

platform for speedy Commercialization of 

technologies developed in the host institution or 

industry and R & D institution of the country.

 Interfacing & Networking: to provide networking 

between academia, industry and financial 

institution.

 Value Addition: to provide value added services 

viz. legal, financial, technical, IPR, etc. to incubate.

At RCOEM TBI Center incubatese get physical 

infrastructure and business support at a nominal cost. 

Companies benefit from the ecosystem at RCOEM. 

The resource centre at RCOEM –TBI provides the 

companies an access to data resources, experts and 

mentor pool. It also facilitates issue based talks and 

programs RCOEM is selected as “HOST INSTITUTE” by 

MSME Ministry, Govt. of India, under Scheme 

“Supportfor Entrepreneurial and Managerial Development 

SMEs through Incubators” 
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REEF-EXPANDING ITS HORIZONS

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful 

committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it's 

the only thing that ever has."-MargaretMead

REEF (Shri Ramdeobaba College Engineers for 

Environment Forum), the environment club of RCOEM 

came into being on 25th January 2012, with a mission 

towards sustainable development, and four main 

objectives - activity, awareness, association, and 

technical ideas for environmental conservation. It all 

started with a small group of students with Dr. 

Deepshikha Mehra from the Department of 

Humanities as the founder and Mentor Faculty. The 

club completed its 5th year in existence on 25th 

January 2017. In these five years, REEF has established 

different collaborations which have helped the club grow.

Presently, the club has 42 members, 34 RCOEM 

students and 8 alumni (who have been guiding and 

motivating their juniors during all the activities and 

events). In the past five years, the clubhaswonmany 

titles in the form of various bird races, and the WIPRO-

Earthian competition. It was only possible because of 

the strong roots of the club, strengthened by 

maintaining good relations and coordination within 

the members. The internal coordination of the 

members is one of the key reasons of the club fulfilling 

its objectives. It's the internal collaboration in the form 

of team work which is also helping REEF members in 

discovering the talents and polishing their skills. The 

skills add to their resume which is useful during the 

campus placement process in the final semesters.  

The club also provides its members with many 

opportunities to interact with people from different 

walks of life. It has been associated with eminent 

wildlife experts, conversationalists, bird-watchers and 

also ornithologists who have inspired and helped the 

student members to enhance their learning about 

environment and its various components. Various 

talks, workshops, field visits have been held with them 

in past five years. In September 2012,REEF had 

organized a lecture by Dr. Sudhanshu Kothe, a Plastic 

Surgeon by profession and an Ornithologist by 

passion. In the lecture he spoke on the linkage 

between bird conservation and technology which was 

attended by college students, and faculty members. In 

2012-13, Dr. Bahar Baviskar, a veterinarian and bird 

enthusiast interacted and gave a lecture organized by 

REEF on environment protection and conflict between 

human beings and animal. The lecture was attended 

by students of RCOEM. He spoke about his work with 

wild animals and suggested steps that anyone can 

undertake to help in wildlife conservation. Mr. Rohan 

Chakravarty, creator of Green Humour, a series of 

cartoons, comics and illustrations on nature and 

wildlife conservation and his brother Mr. Rohit 

Chakravarty (renowned birder and bat researcher) 

have collaborated with REEF on various occasions. 

In 2014-15 REEF members attended an eBirds 

workshop organized by Wild-CER and Cornell Lab of 

Ornithology (USA) with Mr. Rohit Chakravarty, as the 

speaker. eBirds is a global bird documentation 

website that gets data from the people who conduct 

birding trips. This data is in turn helpful to monitor 

birds, study and forecast their numbers, migration 

routes and many other scientific metrics are derived 

from the data collected for analysis. 

REEFians with BoV members & students of 

South Point School after a bird-watching session 

at Ambazari
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In order to achieve the dual objective of activity and 

association, and to sensitize the youth, REEF has 

collaborated with various schools in Nagpur. Schools 

like Bhavan's Vidya Mandir, CPS (Center Point School), 

T.B.R.A.N's Mundle, Montfort Girls High School, Hadas 

High School, St. Vincent High School (Palloti), and 

Vimaltai Tidke Convent had participated in 'How 

Green Is Your Campus?' Challenge organized by 

REEFto mark GTD (Global Tiger Day) in 2015 and 2016. 

The club has been organizing birding trips for 

students of CPS (Dhaba) since 2015 focusing at 

imparting them knowledge about basics and ethics of 

bird watching. During Makar Sankranti this year, in 

addition to these schools REEF also approached some 

government-run schools like Jawahar Convent and 

Tidke High School where they guided them on the 

purpose of celebrating Sankrant, its significance and 

the harmful effects of Chinese/nylon manjha. They 

also urged the school children to remove manjha from 

their school premises and localities. The main 

objective behind collaborating with schools is to make 

the students aware about global and local 

environmental issues and encourage them to work 

towards its conservation. They also interacted with 

college students, & faculty members during the event 

'When the Birds cry' which focused at creating 

awareness about Chinese / nylon manjha in RCOEM 

campus.

Apart from the students, REEF also gets plenty of 

opportunities to interact with the public during events 

organized by the club. One such event was GTD (2016) 

during which the student members interacted with 

people to create awareness about GTD, and Nagpur 

as the Tiger Capital of India through a survey. REEF's 

collaboration with nature has been the most special 

of all. Being an environment club, REEF members 

automatically get connected with nature and forests. 

Birding trips, annual trips to national parks, wildlife 

sanctuaries have been a way of linking the members 

with nature, and a major source of gaining knowledge 

about wildlife. They also inspire the students to 

protect the beautiful nature. 

REEF's collaborations with different organizations, 

field experts, students, and nature have enhanced 

their knowledge about environment and its working. 

These collaborations have helped them to improve 

their efforts towards environment protection with 

every passing year. It has also led to their skill 

development, capacity building, and made them 

aware about their role as engineers in environmental 

protection. REEF aims to expand its horizons by 

establishing connections, and also sustain them in 

order to fulfill its objectives in the future as well. It has 

helped the student members of REEFto become 

better individuals, responsible citizens and engineers. 

REEFians being awarded for winning the 

Vidarbha bird race organized during Wildlife week

REEFians receiving the award for 

winning the WIPRO-Earthian Competition
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“Technology is a soaring exercise of the human imagination” – Daniel Bell

Being a huge part of our society, technology is our foreseeable future. There is little room for people who wish to 

live without technology as it is advancing at a rate that has helped stave off stagnation. Because of the advent of 

globalization that brings competitiveness in every domains, there are new challenges to be met. As engineers, 

we need to be proactive and enthusiastic in learning about these cutting edge tools and research.

With the growing and due need of being technically updated, I would like to present to all, “EQUIPOISE”, the 

technical section of ARCEON'17. This section makes an attempt to engross its readers by delivering knowledge 

about the currents technological developments. As the section name suggests, it pinpoints the ways in which 

technology has brought an equilibrium in our lives. With prominence of giving an out-of-classroom learning 

experience, I am sure that this section will give an impulse to the research culture among students.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the principal for providing us a platform to share our ideas and 

knowledge and put them together. I would also thank our faculty in-charge who always encouraged us to do 

better and have been a constant support throughout. A special thanks to the design team for rendering a 

creative outlook. I appreciate and thank all the contributors who went beyond the classroom to provide 

informative articles by experimenting and collaborating with technology. Lastly, I would like to extend my 

sincere gratitude to my entire team who worked hard with enthusiasm to make it possible to this point.

I hope that the section brings out a rich learning experience for all the readers. 

Happy Reading! Rucha Shende 

Head, Technical Section 

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Rucha, Ruchit, Richa, Ayushi
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INTERNET OF THINGS 
Nandini Jain

nd2  Year, CSE

Today, almost everything we use comes with a prefix 

“smart” attached with it. Smart phones, smart 

watches, and in no time, we all will be soon living in 

smart cities. Our technologies are evolving in a way 

that incorporates the human-like “smartness” in 

them. But what is it that makes all of them smart? The 

answer lies in three simple words, “Internet of things” 

[IoT].

Internet of things is the networking of physical devices 

over the internet, empowering them to communicate 

to each other. IoT is built upon cloud computing, 

revolving around increased machine to machine 

communication networks of data-gathering sensors. 

The machines, or 'things', sense their environment, 

gathers information and exchanges the required 

information with other devices through this network, 

so that other machines can now take decision 

accordingly. It eliminates human 

dependency for obtaining data by 

simply talking to each other. It is 

the next big change which is 

going to make everything in our 

l ives from streetlights to 

seaports “smart”, completely 

changing the way we live.

The things, in IoT, can be any 

device that can be connected to the 

network for the communication. But these 

things alone don't form IoT; it comes together with the 

binding of sensors and machines. Sensors are 

responsible for measuring, evaluating, gathering 

data. Now, all this gathered data isn't worth if there 

isn't any infrastructure in place to analyze it. Cloud-

based function provides the key to this problem. IoT 

allows devices to be sensed and controlled across the 

wide network, creating opportunities for more direct 

integration of the physical world into computer based 

system resulting in improved efficiency, accuracy and 

economic benefits. 

The ability to network embedded devices with limited 

CPU, memory and power resources means that IoT 

finds application in nearly every field. According to 

Global Standards Inc. there will be nearly 20.8 billion 

devices on the internet of things by 2020.We all know 

smartness is an abstract entity and one cannot 

measure it, but with evolution of IoT we can challenge 

this!

The application of IoT can be classified broadly into 

five different categories: smart wearable, smart 

home, smart city, smart environment, and smart 

enterprises. The IoT products and solutions in each of 

these markets have different traits. Let's look at one 

example. In 2007, a bridge collapsed in Minnesota, 

killing many people, because of steel plates that were 

inadequate in handling the bridge's load. But now if 

we rebuild bridges, we can use smart 

cement which will be equipped with 

sensors to monitor cracks and 

stresses. The same sensors in 

the concrete will detect and 

communicate the information 

via the wireless internet to your 

car which in turn will warn you 

from going ahead on the path. 

The applications are endless. It 

is estimated that in the future, 

companies will be able to increase their 

revenue through internet of things and pave way for a 

fourth industrial revolution. 

 Well on the contrary, it's not about road; it's not about 

bridges or about cities. This is the next big change, the 

fundamental shift on the path of development and 

technology. When we start making things intelligent, 

it's going to be a huge engine for creating new 

products and new services. After all it is little big 

“things” that make life wonderful!

TECHNICAL SECTION
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5 PEN PC TECHNOLOGY

Compared to the life our ancestors used to lead, we 

follow an altogether different schedule, an altogether 

different lifestyle. Take for example, our grandparents 

- they spent their free time out in the open and 

enjoying with their friends but we, the generation of 

today are constantly plugged to some device or 

another. We, as it has rightly been said, have become 

tech savvy. Almost all of us, have a cellphone with us 

today. It has become an indispensable part of our 

lives. It can be termed as a minicomputer. But imagine 

a device, capable of performing all the task that a 

computer or a cellphone does, equipped with all the 

functionalities, and not being even as bulky as a 

mobile device.

The first ever computer built was the size of a room. It 

used vacuum tubes for its processing. As time 

progressed, the size of the device shrunk, and the 

complexity of the task performed by it increased 

exponentially. Consider for example, the Quantum 

Computer being developed by a joint effort of Google 

and NASA is a small chip but is capable of performing 

calculations or much higher and complex levels. In 

fact, the problems are not yet created of that level. 

Here is a glimpse of Google and NASA's quantum 

computer:

With advancements in technology, wherein the 

devices are reaching a minuscule level, but 

performing a task most humongous in its nature, it is 

possible for the device described above. The 5 Pen PC 

Technology is a proposed technology which combines 

5 functionalities: i

1. A pen-style cellular phone with a handwriting data 

 input function.

2. Virtual keyboard

3. A very small projector

4. Camera scanner

5. A personal ID key with cashless pass function 

P-ISMs are connected with one another through 

short-range wireless technology. The whole set is also 

connected to the Internet through the cellular phone 

function. This personal gadget in a minimalistic pen 

style enables the ultimate ubiquitous computing. This 

device has been nomenclatured as P-ISMs i.e. Pen-

style Personal Networking Gadget Package.

The 5 Pen PC Technology opens a plethora of options 

with its unique and salient features. It comes 

equipped with a built in Wi-Fi and also a Bluetooth 

connection and allows the users to access the internet 

on the go. Also, for those hesitant in typing, the P-ISMs 

Ruchit Bhardwaj
nd2  Year, CSE
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have got you covered since they support handwriting 

data input function. This technology can also be used 

as a security check as it has an inbuilt personal ID key 

with a cashless pass function that can be used in the 

similar way as a fingerprint scanner is used for 

authentication of identity and as Google Pay or PayPal 

is used. The P-ISM system was based on "low-cost 

electronic perception technology" The added feature 

of a very small projector reduces the hassle of finding 

a projector every time a presentation is in demand.

Portability is also a very important aspect while 

thinking about the pros and cons of the acceptability 

of a new technology. The P-ISMs are basically the size 

of a regular pen which can be carried around 

anywhere and everywhere. The 5 Pen PC are 

undoubtedly the smallest every portable PCs ever till 

date.

As we know that-

"Necessity is the mother of Invention."

The technology is expanding exponentially and now it 

is up to us how we utilize it, whether in the benefit of a 

person and the society, or destruction.

The 5 Pen PC technology is the technology of the 

future and will surely be in high demand in the days to 

come.

REUSABLE LAUNCHING VEHICLE: CONCEPT 
TURNING IN REALITY

Launching humans and satellites to space is a costly 

affair. Since the origin of space missions, it has been 

the nightmare of engineers, scientists and others 

among the space community to develop and design a 

vehicle that can be used for several launch missions, 

like an aircraft, whether surveillance, tourism or 

transport. The only accomplishment till the last 

decade was the Space Shuttle Program which has 

been suspended in 2011. The pullback of the Space 

Shuttle program has left a huge blank in the field of 

space exploration. Today, because of the privatization 

of the Space industry, there is a renewed interest in 

Reusable Launch Vehicles (RLV).

A Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV) is the space analogy 

of an aircraft. It can be used for several missions as it 

returns to the earth after completing its mission. 

Though the thought of RLVs started in 1950's, but 

inadequate technology made the thoughts 

impossible. In the 1970s, NASA designed and built the 

Space Shuttle, a partially reusable launch vehicle 

which first flew in 1981 and was operational from 1982 

till 2011.

The working of a RLV can be divided into 4 stages.

1. First stage: Subsonic and supersonic stage

The RLV with its payload climbs to about 100,000 feet 

or 30 km using conventional jet-engines and/or using 

ramjet engines. Air which is compressed by the 

forward speed of the aircraft combines with fuel and 

undergoes subsonic combustion. The compression of 

air before burning of fuel is done in the ramjet by the 

addition of a diffuser at the inlet, while it is done by the 

turbine in conventional jet-engine. The plane is 

accelerated to a speed of Mach 4 or Mach 5 and the 

flow inside the engine becomes supersonic.

2. Second stage: Hypersonic stage

When the space plane is at an altitude of about 

100,000 ft. and at a velocity of about Mach 4, the 

scramjets are fired. Flow through the scramjet engine 

Mrunal Mohadikar
rd3  Year, MECH
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is faster than the speed of the sound at operational 

speeds. Combustion and ignition takes place in 

milliseconds at this speed. The Scramjet engine takes 

the RLV to even greater heights and to speeds of up to 

Mach 15.

3. Third stage: Space stage

At greater height, as there isn't enough oxygen 

available, the rocket engines are fired up. The rocket 

engine is capable of accelerating the RLV to speeds of 

about Mach 25, which is the escape velocity. It takes 

the RLV into orbit. The rocket engine takes the RLV to 

the payload release site and the required operations 

are done.

4. Fourth stage: Re-entry stage

Once the RLV finishes its mission in space, it performs 

de-orbit operations to slow itself down, thereby 

dropping to a lower orbit and eventually entering the 

upper layers of the atmosphere. As the vehicle 

encounters denser air, the temperature of the 

ceramic skin builds to over 1,000°C, and is also cooled 

by using any remaining liquid hydrogen fuel. It is here 

that the structure of the plane undergoes heavy 

thermal stress. If the heat shields do not protect the 

plane, it would simply burn off to the ground. Once it 

reaches dense air, it can use its aerodynamics to glide 

down to the landing strip. It can also use any 

remaining fuel to fire the ramjet or conventional jet 

(depends on the design) and change its course. Once 

on the landing strip it engages it slows down using a 

series of parachutes and engages the brake.

Recovery and Reuse:

The essential objective of reusing launch vehicles is to 

reduce the cost of access to space. The concept and 

practice of recovery is nearly as old as the early 

investigations of launch vehicle reuse.

Perhaps the best example of recovery is parachute 

recovery of space capsules in the 1960s and 1970s: 

Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo. NASA achieved a 100 per 

cent success rate on these missions. However, the 

space capsules landed in salt water and none were 

ever reused. Separate stages of multi-stage launch 

vehicles have been returned or recovered separately 

for reuse. The most prominent example is the Space 

Shuttle. While it is important to design the hardware 

for a large number of reuses, it is equally important to 

stay within the design parameters of that hardware 

during the recovery operation. 

Reusable launch systems have the highest 

development costs and technical risks due to booster 

and orbiter complexity, but the technology is within 

current state of the art. The extremely low direct 

operating costs quickly outweigh the high 

development costs for launch rates above about 20 

per year. A reusable system is the more flexible 

system due to their extremely low direct operating 

costs. Reusable launch systems are the systems of 

choice if it is believed that future launch rates will 

increase significantly and will require responsive and 

flexible launch capabilities.

Advantages of RLV:

Cost is the first and foremost consideration, Reusable 

Launch Vehicles reduces cost and payload delivery 

very much by avoiding repeatedly making of new use 

and throw launch vehicles. And since it employs a 

Two-stage-to-orbit function, the spacecraft will not 

carry the entire mass of the vehicle, therefore 

reducing the difficulty in reaching the orbital velocity 
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and the risk of failure.

International Space Station needs periodical 

replenishment and may need other support missions 

from earth even at short notice. RLVs become very 

useful in these circumstances.

The additional advantage of using a Reusable Launch 

Vehicle is that it reduces the amount of space junk 

caused during launches. As during rocket launches, 

the debris and burnt stages remain in space, posing 

threat to other satellites orbiting earth.

So, to sum up everything, a reusable launch vehicle 

should be built in such a way that it can be reused for 

several missions whereas an Expendable Launch 

Vehicle (ELV) can be used only once and it is very 

expensive. From the previous experiences and 

knowledge, a future reusable launch vehicle should be 

constructed within low cost. Autonomous reusable 

launch vehicles are considered to be low cost 

alternatives. Future RLV are to be developed through 

an extensive flight demonstration.

A WEB BASED 
IMAGE PROCESSING APPLICATION

Modern hand held devices such as smart phones 

andpersonal digital assistants(PDAs) have become 

increasingly powerful in recent years. Dramatic 

breakthroughs in processing power along with the 

number of extra features included in these devices 

have opened the doors to a wide range of commercial 

possibilities. In particular, most cell phones regularly 

include processors comparable to PCs. However, even 

with all these added abilities, there are few 

applications that allow much passing of the 

environmental information and location based 

services. Also the mobile technologies have vastly 

improvised in various technological fields in which 

there are millions of users. This interest helped us to 

make a website through which a user can get hands 

on image processing software at any point of time.  

The Project is developed in Web Storm which is an 

integrated development environment (IDE). The IDE 

provides first-class support for JavaScript, Node.js, 

HTML and CSS, as well as their modern successors. 

Supported frameworks include Angular JS, React, 

Meteor and more. It helps you write code better 

thanks to the smart code completion, on-the-fly error 

detection, powerful navigation and refactoring. 

The proposed application is a cross-platform game 

version named A WEB BASED IMAGE PROCESSING 

SOFTWARE which works on computer, android, 

windows i.e. anything that supports a web browser 

with java script enabled. Users will be able to use the 

application without being able to download the 

software. The application will also be able to support 

.tiff image formats along with the basic formats. The 

satellite images are usually in .tiff format so it was 

necessary to use the format. The image can be 

processed in number of ways including adjusting 

brightness, zoom in and zoom out, invert etc.

The image-processing methods implemented on 

browser are:

1) Linear stretching:

In this, the input values of a map re-scaled to output 

values in the output map. The input values are 

specified by the 'stretch from' values; the lower and 

upper 'stretch from' boundary values are included in 

Apurv Singh, Ravi Patel, 

Sahil Dogra and Suraj Sipani
th4  Year, CSE
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the stretching. The output values specify the output 

domain and the value range and precision of this 

domain.

2) Contrast stretching:

Contrast is the difference between maximum and 

minimum pixel intensity. Contrast stretching (also 

called Normalization) attempts to improve an image 

by stretching the range of intensity values it contains 

to make full use of possible values. Unlike histogram 

equalization, contrast stretching is restricted to a 

linear mapping of input to output values. The result is 

less dramatic, but tends to avoid the sometimes-

artificial appearance of equalized images.

3) Zooming:

Zooming is simply means enlarging a picture in a 

sense that the details in the image became more 

visible and clear. It is an image has many wide 

applications ranging from zooming through a camera 

lens, to zoom an image on internet etc.

Image processing can be grouped into different 

categories:

a) Image rectification and restoration

b) Image enhancement

c) Information extraction

The Application will be useful for people and solve 

their problem of image processing as at most times 

there is access to pc or mobile, and the application is 

compatible in both. The prerequisite condition will be 

that the user has a steady internet connection to use 

the application and its quick updates with different 

features. The overall objective of the application is to 

apply image-processing features to a web browser. 

The application should be platform independent. Also 

users need not download the software, instead access 

directly on the net. The application has standard and 

user friendly UI of application with respect to market.

THE TESLA TECH

Sai Shashank Mudliar
nd2  Year, CSE

Autonomous cars are more tangible than ever, and 

Tesla seems to be the brand that is closest to achieving 

this. While Mercedes-Benz and other carmakers have 

been experimenting with self-driving technology 

since the 1980s, Tesla was the first company to launch 

a commercially available system that allows cars to 

drive themselves without keeping hands on the 

wheel. 

Systems on the S-Class and E-Class, for example, 

require drivers to keep their hands on the wheel while 
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the self-driving technology is operational. Initially, 

Tesla's system did not need this, but the company had 

to tone it down because owners were filming 

themselves doing stupid things while behind the 

wheel with the Autopilot system activated.

The feature was first available in October 2015, and 

was integrated into the Version 7.0 update of the Tesla 

software. The Autopilot function was an upgrade to 

the existing semi-autonomous driving features of the 

Model S. 

Thanks to the fact that the car already had a vast array 

of sensors and equipment on board, and that its 

controls were operated electrically, it was easier to 

adapt the system to be managed by a computer. Like 

in the aviation industry, each system has a back-up so 

that the Autopilot can work with less. It is expected 

that this feature will be used by every car maker 

around the globe that tries its hand on self-driving 

technology.

Tesla is yet to rule out human drivers, but Elon Musk 

has big plans for this system, even claiming that they 

want to make a version capable of driving from an 

American coast to the other, and to charge itself along 

the way. So far, the Model S can be “summoned” from 

a maximum distance of fewer than 40 feet, in which it 

can drive itself out of a parking lot while its user waits 

for its arrival. The "Summon" is an impressive feature, 

and any other carmaker would have made dozens of 

videos and commercials to promote this technology, 

while Tesla settles on a modest approach to this.

THE E-TIME CAPSULE

Himaja Phadke
nd2  Year, IT

Have you ever wished to 

impart some wisdom to 

your younger self so 

that you were in a 

different position as of 

today? Haven't you 

ever regretted for the 

time you wasted in the past and cursed your younger 

version to have not utilized time properly?

Although sending messages in the past is not possible, 

we can surely send messages to our future! Most of us 

are in a habit of writing diaries, but with the passage of 

time they either get lost or we forget about them. But, 

now with the aid of e-time capsules we can make sure 

that our messages are conveyed to our future selves. 

So, what is an e-time 

capsule? It is like a time 

capsule but on the 

internet or the web. 

The content will be 

stored for the desired 

amount of time and then 

mailed to email address provided.

Some s i tes  that  provide these fac i l i t ies-  

www.futureme.org, www.whensend.com

The e-time capsulesare mainly:

1) Informative 2) Educative 3) Entertaining

In 2005, Forbes conducted an experiment where as 

many as over 140,000 Forbes readers participated in 
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an unusual experiment designed to test the limits of 

long-distance communication. Now many of them are 

receiving the results -a letter from their own past.

After collecting messages for several months, they 

sealed the time capsule and stowed it away for a year. 

In 2006, 2008 and 2010, the time capsule re-opened, 

and they successfully sent over 57,000 messages back 

to their authors. Now they've hit the ten year mark, 

and have sent another 16,000 emails to their users, a 

decade after they were written.

Some precautions that need to be taken while witting 

an e-time capsule are:

1) Provide a mail ID that you think you're going to 

retain for a long time.

2) Chose a provider which isn't likely to disappear any 

time soon. E.g. Google, Yahoo! etc.

The e-time capsules serve a very important purpose in 

terms of studying the world after decades of 

advancement.

It will help to compare the lives of people after several 

years. For mapping the evolution it is necessary that 

the things are documented. This will help us in exactly 

doing the same.

FROM SCIENCE FICTION TO REALITY

"You wake up one morning to find your brain has 

another lobe functioning. Invisible, this auxiliary lobe 

answers your questions with information beyond the 

realm of your own memory, suggests plausible 

courses of action, and asks questions that help bring 

out relevant facts. You quickly come to rely on the new 

lobe so much that you stop wondering how it works. 

You just use it. This is the dream of artificial intelligence."

- BYTE, computer magazine, April 1985 

Could you imagine how cool would it be to have your 

own Jarvis? You'll just throw problem to it and it'll find a 

best solution and do it for you. As you speak, move, 

gesture, look, and - at some time not so far off - even 

think, the world of future computers will work with 

you. But how is that possible? Weren't we taught that 

machines are just to execute instructions, and not 

think and talk, like Jarvis? Well, science has an answer 

for you -artificial intelligence.

Artificial intelligence is the ability of a computer to 

understand what you're asking and then infer the best 

possible answer from all the available evidence. AI is 

the simulation of human intelligence processes by 

machines, especially computer systems. So, basically, 

we're gifting one of the greatest virtues of humans to 

machines - to think and act accordingly.

The central problems (or goals) of AI research include 

reasoning, knowledge, planning, learning, natural 

language processing (communication), perception 

and the ability to move and manipulate objects. That 

is, the machine collects knowledge, deducts the 

possible solutions and finds the best possible solution 

for the problem, then plans to implement solution, 

may (or may not) inform you about it, and then 

executes it by manipulating the elements and objects 

involved in the process. It might sound like a time 

consuming process, but takes milliseconds for these 

machines to do so. So, from handling the mundane 

activities of your life, AI machines can revolutionize 

the way we interact with them, or for that matter, with 

the society as well.

The field of AI research was founded at a conference 

on the campus of Dartmouth College in the summer 

of 1956. The research and implementation started, 

and computers were winning at checkers, solving 

word problems in algebra, proving logical theorems 

and speaking English, which were astonishing to 

Ayushi Shrivastava
rd3  Year, CSE
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people in the 20th century. Deep Blue became the first 

computer chess-playing system to beat a reigning 

world chess champion, Garry Kasparov on 11 May 

1997.

There are a large number of tools used in AI, including 

mathematical optimization, logic, methods based on 

probability and economics, and many others. The AI 

field is interdisciplinary, in which a number of sciences 

are used, including computer science, mathematics, 

psychology, philosophy and neuroscience. So, you 

now know how the small theorems and axioms you 

study contribute to such a huge field of research.

Modern artificial intelligence techniques are 

pervasive and are too numerous to list here.  

Examples of AI include autonomous vehicles (such as 

drones and self-driving cars), proving mathematical 

theorems, playing games (such as Chess or Go), 

search engines (such as Google search), online 

assistants (such as Siri), image recognition in 

photographs, spam filtering, and targeting online 

advertisements.

All these things begs the question: What happens to 

life when AI is everywhere? It promises to dissolve into 

the background, like the best technology does, 

automating tasks and maybe telling us a quip or two 

along the way. Science fiction is rife with stories of 

artificial intelligence run amok. So why should we go 

ahead with this? Well, the smartphone revolution has 

a plausible soultion : invite technology into our lives 

and homes and then figure out the consequences 

later. 

Dipika Ramchandani
rd3  Year, CSE

You can lie to your partner and even your best friends, 

but you can't lie to EQ-Radio. It is a device that can tell, 

how you truly feel by bouncing wireless signals off 

your body. You don't need to be connected to the 

device with ECG patches and wires. EQ-Radio has 

algorithms that can extract your heartbeat from the 

signals your body reflects. It then analyzes each 

heartbeat and compares it to your previous 

measurements.

EQ-Radio is a new technology that can infer a person's 

emotions using wireless signals. It transmits an RF 

signal and analyzes its reflections off a person's body 

to recognize his emotional state. The key enabler 

underlying EQ-Radio is a new algorithm for extracting 

the individual heartbeats from the wireless signal at 

accuracy comparable to on-body ECG monitors. The 

technology introduces a new method for emotion 

recognition that achieves the best of both worlds i.e. it 

directly measures the interaction of emotions and 

physiological signals, but does not require the user to 

carry sensors on his body. 

Using wireless signals reflected off people's bodies, 

the device measures heartbeats as accurately as an 

ECG monitor, with a margin of error of approximately 

0.3 percent. It then studies the waveforms within each 

heartbeat to match a person's behavior to how they 

previously acted in one of the four emotion-states (joy, 

pleasure, sadness, anger).

Existing emotion-detection methods rely on 

audiovisual cues or on-body sensors, but there are 

downsides to both techniques. Facial expressions are 

famously unreliable, while on-body sensors such as 

chest bands and ECG monitors are inconvenient to 

wear and become inaccurate if they change position 

over time.

EQ-Radio instead sends wireless signals that reflect 

off of a person's body and back to the device. Its beat-

EQ-RADIO
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extraction algorithms break the reflections into 

individual heartbeats and analyze the small variations 

in heartbeat intervals to determine their levels of 

arousal and positive affect. These measurements are 

what allow EQ-Radio to detect emotion. For example, 

a person whose signals correlate to low arousal and 

negative affect is more likely to be tagged as sad, while 

someone whose signals correlate to high arousal and 

positive affect would likely be tagged as excited. The 

exact correlations vary from person to person, but are 

consistent enough that EQ-Radio could detect 

emotions with 70 percent accuracy even when it 

hadn't previously measured the target person's 

heartbeat.

For the experiments, subjects used videos or music to 

recall a series of memories that each evoked one the 

four emotions, as well as a no-emotion baseline. 

Trained just on those five sets of two-minute videos, 

EQ-Radio could then accurately classify the person's 

behavior among the four emotions 87 percent of the time.

Applications: 

• Such machines would enable smart homes that 

react to our moods and adjust the lighting or music 

accordingly.

• Movie makers would have better tools to evaluate 

user experience.

• Advertisers would learn customer reaction 

immediately.

• Computers would automatically detect symptoms 

of depression, anxiety and bipolar disorder, 

allowing early response to such conditions.

MINI 3D-HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR: 
THE NEXT GENERATION TECHNOLOGY

Akshay Bayas and Mahika Khare
rd3  Year, ECE

Holography is a technique which facilitates three-

dimensional images (holograms) to be constituted. It 

includes the use of beam of light, interference, 

diffraction light intensity recording and suitable 

illumination of the recording. The image changes as 

the position and technical locus of the viewing setup 

changes, in exactly the same manner as if the object 

were still present, thus making the image seem 3-

dimensional. The holographic recording is itself not a 

statue; it resides of a seemingly random structure of 

either fluctuating intensity, density or profile. 

Holograms are recorded using a flash of light that 

irradiates a scene and then indents on a recording 

medium, much in the way a photograph is recorded. 

Holography is the method we use to record patterns 

of light. These patterns are reconstructed as a 3- 

dimensional image called a hologram. It will have 

tremendous effects on all arena of life including 

business, education, medical science and art. To 

understand what is holographic projection; we need 

to know what hologram actually is?

A hologram is a physical structure that diffracts lights 

into an image, the term 'hologram' can refer to both 

the encoded material and the resulting image. A 
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hologram requires a laser as the solitary light source. 

3D holographic projection is a quickly emerging 

technology. With every business desirously 

attempting to get their product to stand out from the 

competitors, 3-D hologram advertising and 

promotion is fast becoming a spectacular success. 

Due to the latest technologies like CGI technology and 

HD projection, 3D holographic projection has 

transformed itself to a futuristic audio visual display 

used by companies like Coca Cola and BMW. With 

endless holographic possibilities and continual 

advances in technology we can say that 3D 

holographic projection has a bright future in coming 

years. A holoprojector will project high-resolution, 

large-scale images onto various different surfaces, at 

different focal lengths, from a relatively small-scale 

projection device using holographic technology. 

1. History

Dennis Gabor is appraised as the Father of 

Holography and Holographic Technologies. In 1971, 

for his invention and development in the province of 

holographic technology, he was awarded the Nobel 

Prize in Physics.

The discovery was an unforeseen outcome of 

exploration into improving electron microscopes at 

the British Thomson- Houston Company in Rugby, 

England, and the firm filed a patent in December 1947. 

In 1962 the progression of laser facilitated the first 

practical optical holograms that recorded 3D objects 

to be made by Yuri Denisyuk in the Soviet Union and 

by Juris Upatnieks and Emmett Leithat the University 

of Michigan, USA.

Holograms are a flourished technology that can 

regenerate 3D objects in midair. Advantages and 

Disadvantages are listed below.

Advantages:

• Higher storage capacity 

• Increased feasibility of objects (depth)

• Enables the achievement of multiple images on a 

single plate and 3D images

• Ability to combine with other technologies

Disadvantages:

• Expensive

• Provides steady pictures

• Doesn't produce holograms of complex movements

• Requires complicated precise machinery to produce 

and view an image

• Low axial resolution of inline holography

• Reference illumination beams are collinear 

1. Applications

Indeed the applications are numerous and there are a 

few companies who are very dynamic in the field, 

trading their technologies out there.

Holographic scanners are in use at post offices, larger 

shipping firms, and automated conveyor systems to 

determine the 3-dimensional size of a package. 

Holograms produced in elastomers can be used as 

stress-strain reporters due to its compressibility and 

elasticity, the force and pressure applied are 

correlated to the reflected wavelength and hence its 

color.
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2. Necessity

Contemporary technologies such as video conferencing

and online video do boost virtual meetings. For 

instance ask yourself; 

"Would you say that, having things such as 

Holographic Phones, Tele-commuting Technologies 

and Virtual Office Systems, might help you travel less 

and opt to use these business tools rather than hop on 

a plane or sit in traffic?" 

Think about the boons and banes of using such 

technologies and about that buzzing issue "Global 

Warming". You can see how Holographic Communication 

business and personal tools might help curb man's 

footprint signature on the atmosphere. For instance 

just for the sake of argument, even if you do not buy 

into the mass media hysteria or Global Warming 

Alarmist's views, Holographic Conferencing would 

indeed change the impact ever so slightly

3. Future scope

3D holographic projection technology clearly has a big 

future ahead.  Holographic applied science is, even 

now, being used for "Holo Cells" (holographic cell 

phones that record and play three-dimensional, real 

time pictures of the communicating parties that may 

be viewed from different angles). The site three 

dimensional medical imaging also provides 

information on these topics.  A holographic memory 

device that can save up to several gigabytes could 

compete with flash memory for several usages. Future 

versions of smart phones may use holo technology 

applied science for both memory and display 

functions. For memory, holo technology information 

recording and playback can greatly increase the 

memory capacity of phones. Holographic projection 

can also show pictures that are not constrained by the 

small size of a mobile device. The prospect of watching 

TV on a mobile phone is in old now. But many want to 

watch television on a 3 diagonal screen. If it becomes 

possible to project a large picture from one's mobile 

onto the wall nearby that would expand the use of 

mobile for visual media. Linked page media Spectral 

Imagining and Holographic Technology has numerous 

implementations, as far as the human intellect can 

imagine. Holographic technologies are certainly 

available and getting more durable in abilities in every 

coming year. Holographic Technologies are not 

merely about art or business communication, they are 

about education, planning safety, security, and the 

strength of our civilization here and beyond for 

holographic data storage also has different 

information on this topic.  Holographic technology 

can also develop new ways for 3-dimensional visual 

contact from computing systems to human beings. 

Holographic applied science starts with screen 

displays with improved 3D projection qualities and 

then improves to mid-air, 3-dimensional computer 

projections that do not require a screen.In the same 

manner holo tech coverage at holographic technology 

and navigation may be fascinating.

4. Conclusion

From entertainment to treatment we can see a bright 

future for Holographic Projection and the bending of 

light. Those expanses of society which most often 

bring about investigation and development funding in 

technology are present amongst the many potential 

implementations for this science. Hence it makes 

sense that Holographic Technologies and Spectral 

Imaging will become an important part of human 

societies and civilizations in the coming years. We are 

certain of that.
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SECURING FILE STORAGE ON CLOUD 
USING HYBRID CRYPTOGRAPHY

Nidhi Budhraja, Radhika Lahoti, 
Roshni John, and Shreya Bisen

rd 3 Year, CSE

In a world where there is an increasing need for secure 

space for millions of bits of data generated every day, 

securing these virtual vaults is a hefty task. One of the 

most used virtual spaces, cloud computing is the 

practice of using a network of remote servers hosted 

on the Internet to store, manage, and process data, 

rather than a local server or a personal computer. It is 

used in many areas like industry, banks, colleges and 

business world for storing sensitive data as well. The 

user has the freedom of storing and retrieving data on 

their will.

But one of the major issues with cloud computing 

According to the Cloud Security Alliance, the top three 

threats in the cloud are Insecure Interfaces and API's, 

and Data Loss & Leakage, which accounted for 29% 

and 10% of all cloud security outages respectively. In a 

cloud provider platform being shared by different 

users there may be a possibility that information 

belonging to different customers resides on same 

data server. Therefore, Information leakage may arise 

by mistake when information for one customer is 

given to other. Additionally, Eugene Schultz, chief 

technology officer at Emagined Security, said that 

hackers are spending substantial time and effort 

looking for ways to penetrate the cloud. Because data 

from hundreds or thousands of companies can be 

stored on large cloud servers, hackers can 

theoretically gain control of huge stores of 

information through a single attack-a process he 

called "hyperjacking". Some examples of this include 

the Dropbox security breach, and iCloud 2014 leak. 

Dropbox had been breached in October 2014, having 

over 7 million of its users' passwords stolen by hackers 

in an effort to get monetary value from it by Bitcoins 

(BTC). By having these passwords, they are able to 

read private data as well as have this data be indexed 

by search engines (making the information public). 

So, how do we ensure that all of our data on this 

medium of storage is safe and secure in these vaults?

For solving this complex problem of data security, the 

most popular solution is cryptography and 

steganography technique. But, the use of a single 

algorithm is not very effective for high level security of 

data in cloud computing. In our project, we're 

introducing new security mechanism using symmetric 

key cryptography algorithm and steganography. In 

this proposed system, we're using AES, DES, RC6 

algorithms to provide block wise security to data. LSB 

(Least significant bit) steganography technique is 

introduced for key information security. Key 

information contains the part of file that is encrypted, 

the algorithm used and the key. File is split into 3 parts. 

Each and every part of file is encrypted using different 

algorithm. All parts of fi le are encrypted 

simultaneously with the help of multithreading 

technique. Data encryption Keys are inserted into 

cover image using LSB technique. Stego image is send 

to valid receiver using email. For file decryption 

purpose reverse process of encryption is applied. The 

methodology used is a combination of iterative and 

incremental process models with focus on process 

adaptability. 

This application will be useful in sending any file that 

contains very sensitive information. This method can 

be used to enhance file security by providing multi-

level security of file on cloud to store sensitive data. 

The file is completely secure as the file is being 

encrypted not by just using one but 3 encryption 

algorithm. The key is also safe as it embeds the key in 

image using LSB.
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ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING

Akanksha Sabharwal
th4  Year, CSE

ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning. ERP is 

an enterprise-wide information system that facilitates 

the flow of information and coordinates all resources 

and activities within the business organization. 

Functions typically supported by the system include 

manufacturing, inventory, shipping, logistics, 

distribution, invoicing, and accounting. Some 

solutions now embed customer relationship 

management functionality. A wide variety of business 

activities including sales, marketing, billing, 

production, inventory management, human resource 

management, and quality control depend on these 

systems. The ERP system assists in managing the 

connections to outside stakeholders as well as 

enhancing performance management. It uses a 

centralized database and usually relies on a common 

computing platform. It provides the user a unified, 

consistent, uniform environment.

ERP solutions evolved from applications focused on 

materials requirements and resource planning and 

computer integrated manufacturing. The Enterprise 

Resource Planning term came about when software 

developers were searching for a name that would 

more aptly describe these broader systems. These 

new solutions provided functionality that encompassed 

other applications in addition to manufacturing.

Competitive advantages arise to firms that can 

contain costs so that increased revenues translate 

into higher profits. A well-constructed and 

implemented ERP solution should reduce costs and 

increase productivity through improved operations. 

Standardizing business processes, which is required 

for the successful implementation of ERP, lays the 

groundwork for attaining improved efficiencies. An 

effective implementation of an ERP solution optimizes 

the use of capital equipment and manpower. This in 

turn increases the importance of other ERP 

capabilities such as scheduling and resource 

planning.

Lacking an ERP solution, firms, especially manufacturers, 

find themselves struggling to compete and grow using 

applications that are functionally deficient, obsolete, 

and isolated from other applications and data. These 

shortcomings manifest themselves in many ways that 

adversely affect the organization, some include:

• Inaccurate forecasts play havoc with inventory 

levels,

• Insight into innovative design engineering is 

clouded,

• Order tracking from acceptance through fulfilment 

is cumbersome – or non-existent,

• The revenue cycle is obscured,

• Capacity is underutilized – or overstrained,

• Cost overruns and missed deadlines taint customer 

relations.

For many years smaller organizations thought they 

were too small to reap the benefits of ERP given the 

magnitude of the required investment. Solutions 

designed to fit their specific needs now allow smaller 

organizations to leverage the power of these systems 

to attain the same benefits that larger firms enjoy. 

New approaches to structuring system architectures 

have greatly simplified implementation and use – and 

powerful solutions are now much more affordable to 

acquire and maintain.
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PORTABELLA MUSHROOM BATTERIES

ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning. ERP is 

an enterprise-wide information system that facilitates 

the flow of information and coordinates all resources 

and activities within the business organization. 

Functions typically supported by the system include 

manufacturing, inventory, shipping, logistics, 

distribution, invoicing, and accounting. Some 

solutions now embed customer relationship 

management functionality. A wide variety of business 

activities including sales, marketing, billing, 

production, inventory management, human resource 

management, and quality control depend on these 

systems. The ERP system assists in managing the 

connections to outside stakeholders as well as 

enhancing performance management. It uses a 

centralized database and usually relies on a common 

computing platform. It provides the user a unified, 

consistent, uniform environment.

ERP solutions evolved from applications focused on 

materials requirements and resource planning and 

computer integrated manufacturing. The Enterprise 

Resource Planning term came about when software 

developers were searching for a name that would 

more aptly describe these broader systems. These 

new solutions provided functionality that encompassed 

other applications in addition to manufacturing.

Competitive advantages arise to firms that can 

contain costs so that increased revenues translate 

into higher profits. A well-constructed and 

implemented ERP solution should reduce costs and 

increase productivity through improved operations. 

Standardizing business processes, which is required 

for the successful implementation of ERP, lays the 

groundwork for attaining improved efficiencies. An 

effective implementation of an ERP solution optimizes 

the use of capital equipment and manpower. This in 

turn increases the importance of other ERP 

capabilities such as scheduling and resource planning.

Lacking an ERP solution, firms, especially manufacturers, 

find themselves struggling to compete and grow using 

applications that are functionally deficient, obsolete, 

and isolated from other applications and data. These 

shortcomings manifest themselves in many ways that 

adversely affect the organization, some include:

Mohd. Mubashshir Naved Abdul Shahed
st1  Year, M. Tech. Heat Power Engg.
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• Inaccurate forecasts play havoc with inventory 

levels,

• Insight into innovative design engineering is 

clouded,

• Order tracking from acceptance through fulfilment 

is cumbersome – or non-existent,

• The revenue cycle is obscured,

• Capacity is underutilized – or overstrained,

• Cost overruns and missed deadlines taint customer 

relations.

For many years smaller organizations thought they 

were too small to reap the benefits of ERP given the 

magnitude of the required investment. Solutions 

designed to fit their specific needs now allow smaller 

organizations to leverage the power of these systems 

to attain the same benefits that larger firms enjoy. 

New approaches to structuring system architectures 

have greatly simplified implementation and use – and 

powerful solutions are now much more affordable to 

acquire and maintain.

IS THERE AN ELEMENT ZERO?

Sai Shashank Mudliar
nd2  Year, CSE

The periodic table contains a wide array of 

elements, numbered from 1(Hydrogen) 

to 118 (Oganesson), with each 

number representing the number 

of protons stored within an atom's 

nucleus. Scientists are constantly 

working to create new elements by 

cramming more and more protons 

into nuclei, expanding the periodic 

table. The effort sparks curiosity and 

questions: Can the table be enlarged in 

the opposite direction? Is it possible to 

make an element zero? Does it already exist?

"Element zero" has been a matter of conjecture for 

nearly a century, and no scientist searched more 

ardently for it than German chemist Andreas von 

Antropoff. It was Antropoff who placed the theoretical 

element atop a periodic table of his own devising, and 

it was also he who thought up a prescient name for it: 

Neutronium.

You don't widely hear Antropoff''s name today, as his 

Nazi leanings earned the scientist international 

disgrace. You do, however, hear about Neutronium. 

Today, the term commonly refers to a gaseous 

substance composed almost purely of neutrons, 

found within the tiniest, densest stars known to exist: 

Neutron stars.

Neutron stars are the collapsed cores 

of large stars. Just twenty kilometers 

wide, they hold the mass of one to 

three Suns. The incredible mass 

comes from how they are 

composed. The stars are made up 

almost entirely of neutrons 

clumped together by intense 

gravity. Neutrons normally exist only 

within nuclei of atoms, making their 

congregation an astronomical rarity, and 

deserving of a cool name, the aforementioned 

"Neutronium". (Image: The structure of a neutron.)

But is the stuff also worthy of the title "element zero"? 

Neutronium is theoretically devoid of protons, so on 

face value it fits the bill, as no protons would mean no 

atomic number. With that said, such a definition 

would certainly require some creative thinking. 

Neutronium only dwells under the crushing gravity of 

a neutron star. Extract a teaspoon of the stuff (roughly 

equal to the mass of a mountain) and it will decay 

almost instantly with "tremendous" radioactivity. To 

consider Neutronium a stable element we'd almost 

need to think of a neutron star as an atomic nucleus.

That's a massive stretch.
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VIRTUAL REALITY

Imagine a world very different from the environment 

that you presently are in; with altered physical senses. 

Could this world really exist? Yes it would, in the Virtual 

Reality. Virtual Reality or VR is the concept of creating a 

virtual environment for the user. The user 

experiences artificially created real physical senses 

such as sight, hearing, smell and touch.

The origin of this concept can be dated back in 1938 

when Antonin Artaud, first described the virtual 

nature of characters and objects in his collection of 

essay, Le Theatre et son double (English translation: 

The Theater and its Double).Since then the concept 

has been given many new dimensions of applications 

thereby adding to this concept. One of the important 

uses of VR is its application in Training purposes. The 

candidates are introduced to controlled virtual 

environments and trained for combat purposes. Also, 

VR is implemented as one of several forms of 

technology in order to educate tomorrow's 

technological elite. Though the future importance is 

huge in Education Sector, most of the advances are for 

Entertainment purposes. 

Starting from the short story Pygmalion's Spectacles 

in 1935, the Natalie Wood/ Christopher film 

Brainstorm,1992 film The Lawnmower Man, in 1999 

Matrix (and its later sequels), Inception a 2010 film, 

Avatar the list would go on. Not to forget Oculus Rift 

which is a head-mounted display for gaming purposes 

developed by Oculus VR, acquired by Facebook 

in2014. Another name in this list would be PlayStation 

VR developed by Sony (codenamed Morpheus) which 

requires a PS4. In 2010, a 3D virtual reality software 

was developed which now is widely used for urban 

regeneration. The software is marketed as Land 

Mentor and is the first precision design technology to 

make urban planning widely available with a short 

learning curve.

In Computing, a virtual version is created, like virtual 

computer hardware platforms, operating systems, 

storage devices. For example, a computer that is 

running Microsoft Windows may host a virtual 

machine that looks like a computer with the Ubuntu 

Linux operating system, i.e., Ubuntu-based software 

can be run on the virtual machine.  The primary use of 

VR is its application to various forms of therapy, 

including phobia treatments, operation simulation 

and skills training.

 "I believe that this continues the trajectory, going from 

text to photos to videos to fully immersive scenes that 

you can construct models and different things 

instantaneously to show people much richer 

descriptions of what you're thinking or experiencing 

at that point"-Mark Zuckerberg. This is what Virtual 

Reality holds out to us- the possibility of waking in to 

the constructs of imagination. 

Richa Vinzey
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One of the most revolutionary discoveries in the 

history of mankind is the data storage technology. No 

one before would have ever imagined that data which 

is so limitless could be stored only in the form of 0's 

and 1's. We have already come a long way from punch 

cards and magnetic disks to cloud storage and 

holograms. Companies are capturing more data than 

ever, and the demand for storage is growing as the 

industry learns how to do more with data. According 

to IDC (International Data Corporation), 34.7 billion 

gigabytes of storage were shipped in the second 

quarter of 2016 alone. Compare that to the very first 

hard-disk drive that was produced in 1956 - which 

came in at five megabytes of storage - and consider 

the fact that it would take seven trillion of those disk 

drives to match what the industry produces now. 

The world's appetite for data storage is growing 

continuously; the growth in big data is fueling 

innovations in developing cognitive learning 

applications, such as artificial intelligence, machine 

learning, and big-data analytics. Thanks to 

innovations like solid-state drives and object storage 

that enables public and private storage clouds to 

manage data at enormous scale. But this is not the 

end; some recent innovations in this field will offer 

enterprises cheaper, faster and more energy efficient 

storage. Let us take at these technologies:

Helium filled disks:

In an attempt to build higher-capacity, energy-

efficient hard drives, a few manufacturers have come 

up with a novel solution: filling the hard drive case with 

helium. Because helium is one-seventh as dense as 

air, the spinning platters in a helium drive encounter 

less resistance and experience almost no turbulence. 

As a result, more platters can be put into a drive and 

track data on those platters more precisely, greatly 

increasing drive density. This increased storage 

density results in a lower cost per gigabyte and also a 

lower total cost of ownership (TCO). The smaller 

motor required to drive the disk consumes 23 percent 

less power and runs 4-5  degrees cooler.  Thus, it also 

decreases energy use, makes the drive quieter and 

improves reliability.

Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR): Perpendicular 

recording (PMR) is a technology for data recording on 

hard disks.But SMR is a new hard drive recording 

technology. SMR achieves higher areal densities by 

squeezing tracks closer together. Tracks overlap one 

another, like shingles on a roof, allowing more data to 

be written to the same space. As new data is written, 

the drive tracks are trimmed, or shingled. Because the 

reader element on the drive head is smaller than the 

writer, all data can still be read off the trimmed track 

without compromise to data integrity or reliability. 

SMR drives are currently available for purchase, and 

the technology continues to improve.

THE FUTURE OF DATA STORAGE

Rucha Shende
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Heat Assisted Magnetic Recording (HAMR):

HAMR technology is believed to hit areal densities 

beyond 1.5 Terabytes (TB) per inch square. Heat-

assisted magnetic recording technology briefly heats 

magnetic recording media with a special laser close to 

Curie point (the temperature at which ferromagnetic 

materials lose their permanent magnetic properties) 

to reduce its coercivity while writing data on it.  With 

HAMR, a tiny laser heats up the part of the spinning 

disk that is being written, allowing the write tracks to 

be much smaller. HAMR HDDs will feature a new 

architecture, require new media, completely 

redesigned read/write heads with a laser as well as a 

special near-field optical transducer (NFT) and a 

number of other components not used or mass 

produced today. 

DNA Storage: 

It is the strangest new storage technology. Yes, DNA, 

the molecule that stores biological information could 

be used to store other kinds of data. Harvard 

researchers in 2012 were able to encode DNA with 

digital information, including a 53,400-word book in 

HTML, eleven JPEG images, and one JavaScript 

program. DNA offers incredible storage density, 2.2 

petabytes per gram, which means that a DNA hard 

drive about the size of a teaspoon could fit all of the 

world's data on it-every song ever composed, book 

ever written, video ever shared. Besides the space 

savings, DNA is ideal for long-term storage. Lead 

Harvard researcher George Church says "You can 

drop DNA wherever you want, in the desert or your 

backyard, and it will be there 400,000 years later."

Counting everything from astronomical images and 

journal articles to YouTube videos, the global digital 

archive will hit an estimated 44 trillion gigabytes (GB) 

by 2020, a tenfold increase over 2013. So, data storage 

is a challenge that the world faces, today. At the 

moment DNA synthesis is far too expensive to use 

DNA data storage commercially, but in the future it 

could be viable for long term archiving of government 

data and other information that needs to be archived 

long term for regulatory compliance purposes. 

Although, scientists have been putting in efforts to 

synthesize artificial DNA to store information, 

achieving that potential won't be easy. Before DNA 

can become a viable competitor to conventional 

storage technologies, researchers will have to 

surmount a host of challenges, from reliably encoding 

information in DNA and retrieving only the 

information a user needs, to making nucleotide 

strings cheaply and quickly enough.
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HUMANOIDS

Ever since I saw Jetsons, my mind 

has been fascinated by the idea 

of living in a world where there's 

nothing a bot is not capable of. 

And as a 90s kid, I'm pretty sure 

everyone's picture of 'future' is 

corrupted with the constant 

thought of being surrounded by 

these technological marvels. 

Well, those marvellous human-

like-robots, or humanoids, aren't 

far away from reaching our 

homes.

A humanoid robot is a robot with 

its body shape built to resemble 

the human body. The design may 

be for functional purposes, such 

as interacting with human tools and environments, 

for experimental purposes, such as the study of 

bipedal locomotion, or for other purposes.

eIn general, humanoid robots have a torso, a head, 

two arms, and two legs, though some forms of 

humanoid robots may model only part of the body, for 

example, from the waist up. Some humanoid robots 

also have heads designed to replicate human facial 

features such aseyes and mouths.

Sounds a little too formal? Let us dismantle and look 

into them closely.

The first activity of sapiens is to move and bend their 

bodies as much they want. As we have muscles and 

joints, humanoids have motors that generate motions 

and gives the body partsspecific angle, velocity and 

degree to move. These motors require two things to 

work: control signal and power supply. When the 

control signal is received, the motors respond by 

c o n v e r t i n g  p o w e r  i n t o  

mechanical motion. Control 

signals are given according to the 

movement required, and then 

the motor controls the speed of 

motors suitably.

Now, for all these actions, the 

robot requires data, real-time 

information of the changes in the 

environment. Sensors do this 

work of measures the attributes 

of the real world. Broadly, a 

humanoid has two types of 

sensors:  Proprioceptive sensors 

and Exteroceptive sensors. 

Former sense the position, the 

orientation and the speed of the 

humanoid's body and joints, whereas the latter are 

used to provide data on what has been touched.

Just like we have senses:  hands, eyes and earsas our 

sensors, Humanoid robots have their own specific 

sensors for calculating orientation. They use 

accelerometers to measure the acceleration, from 

which velocity is calculated; tilt sensors to measure 

inclination; force sensors placed in robot's hands and 

feet to measure how much force it needs to apply with 

floor for standing/walking/running; position sensors, 

that indicate the actual position of the robot or even 

speed sensors. An array of Exteroceptive sensors are 

used at the fingertips. They provide information about 

the object it is touching and forces transferred 

between them.

So, how does a humanoid binds all of these activities 

together to give a real time response in milliseconds? 

As we perceive or sense something, and send data to 

Ayushi Shrivastav
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the brain, the humanoid uses a distributed system 

approach, and divides the whole skeleton into parts. 

They have sensors in each part, and these are 

connected to an individual microcontroller which 

monitors and coordinates with the central processing 

of the humanoid to generate a properly timed response.

The next important activity would be to communicate 

and coordinate with our fellow being, by talking. In a 

robot's language, to record words being said, extract 

their meaning and then generate appropriate 

response or action. To generate a real-time response, 

we use the concept of AI (Artificial Intelligence). The 

key to all the actions is planning and control, that is to 

prioritize its actions in the right order and executing 

them. For example, if you tell a humanoid to go to a 

shop and pick up your laundry, it has to make a list of 

actions to complete this task. If the brain messes up in 

planning and exchanges priority of asking for laundry 

and reaching the destination, then the humanoid will 

keep asking for laundry before reaching the 

destination, leaving the task incomplete. So without 

planning, the whole robot will go haywire and run all 

over the place, confused, just as we do in a panic situation.

With this level of complexity, it feels like it's going to be 

decades before we see one, right? You cannot be more 

inaccurate, my fellow earthlings! The first functional 

humanoid was ASIMO, introduced by Honda in 2000. 

And humanoids like Nao, Bandit, RoboThespian and 

Robonaut are already in use in different fields. 

Researchers are doing their best to make this dream 

into a reality, attempting to make them into identical 

clones of humans. So, the question is are you ready for 

a world with humanoids serving you at your beck and call?

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

In this modern era of automation and technology, 

most of the industries are focusing on the use of 

technology to cut down the manpower costs and 

reduce errors in production. With the aim of 

maintaining quality in mass production it becomes 

important for the machines and its parts to be 

functioning at an optimum level throughout the entire 

production process. In the last few decades there have 

been tremendous advancements in the field of 

manufacturing and there is need to optimize the 

available manufacturing processes by using robots 

and computers. To face the global competition and to 

be able to meet the increasing customer demands for 

high accuracy, it is important for the industries to look 

into solutions for making the manufacturing 

processes more consistent. Estimation of tool wear is 

a challenge which has been around for many years, 

however, no solution has yet been found as many 

factors influence it and it is a monumental task for 

anyone to comprehend. Due to the dynamic nature of 

the machining processes, the use of artificial neural 

networks presents a wide range of research 

opportunities to improve the manufacturing industry.  

Understanding Neural Networks :

Neural networks are models which are capable of 

patter recognition which helps in dealing with non-

Akshay Katpatal
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linear problems. Neural networks have the potential 

to identify important patterns in machine conditions 

and to relate these patterns to suitable outputs. These 

also can be put to predict machine conditions when 

trained. The basic structure of ANN comprises of 

layers, namely the input layer, hidden layers and 

output layer. The data from the external world can be 

fed through input layer while the output layer 

generates outputs to the external world. There may 

be one or more hidden layers between input and 

output layers. Each processing element may have 

several input paths but one or two output paths. The 

inputs of a neuron may come from the external world 

(in the input layer) or from the outputs of other 

neurons (in the hidden and output layer). Each layer 

consists of a number of nodes (neurons, cells, 

processing elements). Each neuron sums its weights. 

The sum, modified by an activation function 

(frequently a sigmoidal function), is the output of the 

neuron (Petre and Mcentee, 1994). 

 There are, therefore, two stages in the use of neural 

networks (Petre and Mcentee, 1994); the training 

stage of the tool condition monitoring system where 

the network is supplied with training data, that is, 

known inputs which can be related to known outputs 

and; the diagnostic stage where a trained network is 

then available to perform its required function. Neural 

networks, are used as a medium to extract valuable 

information from complex and fuzzy data, to extract 

patterns and detect trends that are too complex to be 

noticed by either humans or other computer 

techniques. A trained neural network in fact is an 

"expert" to analyse the information it has been given. 

Some advantages of said neural networks are: 

Adaptive learning, Self-Organisation, Real Time 

Operation and Fault Tolerance via Redundant 

Information Coding. There are two main functions of 

ANN which are useful in tribological (engineering of 

interacting surfaces in relative motion) applications 

(Ripa & Frangu, 2004) : ? The continuous approximation 

of a multivariable function, used for modelling of 

manufacturing processes;? Classification, that is a 

discrete approximation of functions, used for 

recognition of the operating conditions of machinery. 

In the modern age of manufacturing and machining, 

where precision and accuracy are critical in improving 

quality of the products as well as satisfying the high 

demands of the industry, it is necessary to reduce the 

errors in all areas of manufacturing. To improve the 

quality of products and to reduce the error in 

machining it is imperative to use advanced technology 

for predicting the behaviour of the different cutting 

parameters in machining process.  The studies in use 

of artificial neural networks mentioned as case 

studies, give positive results which encourage the use 

of neural networks in the development of universal, 

reliable tool condition monitoring system. The results 

obtained from the studies suggest that ANN can be 

effectively used for continuous monitoring of tool 

wear in machining operations .The data seems to 

show that a real-time and data-trainable system that 

does not require any mathematical model of the 

machine tool and machining operation can be 

developed. As long as the measured input data is 

accurate and the sensors keep functioning correctly, it 

is possible to very accurately get continuous 

information regarding tool wear.  It should be noted 

that while many of the researchers may have used 

one or two parameters as input data, other 

parameters can also be included to develop a system 

which performs better. The accuracy of the neural 

system also depends upon the training data given to 

it, during the learning stage. It is beneficial to provide 

the system with an adequate number of sets of input 

data for it to be able to form a network which can 

provide desired results. The applications in the 

manufacturing industry for these systems will keep on 

increasing as we go more and more at the micron level 

and definitely at that point, proper implementation of 

these networks will provide results with unmatched 

accuracies helping the industry provide better 

products. 
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SECURITYPI

Akanksha Sabharwal
th4  Year, CSE

A crime is something that happens when we are not 

even aware of the situation. Yet, we being one of the 

most intelligent beings on earth, are not able to deal 

with it without affecting ourselves or the people 

around us adversely. There is a severe need to cope up 

with this situation.

In today's world, where crime is increasing at an 

alarming rate, keeping in mind the busy life of home 

owners who do not have enough time or money to 

keep a watch on their homes, it becomes almost 

impossible to make sure your loved ones and your 

precious belongings are safe. In such a situation, it has 

become necessary to come up with something which 

will not only keep your house or workplace safe, but 

suit your busy lifestyle as well. The biggest problem is 

that you can't assure complete security when you are 

away. Hence, we have come up with SecurityPi. 

SecurityPi is a home security system which captures 

the picture and compares it with an already existing 

database of known (recognized) people.

The hardware system is mainly a two part system.

In first part the training of the SecurityPi is needed. 

The database for training purpose is created at the 

place where the system is deployed. So for this a basic 

training program is run (usually first done for the 

people living or working in that place). The database 

can be updated at any point time thus helping to 

increase the number of recognised persons. To add 

pictures run the training file and the photos are 

captured. The photos are then converted to grey scale 

image and saved in a folder named 'positive'. The 

more the number of pictures of the person the better 

the face recognition works.

The second part is the box file. This file is responsible 

for the face recognition part of the system. When the 

file is run the data is loaded (it takes 2-3 minutes). 

Then the sensor is enabled (the sensor starts in low 

state).

Now if there is moment, sensor will detect that and as 

soon it goes high the camera will be enabled and will 

click picture. This picture is stored in the name of 

capture. The captured image is converted to grey scale 

image and the Eigen face algorithm works on it. There 

is one main factor in the Eigen face file known as 

'threshold'.Threshold is the limit with which the 

confidence of the image is compared. (Confidence of 

image is the resemblance of the captured image to 

that present in the database. Lower confidence value 

is desired).If the confidence of the image is below the 

threshold limit then the face is recognized else it 

shows the output as "positive image. Not recognized".

After this the connection is made to the backend user 

(back4app), using the connection class. The data is 

sent and stored in columns.

The user can fetch the data from time to time by 

clicking on a button that helps to run the query that 

fetches the pictures having confidence value more 

than the threshold value.Since the training of system 

is done at customer side thus based on the light 

conditions and other factors the threshold limit is set 

for the customer.
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AIRPODS

Sai Shashank Mudliar
nd2  Year, CSE

Apple Senior VP Phil Schiller took the stage on 

Wednesday's iPhone event in San Francisco to 

announce the news most tech geeks had been 

expecting: the iPhone will leave the 3.5mm 

headphone jack behind. It was Schiller's job to justify 

why Apple was doing so, and he defended the 

company's decision by citing three reasons to move 

on-and one word: "courage."Schiller explained to the 

San Francisco event crowd that Apple would push the 

Lightning port standard for wired headphones and 

push a new proprietary wireless standard, driven by 

the new "W1 chip" in iOS devices, which Schiller called 

Apple's first wireless chip.

The 3.5mm port, on the other hand, has to go, Schiller 

said, because the company can't justify the continued 

use of an "ancient" single-use port. He described the 

amount of technology packed into the iPhone, saying 

each element in Apple's phones is fighting for space, 

and it's at a premium. While every iPhone 7 and 7 Plus 

will include a Lightning-to-3.5mm adapter, Schiller 

was a lot more optimistic about the company's 

wireless-audio standard.

Schiller explained that no company had tried to 

deliver a wireless experience between your devices 

and your headphones that fixes the things that are 

currently difficult to do Since there's only one major 

industry-wide wireless-audio standard, it's easy to 

assume that he's talking about Bluetooth there. To 

promote Apple's wireless-audio push, Schiller 

announced the new air Pods earbuds, which look 

mostly identical to the last official Apple earbud 

model, only with a small piece of plastic replacing the 

full cord.

Schiller says that Air Pod users can expect five hours of 

playtime, along with 24 hours of recharge supplied by 

a portable charging case (which can recharged on the 

go and hence kept into a bag or refilled at home).The 

Air Pods will recognize if a user has them embedded in 

ears or not. In addition, the advertisements tell them 

as being capable to automatically recognize 

compatible hardware nearby and switch to a new 

device's audio feed based on proximity. However, 

Schiller did not confirm whether W1-compatible audio 

gear would work with older, Bluetooth-only devices. 

While Schiller and Apple designer Jonny I've talked a 

lot about wireless being "the future" of audio devices-

and thus being the reason for Apple's "courage" to 

move on from the 3.5mm standard-Apple is curiously 

not packing those air Pods into new iPhone 7 and 7 

Plus boxes. Instead, those devices will ship with the 

updated Lightning ear Pods by default.
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EVOLUTION OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Hrithik Agrawal
nd 2  Year, IT

The concept of Artificial Intelligence (or AI) surfaced in 

1950, when computer pioneer Alan Turing introduced 

the Turing test in his paper "Computing Machinery 

and Intelligence." The test involved a judge who must 

communicate with two participants in two different 

rooms. In one room, is a machine, and in the other, is a 

real person. The judge is then supposed to ask each 

participant questions and figure out which one is the 

machine. If the judge picks the person less than 50 

percent of the time, the machine would be considered 

"intelligent." Since Turing's initial theory, there's been 

a steady march to create thinking machines. In the 

past couple decades, there's been enormous progress 

in this field, but we have to ask: Is that necessarily a 

good thing? Here are some interesting AI facts:

1] Generally AI is Female: 

One thing that you may have noticed when it comes to 

AI that you possibly interact with, like Google Now, Siri, 

and Cortana, is that the default voice is female. For the 

record, this isn't one of the terrifying facts; we just find 

it fascinating that AI tends to be female.

2] Artificial Intelligence PETS:

Pets are great, but they have a number of downsides. 

You have to clean them up, they can be destructive, 

they need to be fed, and of course, they die. 

Something that will take care of all those downsides is 

AI driven pets. University of Melbourne, Animal 

Welfare researcher Dr. Jean-Loup Rault says that there 

are already a number of patents for robot pets and 

they could be widely available by 2025.

3] Artificial Intelligence can learn:

There's a saying about computers that they're only as 

smart as the person using them. However, with 

advancements in AI, computers are starting to learn 

by themselves. For example, Google developed an AI 

system that taught itself to play Atari 2600 games. 

After doing so, it has beaten some of the world's best 

players.

Another learning AI system is an android developed 

by the United States Army that learned how to cook 

from watching YouTube videos. The robot was able to 

learn the skills from visual recognition and trial and 

error. While it's unlikely that the military will use robot 

chefs, cooking uses a wide array of skills so it is an 

excellent demonstration of what the robot is capable 

of.

4] Nautilus:

An interesting development in artificial intelligence is 

an SGI Altix supercomputer called Nautilus. It appears 

that, to a certain degree, Nautlius can predict the 

future. For example, it was able to predict where 

Osama bin Laden was hiding within 125 miles, and 

was also able to predict the Arab Spring that started in 

December of 2010.

5] The AI Apocalypse:

There's little doubt that AI has the potential to greatly 

improve our lives. AI will make the roads safer, help in 

medicine, aid the disabled and the elderly, work 
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customer service and a number of countless other 

jobs. However, AI also poses an incredible threat, and 

this isn't the stuff of science fiction, either. Top 

scientists and technologists like Stephen Hawking, Bill 

Gates and Elon Musk believe that AI is a very real, and 

dangerous threat to humankind.

TECHNOVISION

Dipika Ramchandani
rd3  Year, CSE

Technovision is a national level technical fest 

organized by RCOEM biennially. It was inaugurated 

earlier by late Dr. A. P. J Abdul Kalam. This year in 2017, 

the 10th edition of Technovision is being held from 6th 

to 8th March. Technovision is a platform to explore 

innovative ideas and to encourage logical thinking 

among students. Technovision with all its versions has 

proved to be a 'Cradle of Development', with each 

version an improvement over its predecessor thus 

proving that change is the only constant, as in a 

Techno-evolution process.

Technovision has helped the college and its students 

build a strong foundation in technical learning. Each 

version of this technical fair brought forth an array of 

different and unique activities that has contributed to 

the college's development. What started as a state 

level technical paper presentation contest in 2003 has 

over the years made its way to being one of the most 

celebrated national level technical fests providing a 

variety of events which include contests, workshops, 

interactive sessions, etc.

The aim of this fest is to enable students keep abreast 

of the constant technological developments 

happening around them that often do not feature in 

the regular engineering books. Motivating students to 

think and act in a technical standard, Technovision 

stands apart as a unique event. Technovision, with a 

vision beyond horizon aims for continuous progress 

in a creative manner. 

Technovision provides opportunities to explore the 

new and happening in the technological world and in 

the process help students realize their technical 

acumen. Here's hoping that this tradition of 

knowledge gathering keeps growing bigger and better. 

RISING SECTOR – START-UPS

Kaivalya Kulkarni
nd2  Year, ECE

'The start-up company is an entrepreneurial venture 

which is typically a newly emerged, fast-growing 

business that aims to meet a marketplace developed 

or offering an innovative product, process or service.' 

This is the answer I got when I searched start-up on 

Google. As you can see this is a very technical 

definition. Once I was listening to PM's speech at the 

launching of “Startup India- Mission”, he described the 

startup in very interesting way. He said that 'Startup is 

that business that can completely transform India.' 

Why has the term 'start-up' got so much importance in 

past few years particularly in India? In India, we have 

one great thing that other countries lack in - 

“MANPOWER”. India has largest population of youth in 

the world. Obviously, only jobs are not sufficient to 

take this manpower in developing race. To overcome 

this problem new business tactic 'Start-up' is 

introduced. Because of startup, the youths are no 

longer job takers but job givers. Hence it is slowly 

curbing the mammoth weed of unemployment.
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This business tactic requires an idea, creativity, 

knowledge and hard work. One interesting thing 

about start-ups is that each start-up has its own 

unique idea. Some of the ideas are so unique that we 

cannot even think of. Hence, it is also promoting the 

creativity among people. Government also knows it 

hence the launching of “Startup India-Mission”. 

Startup also make the normal people'slife simple. We 

can pay bills, transfer money or book tickets etc. from 

our phone in just a few seconds. Thousands of such 

interesting ideas make the life simple.

From these start-ups young entrepreneurs are 

developing and it may be possible that one among 

them could eventually become entrepreneurs like Bill 

Gates, Mark Zuckerburg or Steve Jobs etc. How 

amazing it would be! So in my opinion “STARTUP” is 

that force which can drive India to be a “Developed 

Nation”.

RCOEM KEEPER

Ankita Sharma, EktaChawda,

 Simran Kalda, Suruchi Jain
rd3  Year, CSE

With the great responsibility of imparting knowledge 

to the students, there comes the dreary work of book 

keeping and documentation. Maintaining a record of 

all the subtle things like approvals, letter, complaints 

of the colleges, to the most important documents, 

book keeping is one of the most important yet tedious 

tasks in an institution. Our project idea is to dump the 

load of maintain these documents on our beloved 

computers and laptops. In the proposed system the 

manual setup of writing a letter, making a complaint 

and permission for the different college resources will 

become digital. 

For achieving this goal, we're developing a website 

named RCOEM KEEPER which will provide assistance 

in maintaining documents and will allow a systematic 

access to students and staff for registering complaints 

and other activities. By this, the paperwork will reduce 

substantially, the manpower is reduced, documents 

can be accessed easily and the amount of time in 

maintaining these records will be saved. Also, the 

feedback system will become easier and faster, which 

will help in taking required actions to the suggestion 

and complaints.

RCOEM KEEPER will transform the manual system into 

totally computerized system for registering different 

issues regarding maintenances, avoid time delay for 

the shipment of letters and documents, and 

immediate response will be generated on registered 

complaints as compared to manual system.

This website has simple user interface that is easily 

accessible to the user. We use an iterative approach to 

web development. Once the preliminary requirements 

are clear, the next step is to design the prototype of 

the website or web application. This prototype then 

undergoes a continuous evolution until it becomes 

the final product, exact to the specifications and 

requirements.
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The word “vote” means to choose from a list, to elect or 

to determine. The main goal of voting (in a scenario 

involving the citizens of a given country) is to come up 

with leaders of the people's choice. Most countries 

have problems when it comes to voting. Some of the 

problems involved include rigging votes during 

election, insecure or inaccessible polling stations, 

inadequate polling materials and also inexperienced 

personnel.

The voting process right from registering the voters in 

India is very cumbersome. So many cases of missing 

data in the voter registration files have been reported, 

and the entire process consumes a lot of time before a 

voter gets his voting card, and gets to vote for the 

elections. There are also scenarios where 

unregistered voters flock in the voting centers to 

participate in the voting process. Such cases can be 

solved by insisting on voters exercising registration 

and voting task online using our EVoSys website. The 

voters can also register as voters and vote from 

anywhere around the globe, they don't need to travel 

back to their respective city during election time in 

case they live in some other part of the country or 

abroad, satisfying the condition that they have a valid 

Aadhaar card and they are registered voters.

The EVoSys – Electronic Voting System shall reduce the 

time spend making long queues at the government 

offices for registration of the voters, and also during 

the elections. It shall also enable the voters to vote 

from any part of the country, as explained since this is 

an online application available on the internet. Cases 

of vote miscounts shall also be solved since at the 

backend of this system resides a well-developed 

database using MYSQL that can provide the correct 

data once it's correctly queried. Since the voting 

process shall be open as early as possible and the 

entire information of the candidate and the party will 

be

available on the website, the voters shall have ample 

time to decide when and whom to vote for. 

It is focused on automation of data using the Aadhaar 

Card, which enables the users to register quickly 

without much effort, and vote form any part of the 

country for their respective elections. This is also will 

produce:

1.Less effort and less labour intensive, as the primary 

cost and focus primary on creating, managing, and 

running a secure web voting portal.

2.Increasing number of voters as individuals will find it 

easier and more convenient to vote, not having to 

stand in long queues, waiting for their chance to vote.

The main aspect behind EVOSYS is that it enabled us 

to bring out the new ideas that were sustained within 

us for many for many days. This project offers the 

voters to cast votes easily through internet. Vote 

counting is also made easy by the EVOSYS since it's 

just a matter of querying the database. Developing a 

good system is critical to the success of the system to 

prevent system failures and to gain wide acceptance 

as the best method available. A good E – Voting 

System requires ten characteristics which this system 

already has. These are accuracy, convenience, 

reliability, verifiability, flexibility, consistency, 

democracy, mobility, social acceptance and privacy.

The project can be further enhanced by eliminating 

the shortcomings faced so far. The UI of the project is 

something that can always be modified for a better 

user – friendly experience and ease of access.

EVOSYS: E – VOTING SYSTEM

Aditi Bagora, Ayushi Shrivastav, Garima Devnani, Megha Gupta, Toshal Patel
rd3  Year CSE
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^^Økarh**
Økarh ;k 'kCnkpk vFkZ lektkr veqykxz cny gksrks] i.k ;k 'kCnkpk vFkZcks/k tk.kqu ?ks.;kpk iz;Ru dsyk rj y{kkr ;sÃy dh] 
veqykxz cny gk ,dk fnolkr] ok dks.;k ,dk ekuok}kjs 'kD; ukgh- ekfxy o"kkZr dkgh ?kVukaueqGs lektkr  vkeqykxz cny 
>kys vkgsr- R;kpk rif’ky fopkj dsyk vlrk y{kkr ;sÃy dh] vki.k loZ dzkafrdkjh Hkkjrh; ;qxkr okojr vkgksr-

 ekfxy o"kkZr uksVcanheqGs vfLrRokr vkysyh ̂ ^fMftVy bafM;k** gh ladYiuk] ̂ ^fL=j{k.kklkBh o frP;k U;k;klkBh** lektkr 
'kkariq.kZ yk[kks yksdkaaPkk ,df=r ;sÅu y<+k ns.ks] vkf.k ijokfpp xks"V rh Eg.kts ̂ ^blzks }kjs ,dkp osGsl 104 mixzg vkdk’kkr 
lksM.ks** ;k ?kVuk [kjks[kj Økafrdkjh vkgsr-

 ve`rkgwu vf/kd xksM vl.kkÚ;k ;k ejkBh Hkk"ksr ys[kf.kP;k cGkoj Økafr ?kMoq bfPN.kkÚ;k fo|kF;kZalkBh egkfo|ky;kus 
vkjlhvkWu gs O;klfiB fuekZ.k dsys vkgs- njo"khZizek.ks ;anknsf[ky fo|kF;kZauh ejkBh foHkkxkl izpaM izfrlkn fnyk] R;kaps euLoh 
vkHkkj-

 ek>s lgdkjh fe= vftaD; ns’keq[k ;kauh ejkBh foHkkxkP;k ;’kLoh fjR;k mHkkj.khlkBh ?ksrysys ifjJe dkSrqdkLin vkgsr- 
R;kpk eh vkHkkjh vkgs- yksd dY;k.kklkBh lektkr veqykxz cny ?kMoqu Økarh dj.kkÚ;k R;k loZ lektcka/kokauk gk vad lefiZr-

fnus’k ckykthjko ikdkaMs
rd  (3  Year, Civil)

  Section Head, 

  Marathi Section Team

laikndh;
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 l/;kP;k dkGkr loZ dkgh vkWuykÃu vkgs- ;k vkWuykÃu 
txkr izse dkgh iqjsls ekxs ukgh- izse gksra i.k vkWuykÃup] 
,sdqu FkksM+ osxGp okVsy] i.k gh oLrqfLFkrh vkgs- OgkWV~l vWi] 
Qslcqd P;k ;k txkr izsekpk vadqj ;srksrks QzsaM fjDosLV 
ikBo.;kiklqu vkf.k ;kyk [kr ik.kh ns.;kps dke gksrs rs 
jkstP;k ^pWfVax* iklqu] ^pWfVax* gk dkWUlsIV tjk Hkkjhp 
Eg.kkok ykx.kkj- dkekO;frfjDr fo"k;koj fnolHkj cksy.ks 
Eg.kts ,d izdkjpk ikxyi.kk ok O;lup Eg.kkos ykx.kkj- 
pWfVax eqGs dGr udGr rs nks?ks ,desdkaP;k toG ;sÅ 
ykxrkr] eus feGq ykxrkr] ,desdkaP;k lo;h letq ykxrkr 
vkf.k ;k lokZapk ifj.kke Eg.kts dk; rj ̂izse*-

 Li’kZ ,d laosnuk izseklkBh vfr’k; egRroiw.kZ i.k 
vktdky gh laosnuk dkyckgÓ >kysyh fnlqu ;srs- 
vkiY;kiklqu eSyks nwj vl.kkÚ;k O;fDr’kh QDr eksckÃyoj 
cksyqup izsekr iMus gh vkiY;krp ,d dyk EgVyh rjh dkgh 
okoxs Bj.kkj ukgh- eksckÃy oj cksyqu eqys izsekr rj iMrkr 

i.k R;kauk ;k izsekph fdaer ekghr ulrs] R;kaP;k vktqcktqyk 
okoj.kkÚ;k vkiqydhP;k ykssdkadMs nwyZ{k gksrs- dGr udGr 
dk gksÃuk( gh eqys v’;k [kksV~;k izsekr v’ks dkgh vMdr 
tkrkr dh uarj R;kauk R;kph tk.kho gksÃ i;Zar cjkp osG 
R;kaP;k gkrkrqu fu?kqu xsysyk vlrks- eq[kZi.kkpk dGl Eg.kts 
dkgh t.k gÓk izsekyk ¼xSjletkyk½ brda ekurkr dh gÓk 
izsekpk fojg >kyk rj tho ns.;kl ekxsiq<s ikgr ukgh- 
eksckÃyoj gks.kkÚ;k izsekph O;k[;k eqykeqyhaP;k izseki;Zarp 
e;kZnhr ukgh rj vkÃ eqys i.k jk=h cksy.;k,soth xqM ukÃV 
pk ,d eWlst ikBowu izse O;Dr djrkauk fnlrkr] [kqi 
fonkjd n`’; ikg.;kl feGrs !

 tks i;Zar eksckÃy e/;s ekuk [kkyh Vkdqu clysyh r#.k 
&ih<h vkiY;k ekuk eksckÃy o#u dk<hr ukghr] rks i;Zar gh 
ifjfLFkrh lq/kkj.ks dfB.kp- LoIuakP;k nqfu;sr tx.;kis{kk 
okLrfod ftoukpk vkLokn ?ks.;krp [kjk vkuan AA

eksckbZy 
oj gks.kkjs izse-----

  fojkt lnko`Rrs
rd  3  Year Civil
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oS".ko ykaMs
rd Electrical 3 Year

 dz karhT;ksrh

tsOgka fL=;kaP;k ftoukr
dsoG gksrh ekrh
rsOgka tksfrckus lkdkjyh
dzkarhT;ksrh AA1 AA

f’kdoquh frP;k gkrh fnyk
Kkukpk fnid
okfrleku tGw ykxyh
/;kl eukyk ,sd AA 2 AA

#<hdaqi.kkrqu L=h eqDrhps
LoIu frus ikfgys
tksfrckP;k lkfFkus
izR;{kkr rs vk.kys AA 3 AA

vKkukP;k va/kkjkr mtGyh 
rh dzkarhT;ksr
deZBkaps jDr [koGys
dj.;kfrpk ?kkr AA 4 AA

u MxeXkrk rsor jkfgyh
rh dzkarhT;ksrh
loZ fL=;kaP;k ftoukr fufeZys
vuqHkqfrps eksrh

dk frus lksf’kyh
lektkph foVacuk
eh frphp ,d i.krh
eh lkfo=hph ysd cuquh
lnSo mtGhr jkfgy tuk

vkt uoh igkV >kyh
>si uoh ?;k;ph;
eukrY;k ik[kjkyk
f{krhtkikj tk;p;

udks ftad.;kpk vkuan
udks gj.;kph fpark
tho.k&xk.ks xkrk xkrk
jk;xM lj djk;pk;

HkqrdkGkP;k va/kkjkyk
izdk’kkus iGok;ps vkgs
Hkfo";kP;k loZ ikukaoj
bfrgkl uok fygk;pk vkgs

Ã’ojpj.kh ghp izkFkZuk
ladVs ;soks vikj
ladVkauk fe= cuok;ps
cG eyk ekx;ps;

vkt uoh igkV >kyh
>si uoh ?;k;ph;

   oS".ko ykaMs
rd   Electrical, 3  Year

uoh igkV 
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Hkkjrkrhy 'kklui/nrh fues’k Nkokuh
CSE 2nd Year.

 [kjks[kj 'kklu gk 'kCn Lor% e/;sp [kqieksBk vFkZiq.kZ 
'kCn vkgs] FkksMD;kr lkaxk;ps Eg.kVys rj] 'kklu Eg.kts] 
e/;orhZ lRrk th ns’kkyk o lektkyk lq/kkj.kkaP;k fn’ksus 
?ksÅu tkrs-

 2014 ps yksdlHkk fuoMuqdkae/ks Hkkjrh; turk ikVhZus 
,dgkrh cgqer fl) dsys- [kjks[kj Hkkjrklkj[;k iztkra= 
ns’kke/;s ,dgkrh cgqer feGo.ks [kqi eksBs vfXudk;Z vkgs gs 
f’ko/kuq"; isy.;klkBh R;kauh vls dk; dk;Z dsyh R;koj 
fopkj dj.kslq)k egRrokps vkgs- R;kauh lkoZ=hd 
fuoMuqdkaP;k izpkjkr Hkkjrkrhy th loZlkekU; turk vkgs 
R;kaP;k izeq[k leL;kauk dsanzhr dsys o R;kps QG R;kauk feGkys- 

 Hkkjr ns’k gk vkt ;qok fi<h }kjs lacksf/kr dsyk tkrks- ;k 
;qok fi<hyk Lokra«;] vk/kqfud ra=Kku] tkLrhr tkLr laf/k- 
bR;knhaph izkeq[;kus xjt vkgs o vis{kk vkgs- Hkkjrh; turk 
ikVhZP;k 'kklu dkGkiklqu dkgh izdYi] ;kstukaph ekspsZcka/kuh 
pkyq dsyh T;keqGs ns’kkrhy ;qokaph xjtiq.kZ dsyh tkÃy] tls 
dh MhftVy bafM;k] LekZV lhVh] esd bu bafM;k T;keqGs 
ijns’kh xqaro.kqd ok<o.ks] LVkZVvi bafM;k ;k dkgh ;kstuk 
vkgsr T;k ljdkjus fnysys opu ikG.;klkBh jkcfoY;k 
vkgsr- tsOgk iklqu ;k ;kstuk jkcoY;k vkgsr rsOagkiklqu 
ukSdjh o LVkVZvi e/;s eksBÓk izek.kkr ok< >kyh vkgs] th 
dh vk/kqfud HkkjrkP;k ;qokaph xjt iq.kZ djrs- i.k vkiY;kyk 
QDr ;so<sp ikfgts dk \

 tjh ;k 'kklu dkGke/;s th izxfr gksrs vkgs rh 
lek/kkidkjd vlyh rjh i.k [kqi eqG vMFkGs vkgsr ts dh 
eqGklkscr m[kMwu dk<.ks xjtsps vkgs- Hkz"Vkpkj vkf.k eqG 
xjtkapk vHkko gs e/;oxhZ; yksdkaP;k izeq[k leL;k vkgsr- 
ljdkjs cnyr tkrkr] opu&okns dsys tkrkr o rqVysgh 
tkrkr i.k leL;k t’kkl rL;k jkgrkr- fnYyh e/kys vjfoan 
dstjhoky ;akP;k ljdkjus frFks ;k leL;k letqu ?ksrY;k 
vkgsr- R;kaP;k nqlÚ;k ljdkjP;k izkjaHkh iklqu R;akps y{k 

LoLr o xq.koRrk vk/kkjhr f’k{k.k o vkjksX;koj dsanzhr bkgs- 
;k ljdkjus eksgYyk nok[kkuk] eksgYyk lHkk vkf.k lq/kkfjr 
'kklfd; 'kkGk ;keqGs nkfjnz; js"ks[kkyh jkg.kkÚ;k yksdkaps 
jkgf.keku lq/kkjys vkgs- rlsp R;kauh Hkz"Vkpkjkyk 
vkGk?kky.;klkBh ,d gsYi ykÃu pkyq dsysyh vkgs T;keqGs 
Hkz"Vkpkjkyk eksBÓk izek.kkr vkGk ?kky.;kl enr >kyh vkgs-

 brj Hkkjrkr v’ks dkgh ljdkj vkgs ftFks rsfFky 
ernkjkauk loksZijh egRro fnys tkrs- ;kps mRre mnkgj.k 
Eg.kVys rj] rkfeGukMw e/kys turspk fo’okl brdk xk<k dh 
ljdkj ft dks.krh ;kstuk jkcors R;kyk turspk ikfBack 
vlra- tls dh vEek dSaVhu] vEek QkekZflVhdYl] vEek 
nok[kkuk- ;k ;kstuk rkfeGukMw ljdkjus jkcfoY;k- tursps 
t;yfyrkaojps izse o fo’okl R;kaP;k vJqae/;s fnlqu vkyk 
T;k fno’kh t;yfyrk ;kaps fu/ku >kys-

 rj ;k lokZapk vki.k dk; fu"d"kZ dk<w 'kdrks- ojhy 
osxosxGÓk ljdkjps mnkgj.k gs vki vkiY;k e/;s izHkkfo 
vkgsr ek= izR;sdkps /;s; osxosxGs vkgsr] ;k loZ ljdkjkaus 
,d nqlÚ;kalkscr rqyuk djus vo?kM vkgs ek= gsp ns’kfgrkps 
vkgs R;keqGs rqeps ljdkj 'kgkuiukus fuoMk-

  t; fgan

  t; Hkkjr



dGsy dk dq.kkyk
'ksrdÚ;kP;k d"Vkpa QG
'ksrdjh Ogk;yk lq)k
vaxh ykxra gRrhp cG

Qdr fuoMuqdhP;k dkGkr
iq<jh ?kkyrkr R;kauk xG
ukgh dGukj dq.kkyk
'ksrdÚ;kaP;k osnukaph dG-----

c?kk R;kaP;k vk;q";kr
dqBoj nkjhnz;kpk rG
pkjh cktquh ykxrs
rh QDr 'ksrdÚ;kyk >G
leqnz Hkjyk rjh
dksjMkp 'ksrdÚ;kpk uG

cSyk lkscr jkcukjkps
dls fnlukj dq.kkyk oG---
T;kaP;k vaxkoj gh ukgh
lk/kk u[kHkj eG

'ksrdÚ;kauh vkRegR;k dsY;koj
rs O;Dr djukj Qdr gGgG------

lkBoysY;k {k.kkauk vkBork ;sr]
lkBorkgh ;sra] i.k feVork ;sr ukgh-

thoukrhy nq%[kkauk foljrk ;sra]
iporkgh ;sr] i.k feVork ;sr ukgh-

vk;q";krhy vi;’kkauk ftadrk ;sra]
;’k feGowu rs lksMorkgh ;sra]
i.k feVork ;sr ukgh-

vk;q"; txrkauk rkjsojph dljr
lxGÓkaukp djkoh ykxrs]
ej.k iRdk#u rh Lor% iqjrs feVrsgh]
i.k lokZalkBh rh feVork ;sr ukgh-

fLerk lkBo.ks
MCA Sem II, Shift I

thou
  vkfnR; dqdudj

rd   3 Year, CSE.

dGsy dk 
dq.kkyk 'ksrdjh
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     rq"kkj pdksys
nd     2  Year, Civil

^rk:.;kaojps ukxik"k&MXl

 dk; >kys vkgs ;k r#ukauk tsFks jke] d`".k] 
N=irh f’kokth] egkjk.kkizrki lkj[ks egkijkØeh 
iq#"k gksÅu xsys R;k ekrhr vkt MªXlus vkiys 
?kjekaMys vkgs- taxykr T;kizdkjs ok?k gk dksoGÓk 
gfj.kkauk vkiys f’kdkj cuorks] R;kp izek.ks MªXl 
vktP;k r#.k fi<hyk foG[;kr ?ksr vkgs- T;kizekus 
tj t[ke fpNGh o R;kpk osGsoj mipkj dsyk ukgh 
rj rh 'kjhjkpk rks vax fudkeh djrs- R;kpizekus ;k 
MªXlps O;lu rk#.;kr ykxys rj R;kps ifj.kke gs 
izkS<o;kr ?kkrd Bjrkr-

 [kjp tj xkafHk;kZus fopkj dsyk rj tk.kors dh 
MªXlps O;lu gs ukxik"k vkgs- rk#.;kr ;k MªXlps 
O;lukeqGs ts dkgh ek.koh esanqoj ifj.kke gksrks] 
R;kaP;k mipkj v’kD;izk.k vkgs- MªXlP;k fu;fer 
O;lukeqGs ek.kokP;k LoHkkokr veqykxz cny gksrks- 
R;keqGs ek.klkyk uSjk’;] vkRegE;sps fopkj] xqUgsxkj 
izo`Rrh o lrr dkeksRrsthr dj.kkÚ;k Hkkouk R;kaP;kr 
izkeq[;kus fnlqu ;srkr- MªXleqGs Le`rhHkza"k o ekuoh 
Le`rh u"V gksrkr] R;keqGs ek.kokph v/;;u fdz;k 
fudkeh gksÅ ykxrs-

 tj ;k MªXlps fu;fer O;lu ok<ys rj ;keqGs 
esanqr jDrL=kokpk /kksdk ok<rks o tks fi<hr O;fDr 
vkgs rks Lork%yk MªXlP;k ifj.kkekaeqGs ,dk osxGÓkp 
eksgtkGÓkr xqjQVwu ?ksrks- vktP;k ;k xqUgsxkjhP;k 
dkGkr dksoGÓk eqykauk batsD’ku }kjs jDrkr MªXl 
felGqu R;kP;k vkgkjh yko.;kpk iziap ekaMyk vkgs] 
ek= ;keqGs HIV o brj jDrkaps jksx gks.;kpk /kksdk 
vkgs- ts r#.k MªXlP;k u’ksr jeek.k vlrkr rs 
izkeq[;kus okgu vi?kkrkr Lor%pk tho xeorkr-

 vkt tj vkiY;kyk lekt] ns’k o ;k fo’okps 
l’kDrhdj.k djk;ps vkgs rj MªXl fi<hr yksdkauk ;k 

O;lukiklqu eqdrh dj.;kph tckcnkjh vkiyh vkgs ;k fi<hr 
O;Drhauk vki.k loZ leksipkj i)rhus R;kauk ;k O;lukiklqu eqDr 
d# 'kdrks] rlsp ;k O;lukiklqu eqDrh feGo.;klkBh osxosxGÓk 
i)rh vkgsr ek= R;kr lokZf/kd xq.kdkjh i)r gh ̂ ^fuoklh mipkj 
izdzh;k** gh vkgs- ;kr #X.kkl lkr fnolkr 24 rkl lq{e 
fufj{k.kk[kkyh Bso.;kr ;srs] ;kr R;kaP;k 'kfjjkrqu fo"kkjh inkFkZ 
Mh&VkWfDlfQds’ku i)rhus ckgsj dk<ys tkrkr o Mqvy Mk;xukslhl 
o lexz mipkjkus funku dsys tkrs-

 l’kDr lekt gh dkGkph xjt vkgs o R;klkBh ;k O;lukyk 
vkGk?kkyus gh ekuokph xjt vkgs] ghp [kÚ;k vFkkZus lektlsok 
vkgs] fopkj djk-
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 ;k lsfeLVjP;k lqV~Vhr dks.kR;k Vsªdoj tkoa] ;koj cjhp 
HkkaM.ks >kyh- vkEgh ,desdkauk vfr’k; ^ 'kqn~/k * Hkk"ksr 
letkoys !

vkEgh 'ksoVh Bjoya dh vki.k LojkT;kph ifgyh jkt/kkuh 
jktxMkoj tkÅ-

 jktxM----jktkapk xM----vHksn;rsps nqljs Lo#i- 
4600 QwV fpy[krh rVcanhps cka/kdke] us<s] ykacypd 
ekP;k] jkSnz ckysfdYyk] nqxZersps izrhd Eg.kts jk;xM-

 xMkapk jktk] jktxM gs N=irh f’kokth egktkjkaps ifgys 
jktfd; dsanz- ;k fdYY;kP;k nqxZersph Lrqrh djrkuk lkdh 
eqLrSn[kku fygrks-

^^ jktxM gk vfr’k; map] R;kph maph ikgrk loZ fdYY;kr 
Js"B Eg.krk ;sÃy- R;kpk ?ksj 12 dkslkapk- R;kP;k etcqrhph 
dYiukgh djor ukgh- ;k fdYY;kP;k nÚ;k[kksÚ;krqu 
okÚ;kf’kok; nqljs dkgh fQ# 'kdr ukgh----** v’kk cqyan] 
csykx jktxMkoj vkEgh fu?kkyks----

 jktxM gk fdYyk iq.ks ftYgÓkr ;srks- ;k fdYY;kyk 
tk.;klkBh LokjxsV clLFkkudko#u iq.ks&xqato.ks cl 3 
oktrk idMyh vu~ lk;adkGh 5 P;k lqekjkl vkEgh xkokr 
iksgkspyks- FkaMh eh Eg.kr gksrh- fMlsacjpk 'ksoV vlY;kus 

Hkkrkph eG.kh pkyq gksrh- banzk;.kh rkanGkpk eLr ?ke?kekV 
lqVyk gksrk-

 vkEgh xkokr FkksMk uk’rk dsyk o tso.k lkscr ?ksrys 
vkf.k ukÃV Vªsd yk r;kj >kyks- usVo#u ekfgrh okpqu vkyks 
vlY;kus xkÃMph xjt ukgh iM.kkj okVys- ex lk/kkj.k 7 
P;k lqekjkl gj gj egknso Eg.kr xMp<k;yk lq#okr dsyh-

 xMkyk tkrkauk nkV >kMh vu~ fdj~j~ vkokt- R;keqGs 
vkeps volku xGwu iMys- jLR;kr fdYyk mrj.kkÚ;k 
dkdkauh vtwup 'ksyD;k 'kCnkar iq<P;k lqpuk fnY;k- jk=hph 
osG] FkaMh csdkj----fofp= vkokt---nkV taxy--ek.klkyk 
vtqu dk; ikfgts !

 'ksoVh dlsols mBr clr] /kMiMr] gksr uOgra rso<+ 
ik.kh fiÅu] jkWd Dyk;efcax d#u vkEgh 9-30 P;k 
lqekjkl fdYY;kP;k pksjnjoktkr ikspyks- Ekk.klkyk LoxZ 
feGkY;koj tso<k vkuan >kyk ulsy rso<k vkEgkyk R;kosGh 
>kyk- pksj njoktkrwu in~ekorh ekphojhy eanhjkr cWxk 
Vkdwu eqDdkekph lks; dsyh- vu~ tso.k d#u ?ksrys-

 rh jk= vekoL;sph vlY;keqGs vkdk’k pkan.;kauh Hk#u 
xsys gksrs- xMkoj fujo 'kkarrk gksrh- vkEgh 'ksdksVh isVowu R;k 
fujHkz vkdk’kk[kkyh igqMyks- R;k eukP;k voLFksl o.kZu 

Lokjh jktxMkoj ------
lans’k ckGklkgsc lkoar

rdElectrical 3  Year
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dj.ks dBh.k vkgs----! FkaM okjk----nÚ;k[kksÚ;krqu okg.kkÚ;k 
csQke okÚ;kus ;s.kkjk vkokt----pkan.;kauh UgkÅu fu?kkysya 
inekorhpa rGa--lxGa MksGÓkr lkBor vkEgh cjkp osG 
clyks-

 ldkGh 6 oktrk lq;ksZn; c?k.;klkBh mByks- R;kps o.kZu 
badzsMhcy vlsp djrk ;sÃy- ex vkEgh ckysfdYyk p<k;yk 
lq#okr dsyh- ckysfdYyk gk ekphiklqu lk/kkj.k 500 QwV 
map [kMdkoj vkgs- ojrh txnh’oj] czEgs’oj eafnj o nksu 
rhu rGh vkgsr- egkjktkaP;k jktokMÓkps vo’ks"k gh 
vkiY;kyk igk;yk feGrkr-

 ckysfdY;ko#u vkiY;kyk fdYY;kph jpuk letrs- 
fdYyk gk rhu Vksd vlysY;k Mksaxjkoj cka/kysyk vlwu frUgh 
Vksdkaoj ekP;k cka/kysY;k vkgsr- in~ekorh] lqosGk] lathouh- 
;krhy lqosGk gh lk/kkj.k 3 dh-eh ykac vlwu lathouh ekph 
2-5 dh-eh ykac vkgs- ;ko#u fdYY;kpk foLrkj y{kkr ;srks- 
fdYY;kph fpy[krh rVcanh gs ,d eq[; oSf’k"V- ,dk rVcanh 
ekxs vtqu ,d rVcanh vl.kkjk jktxM gk ,deso fdYyk 
vlkok- ,dscktwyk rksj.kk] nqljhdMs xqato.kh /kj.kkpk 
foLrkj] [kkyh nkV oujkÃ ;keqGs gk fdYyk izs{k.kh; vkgs-

 fdYyk ikgwu HkjY;k eukus vkEgh mrj.;kl lq#okr 
dsyh- la/;kdkGh 7-30 yk vkEgh ijr] osYgk & iq.ks clus 
ek?kkjh vkyks-

 ;k VsªdeqGs eu Hkkjkoqu xsys gksrs- jktkaps lokZf/kd 
okLrO; vl.kkjk xM] nqxZerk] [kMs dMs] fpy[krh rVcanÓakpk 
jktxM] jkdV [kVdkapk] fufcM taxykapk jktxM----jktxM-
---,d Toyar vfHkeku- jktxM---ekÖ;k jktkpk----ekÖ;k 
f’koN=irhapk vf/kokl----jktxM----ijkdzekph xkFkk 
lkax.kkjk ,dkdh f’kyankj---jktxM---LojkT;kph eqgwrZes< 
jkso.kkjk okjlnkj----

AA f’kojk;kaps vkBokos #iA f’kojk;kapk vkBokok izrki AA

AA t; f’kokth t; Hkokuh AA

  -----,d ekoGk

^egkjk"V Eg.kts dk; \

   lans’k ckGklkgsc lkoar
rd   Electrical 3  Year

egkjk"Vª Eg.kts \

fttkÅaP;k xGÓkrhy eksR;kaph ekG---

egkjk"Vª Eg.kts \

f’kockaP;k LojkT;kpk lqo.kZdkG

egkjk"Vª Eg.kts \

cfynkuh iq= T;kpk 'kaHkqckG---

egkjk"Vª Eg.kts \

rqdksckaP;k vHkaxkpk VkG

egkjk"Vª Eg.kts \

drZqRokP;k ljhus fgjok >kysyk ekG--

egkjk"Vª Eg.kts \

xkudksdhGk yrkth] lfpu rsaMqydjpk lqo.kZdkG

egkjk"Vª Eg.kts \

Qqys] vkacsMdj] fVGd ;kaP;k f’kdo.khapk vkHkkG-

egkjk"Vª Eg.kts \

d"Vdjh 'ksrdÚ;kP;k ukaxjkpk QkG

egkjk"Vª Eg.kts \

;s.kkÚ;k izR;sd fi<hpk Hkfo";dkG-

egkjk"Vª Eg.kts \

e`R;wykgh u ?kkcj.kkÚ;k ekÖ;k 'kaHkwpk dkGtkryk tkG----

AA t; fgan AA 

AA t; egkjk"Vª AA

  -----,d ekoGk
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^   lftZdy LVkbZd------t’kkl rls
xkSjo dqekj usokjs

nd        Civil 2  Year

 dk; pqd vkgs ek>h\ dk; nks"k vkgs ek>k\ dk Ogkos 
ykxrs eyk osGksosGh ;k x>uhaP;k ik;kus [kaMhr d/kh eksgEen 
xksjh rj] d/kh eqxy] d/kh baxzt vkf.k vkrk gs vkradoknh 
eyk f[kaMhr dj.;kps dke djr vkgsr- vkÃoj] ekrsoj 
gks.kkÚ;k vR;kpkjkaeqGs d/khuk d/khrjh ;k Hkqfeiq=kae/;s 
dkyHkSjo jkSnz vaxkr izos’kukjp gksrs vkf.k >kys rsp- fn- 18 
lIVsacj jksth ;k vkradokn~;kauh R;kaps ikih ik; ekÖ;k Nkrhoj 
Bsoys o ekÖ;k dqf’kr mjh ;sFks jkg.kkÚ;k fujijk/k 17 
tokukauk Bkj dsys-

 ;k H;kM gYY;keqGs ekÖ;k Hkqfeiq=kaP;k 'kfjjkr jkSnz 
lapkjr gksrs- R;kauh fuf’pr dsys dh ;k "kaMkps vkrk ikfuir 
djk;ps] R;klkBh R;kauh vk[kysyh ;kstuk Eg.kts ^^lftZdy 
LVªkÃd**- ;kpk vFkZ vlk dh( lqfu;ksftr y"djh geyk T;kr 
brj xks"Vh o fujijk/k yksdkaps dehrdeh uqdlku o ts y{; 
vkgs R;kps iq.kZi.ks fo/oal Eg.kts lftZdy LVªkÃd gks;-

 tsOgk mfj ;sFks ikfdLFkkukP;k fn’ksdMwu vkradokn~;kauh 
H;kM geyk dsyk] R;kps mRrj Eg.kqu Hkkjrh; y"djkus R;k 
geY;kP;k 12 O;k fno’kh lftZdy LVªkÃd dsys- ;kr T;k 
tokukauh lgHkkx ?ksryk gksrk- R;kauk gokÃ nykP;k enrhus 

ikfdLrku o Hkkjr ljgnhoj lksM.;kr vkys- gk lftZdy 
LVªkÃd ikfdLrkukP;k fHkacj] gkWVfLizax] dWy vkf.k fyok ;k 
izns’kkr dj.;kr vkyk ts fd] 500 ehVj rs 2 fdeh- 
ljgn~nhiklqu ykac vkgsr-

 ;k lftZdy LVªkÃde/;s 38 vkradoknh] 2 ikfdLrkfu 
lSfud o 7 yk¡p iWM u"V dj.;kr vkys o fo’ks"k ckc vf’k fd 
;k laiq.kZ ijkdzeke/;s ,dgh Hkkjrh; lSfud t[keh ok 
e`R;qeq[kh iMyk ukgh- lftZdy LVkÃd Eg.kts ;q) uOgs- gk 
'k=qus dsysY;k geY;kps izfrmRrj nsrkuk fotsP;k xfrus 
izfrgYyk dj.ks o iqohZP;k eqG tkxsoj dehr deh uqdlku 
iRdk#u okil ;s.ks vlk gksrks] o fofo/k ns’kkP;k y"djkus 
lftZdy LVªkÃd  dsysys vkgsr-

 'ksoVh tkrk tkrk brdsp Eg.ksy dh

 ^^;KdqaM isVys] izpaM gs lHkksorh

   nq"V 'k=w ek#uh r;kl nsÅ vkgqrh

   nsoHkweh gh vftaD; nk[koq txk pyk

   mBk mBk] pyk pyk-**

  & t; fgan
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 vkt laiq.kZ tx >ikVÓkus fodklkP;k fn’ksus eksB eksBh 
ikÅys Vkdr vkgs- ekuoh ftou vR;ar xfreku >kys vkgs] 
vkf.k ;k ekxps izeq[k dkj.k Eg.kts izxr foKku o ra=Kku- 
foKkukeqGs [kjks[kj ekuoh thou ,dne lgt o lqyHk >kys 
vkgs- ftoukrhy izR;sd VI;kr foKku ekuokyk loZizdkjP;k 
lks;hlqfo/kk miyC/k d#u nsr vkgs- [kjks[kjp vktP;k 
;qxkyk feGkysyh foKku ;qxkph ifjHkk"kk vxnh lkts’kh vkgs-

 fru fnolk vxksnjp ISRO ;k Hkkjrh; vodk’k la’kks/ku 
dsanzkua ,dkp osGh 104 mixzgkaps iz{ksi.k d#u vkdk’kkyk 
xoluh ?kkryh rsOgk laiq.kZ tx vokd >kys( laiq.kZ txkr  
ISRO ph okg okg gksr vkgs o vkt tx HkkjrkdMs oSKkfud 
{ks=krhy /kzqo rkjk Eg.kqu ikgr vkgs- gh loZ izxfr ikgrk 
[kjks[kjp foKkukph x#M >si vkgs vls Eg.kkos ykxsy- 
R;keqGs vki.kgh va/kJ)k] vKku ;kauk >qxk#u foKkukps 
fLodkj d#u izxfrps map map f’k[kjs xkBr oSKkfud {ks+=krhy 
/kqzo rkÚ;kyk egklq;kZe/;s #ikarjhr dj.;kph tckcnkjh 
fLodkjk;yk goh-

 Lokeh foosdkuanthus Eg.kVys dh Hkkjfr;kauh 
ik’pkR;kadMwu f’kdko- i.k vki.k ;qok fi<hus v’kh osG 
vkuk;ph dh loZ fo’o Eg.ksy HkkjrkdMwu mRd`"V ek.kql 
cuqu dla txkoa gs f’kdk;yk ikghts-

oS".ko ykaMs
rdElectrical 3  Year 

x:M>si foKkukph

lalkjkyk ?kMo.kkjs ,d vkgs

osxGs O;fDreRo

?kj dlykgh vlks] vkgs ?kjkps

rs vfLrRo----

uk ?kkcj.kkjs ladVkyk

vkgs la;ekpk iqrGk

ulsy rst psgÚ;koj

eukr vkiqydhpk yGk

izR;sd ukR;kaph T;kua

vaxh tksiklyh rRo

fu;rh ikgrs vusdnk

jax cnyqu R;kpa lRo

piyk lkj[kk >htrks

iq.kZ R;kP;k thoukr

?kjP;kap glq ikgqu

[kq’k jkgrks eukr

R;kP;k drZO;kpa] izsekpa

gks.kkj ukgh eksteki

iMrks ,dk,dh Egktrkji.kh

R;kykp Eg.krkr dk cki----------

cki
vafdrk dqj>sdj
MCA

ejkBh foHkkx
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rqÖ;k ekÖ;kr dk; gksrs \

rqÖ;k ekÖ;kr dkghp uOgrs---

rqÖ;k ekÖ;kr dk; gksrs \

okGysY;k >kMkps lksusjh iku gksrs----

rqÖ;k ekÖ;kr dk; gksrs \

rqÖ;k ekÖ;kr letwrhps okjs gksrs---

rqÖ;k ekÖ;kr dk; gksrs \

rqÖ;k ekÖ;kr vo?kMi.kkps dkVs gksrs---

rqÖ;k ekÖ;kr dk; gksrs \

rqÖ;k ekÖ;kr d/khp u lai.kkjs izse gksrs---

rqÖ;k ekÖ;kr dk; gksrs \

rqÖ;k ekÖ;kr dkghp uOgrsa------

rq>~;k ek>~;kr 
dk; gksrs \

iz.kkyh dqGd.khZ
th    EC 4  Year

vkBo.kh vkBorkr] vkBo.kh glorkr

vkBo.kh jMorkr] vkBo.kh Lej.kh jkgrkr

vktgh vkBorkr R;k vkBo.kh

T;k olY;k vkgsr rqÖ;k] ekÖ;k euh

R;k vkBo.khps eksy vkgs fdrh vueksy

;kph tk.k vkgs vktgh eyk

lkax u rq foljyhl dk eyk

vktgh vkBorkr R;k vkBo.kh

glorkr R;k lkaxrkr R;k]

fopkjrkr R;k eyk dqBs vkgs rh] dqBs xsyh rh

lkaxrks eh R;kauk vkgs rh ekÖ;kp euh

rqÖ;k vkBo.kh ekÖ;k toG jkgrhy usgeh

rq ijrf’ky ettoG usgeh

rq>h lkscr ykHksy uk x eyk

lkax uk x rq foljyhl dk eyk-

vkBo.kh----
vf[ky pkaMd

rdElectrical 3  Year
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uksVcanh ----;’k dh vi;’k 
vftaD; ns’keq[k

ndEC 2  Year

 fn- 8 uksOgsacj 2016 gk fnokl [kjks[kjp laiq.kZ Hkkjrkr 
,sfrgkfld fnu gksrk- rks bfrgkl ?kMoyk iz/kkuea=h eksnh ;kauh 
500 o 1000 #i;kaP;k uksVkauk pyuckgÓ d#u] ek= 
lxGk ?kVukdze y{kkr ?ksrk] 9 o 10 uksOgsacj jksth c¡dkauk 
lq)k lqV~Vh ?kksf"kr dj.;kr vkyh gksrh- 11 uksOgsacj yk c¡dk 
iqUgk dkedktklkBh lTt >kY;k] ek= R;k fno’kh loZ= 
c¡dkue/;s vHkqriqoZ vlk tulkxjkpk yksV tqU;k uksVkaP;k 
cnyh uO;k uksVk ?ks.;kl teyk gksrk- loZ= ,Vh,e e/;s 100 
#i;kaP;k uksVkapk rqVoM+k gksrk] R;keqGs lkekU; tuekulkae/;s 
vlarks"kkps es?k xtZr gkssrs- ek= ;k lxGÓk ?kVuk y{kkr ?ksÅu 
lq)k tuleqgkr ;k fu.kZ;kyk ldkjkRed izfrlkn gksrk dh] 
ljdkjus Hkz"VkpkjkP;k fojks/kkr pkaxyh dkjok;h djr Bksl 
ikÅys mpyys-

 ;k loZ uksVcanhP;k dkjok;kaps eq[; mn~ns’k gksrs] rs 
Eg.kts] 1½ ljgn~nhikj vkradokn~;kdMs csdk;nsf’kj tk.kkÚ;k 
uksVkauk Fkkaco.sk] 2½ Hkz"Vkpkjkyk vkGk ?kky.sk 3½ cukoV 
uksVkaph fufeZrh jks[k.sk- vkn’kZ fjR;k lxGs dkgh] 
fu;kstukizekus ?kMys vlrs rj gk fu.kZ; dkGÓkiS’kkaP;k 
fojks/kkr loksZRre lftZdy LvªkÃd Bjyk vlrk- i.k tsOgka 
izR;{kkr ;k fu.kZ;kph vacyctko.kh >kyh R;kosGsl n`’; dkgh 
osxGsp gksrs-

 uksVcafnP;k dkgh fnolkuark tEeq vkf.k df’ej e/;s 
vkradokn~;kauk ufou 500 o 2000 P;k uksVkalkscr 
idM.;kr vkys] ts n’kZor gksrs dh ns’krhy dkgh xn~nkjkauh 
ljdkjP;k ;k ;ksX; fu.kZ;kyk okGoh yko.;kps dke dsys-

 uksVcafnP;k 2 fnolkvxksnj iatkc ch-ts-ih ps 
lgla;kstd lafto dkackst ;kauh vkiY;k fOVVjP;k [kkR;koj 
uO;k 2000 P;k uksVkaP;k xB~BÓkalkscr QksVks Vkdyk gksrk 
vkf.k nqljh vf’kp ,d ?kVuk Eg.kts ch-ts-ih ps ek- tukZ/ku 
jsM~Mh ;kauh vkiY;k eqyhps yXu ljG lk/;k i)rhus Qdr 
500 djksM #i;kae/;s lktjs dsys] ftFks dh ns’kkrY;k lkekU; 
tursyk fnolkekxs Qdr 4000 #i;s c¡dkae/kqu feGr gksrs] 

vk;dj foHkkxkus djcqM.;kau fojks/kkr 200% pk naM 
vkdkj.;kph ?kks"k.kk dsyh] R;keqGs lqLr iMysY;k nyky 
yksdkaph eksBÓk izek.kkr pkanh >kyh] R;kauh Hkz"V yksdkadMwu 
VDdsokjhP;k cGkoj fdaok lkSnÓkoj tqU;k uksVkaP;k cnY;kr 
uO;k uksVkaph vnykcnyh dsyh- R;keqGs T;k izek.kkr 
dkGkiSlk ckgsj iMsy ;kph vis{kk gksrh rks ckgsj iMyk ukgh] 
;keqGs ljdkjps uksVcanheqGs gks.kkjs nqljs /;s; lq)k vi;’kh 
>kys-

 uksVcafnP;k dkfgfnolkuarj vkj-ch-vk; uh ?kksf"kr dsys 
fd 500 o 2000 P;k ufou cukoVhP;k uksVk cktkjkr 
vkysY;k vkgsr- ;keqGs ljdkjps uksVcafnojys frljs /kksj.kgh 
vi;’kh Bjys-

 pyu vHkkokeqGs tursus fMftVy euh pk okij nSuafnu 
xjtkalkBh d# ykxys gs uksVcafnps ldkjkRed ifj.kke gksrs-

 ojhy loZ ?kVukdze y{kkr ?ksrk vki.k vls Eg.kq 'kdrks 
dh uksVcanh ekxs ljdkjps /kksj.k [kjks[kj vrqyfu; gksrs- ek= 
LokfFkZ lekt daBd yksdkaeqGs vkf.k ;ksX;O;oLFkkiukP;k 
vHkkokeqGs gk fu.kZ; thrdk Qk;nsf’kj Bjk;yk gok gksrk 
frrdk Bjyk ukgh- 'ksoVh vki.k Eg.kq 'kdrks dh ljdkjus ts 
dW’kysl bafM;k dMs ikÅy mpYys vkgsr- rsp Hkz"Vkpkj eqDr 
HkkjrkdMs usÅ 'kdrs-
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T;kizek.ks jka>s ikfVykyk f’k{kk dj.;kl leLr egkjk"Vª 
,df=r >kyk] R;kp izek.ks] ,dk L=hyk U;k; ns.;klkBh o 
fL=;kaP;k lUekuklkBh leLr egkjk"Vª ,df=r vkyk o ;k 
?kVukaeqGs vkilk vkilk e/ks fo[kqjysyk ejkBh ek.kql 
vkilkrhy erHksn fol#u L=h j{k.kklkBh ,d= vkyk] dkj.k 
vktgh loZ= egkjk"VªkP;k ysdjk ysdjkP;k eukr lq)k 
eklkgsc fttkÅ vkf.k f’kojk;kauh fnysys laLdkj vkgsr-

 vkEgkyk deh ys[kq udk] vkEgh enZ ejkBh vkgksr- 
,sdhpk otzeqB cka/kqu egkjktkaP;k LoIukrhy LojkT;klkBh 
Hkz"Vkpkj vkf.k vU;k;k fo#) iqUgk ,dnk dzkarhe’kky vkf.k 
jk;xMkph ekrh ekF;kyk ykok;yk vkEgh lTt vkgksr-

^^vkeP;k cn~ny vkEgkykp dk; fopkjrk

vkeP;k cn~ny fopkjk;ps vlsy rj fopkjk

lgÓknzhP;k dMssikÚ;kauk] [k.k[k.kkÚ;k ryokfja.kk] vjch 
lkaxjkauk]

ejkBh eukyk vkf.k ik.kh firkukgh f’koth fnlyk Eg.kqu 

pkj ikoys ekxs fQj.kkÚ;k eksxykaP;k ?kksMÓkauk**

^^t; Hkokuh t; f’kokth** !

 dz karh lekt ,sd tqVhph

^^fotslkj[kk ryokj pkyoqu xsyk]

  fu/kMÓk Nkrhus fganqLrku gyoqu xsyk]

  eqBHkj ekoGÓkauk ?ksÅu gtkjks lSrkukauk uMwu xsyk]

  ok?ku[kkus xn~nkjkauk QkMwu xsyk-

  LoxkZr xsY;koj nsokauh T;kyk >qdqu eqtjk dsyk

  vlk ,d enZ ejkBk f’kock gksÅu xsyk-**

^^f’kojk;** gk ,dp 'kCn dkukoj iMyk rfj jDr lGlG 
djk;yk ykxraa] ,d Hk;adj Ros"k vaxkkr lapkjrks] pSrU;kph 
mtkZ eueukr vkx ykors] ,d osxGhp jax Nkrh Qqyoqu 
Vkdrs vkf.k vkfHkekukus rkB gksrs ! ^^larkaph Hkqeh** Eg.kwu 
vksG[kY;k tkukÚ;k vkiY;k egkjk"Vªkyk ^^'kqj & fojkaph 
Hkqeh** Eg.kVya rj dkghgh okoxa Bj.kkj ukgh] vkf.k 
ejkBÓkaP;k ;k Hkqfeph ifgyh vksG[k ^^N=irh f’kokth 
egkjktkaf’kok;** nqljh dqByh vlqp 'kdr ukgh-

 ejkBh Eg.kts ^^ejs.k i.k gV.kkj ukgh** vlk ?ksryk 
tkrks- Hkxok >saMk vVdsikj iksgpo.kkjs enZ ;kp egkjk"VªkP;k 
ekrhr tUekyk vkysr- bfrgklkph fdR;sd ikua gh ejkBh 
ek.klkaP;k drZcfxjhps] 'kqjrsps lk{k nsrkr vkf.k ejkBh 
ek.klkaP;k ;k ijkdzekps iksokMs xkrkr-

 i.k ;k loZ ;’k fdZrhr ejkBh ek.klkaoj ykxysyk Mkx 
Eg.kts vkarfjd okn vkf.k vkilkrhy QqV gk ,d nks"k 
vkeP;kr gksrk] i.k T;k f’kojk;kauh vkn’kZ LokjkT;kP;k 
LoiukalkBh ftokps jk.k dsys( T;k Lojktkr ysdh & ckGhauk 
nsohpk ntkZ fnyk tkrks] R;kp LojkT;kP;k Hkqfeoj dkgh 
lSrkukaP;k voykfnadMwu ek.kqldhyk dkGs Qklsy vls d`R; 
>kys- 13 of"kZ; fpeqdyhoj cykRdkj gksrks o rs ljkZl 
lektkr eksdGs i.kk.ks fQjrkr Eg.kVY;koj uDdhp 
vkeP;krys iq#"kkFkZ vkEgkyk 'kkar clq ns.kkj ukgh] vkf.k ;k 
cykRdkjklkj[;k vkekuq"k ?kVukau eqGs FkaM iMysY;k 
fu[kkÚ;kauk gok nsÅu vfXu rkaMo pkyq >kyk vkf.k bfrgklkr 

vfHkyk"k ikfVy
rd       Civil, 3  Year
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uktqd uktqd >kMkacjkscj vktgh eu >qyrs]

R;k QqykaP;k ikdGÓkaoj vktgh eu lyrs

>qG>qGrks ;sFks xkj xkj okjk

R;keqGs gGgGrks nsg ek>k lkjk

mxoR;k lq;kZph vktgh frp ?kkÃ(

i{;kaph fpoPkhokV eukyk fnyklk nsÃ-

fuGsHkksj vacj R;kr ik[kjkapk Fkok

{k.kHkj foJkarhlkBh igkVspk fuokari.kk gok

vkt dlys vkBoys eyk gs Hkyrs

R;k ik.kkalkj[ks ek>s gh eu >qyrs-

vksG[k ukgh ftph eyk

pkgqy R;kph dk ykxyh euk \

izR;sd {k.kh Hkkl gksrks ftpk

Li’kZ Ogkok vls okVrs frpk

lkscr frph ykHkkoh

vls okVrs ;k thok

QDr HksfVl frP;k ,dp {k.k gok [kjk

izR;sd {k.kh Hkkl gksrks frpk

LoIu ikgrks izR;sd {k.kh eh frps

jaxkr ftP;k jaxyks eh

izsekr frP;k iMyks eh

gs ?kMys lxGs eyk dGr udGr

ghp rj ifgY;k izsekph [kjh vksG[k

ijkx ikVhy
rd    CSE 3  Year

igkV---

ifgys izse
ds’ko jkBh

nd  Industrial 2  Year
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tru
fnus’k ckykthjko ikdkaMs

rd  Civil 3  Year

¶yks us laiq.kZ xkokr ik.kh iqjoBk dsyk tkÅ 'kdrks- xMkaoj 
okÚ;kpk osx vkf.k lq;kZph m".krk tkLr vlrs R;keqGs 
ioufo|qr vkf.k lkSjfo|qr fuekZ.k djrk ;sÃy- loZ 
xMfdYY;kaoj tj o`{kykxoM dsyh R;keqGs <xs o ikÅl 
osGsoj gksÃy- R;keqGs ik.;kph leL;k jkg.kkj ukgh- gs lxGs 
'kD; gksÃy tj vki.k lokZauh eukoj ?ksrys rj- tj [kpkZph 
xks"V dsyh rj ofjy loZ tqGok tqGoh dj.;kl Qkj rj 4&5 
dksVh #i;s izR;sdh xM fdYY;kl ;sÃy] i.k R;k fufeRrkus 
vktq&cktqP;k dehrdeh 10 xkokapk fodkl iz’u dk;e ekxhZ 
ykxsy o vkiY;k ,sfrgkfld BsO;kaps lao/kZu gksÃy-

 rj fu.kZ; rqepk vkgs- QDr Lekjdp egRokps vkgs fd] 
tsFks egkjktkaps thou dkG xsyk] tsFkqu LojkT; tUeyk rs 
xM&fdYys egRokps vkgsr- ̂ ^mBk tkxs Ogk** dkj.k ekr`Hkqehyk 
vkiyh xjt vkgs- tkrk & tkrk brdsp Eg.ksy

 ^^tufu tUeHkqfe tUeHkweqJp 

   LoxkZnfi xjh;lh**

Eg.kts tufu & tUeHkqeh ;k LoxkZis{kkgh Js"B vkgsr-

  /kU;okn

  LojkT;kpk ,d ekoGk

 [kjks[kj dk; Nku vkf.k MksGs fnio.kkjs fnlsy egkjktkaps 
vjch leqnzkrys Lekjd] i.k eyk ,d iz’u fopkjkoklk 
okVrks] QDr Lekjd cka/kqu egkjktkaP;k fufreqY;kaph] R;kauh 
fnysY;k okjL;kps tru gksÃy dk\ vkiY;k egkjk"Vªkps oSHko 
^^N=ifr f’kokth egkjktkaps xMfdYy** ;kaps tru gksÃy dk\

 vkiY;kiSdh cgqrka’kyksd gs lqV~VÓkaps vkuan ?ks.;k dfjrk 
;qjksi] vkWLVªsfy;k o vesfjdsr tkrkr o rsfFky ,sfrgkfld 
okLrqyk HksV nsÅu R;kaph iz'kalkgh djrkr vkf.k djk;ykgh 
ikghts dkj.k rsfFky yksdkauh R;k ,sfrgkfld okjL;kps tru 
dsys Eg.kqu- i.k vkiY;k xMfdYY;k ckcr dk;\ dk; voLFkk 
d#.k Bsoyh vki.k R;kaph] [kjks[kj iz’kalk dj.;k;ksX; vkgs] 
ftFks f’kokth egkjktkauh vkf.k R;kaP;k ekoGÓkauh 
LojkT;klkBh jDr lkaMfoys frFks clqu nk# fi;koh] xqV[kk 
[kkÅu Fkqdkoa] gk fopkj dksBq.k ;sr vlsy\ [kjp ;k leLr 
maVkojP;k 'kgk.;kauk ;kaP;k v’kk dk;kZlkBh ukscsy iqjLdkj 
nÓkok-

 iqohZP;k dkGh xMkaP;k ek/;ekauh vktqcktqP;k ngk xkokapk 
fodkl gksr vls] rks vktgh gksÅ 'kdrks- xMkaph maph 
leqnzlikVh is{kk [kqi map vlrs] R;keqGs ikÅlkGÓkr tj 
ik.kh lao/kZu dsys rj mjysY;k ckdh o"kkZr xMko#u xzWfoVh 
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LokfHkekukph fdaer
fnus'k ik[kaMs

rd  Civil 3  Year

ftfor jkg.;kalkBh ijkHkok f'kok; xR;arj ulrkaukgh] jk"Vª 
LokfHkek.kklkBh lnkf'koHkkÅ is'kok ;kauh ;q/nkP;k fu.kZ; 
?ksryk o R;k fu.kZ;kyk iksVikBh'kh fHkMys vlrkauk lq/nk 
ejkBk lSU; R;kaP;k ekxs mEesnhus mHks jkghys14 tkusokjhpk rks 
fnol mtkMyk ̂ ^gj gj egknso** ;k xtZus lkscr ejkBk lSU; 
vCnkyhP;k lSU;k oj rqVwu iMys ldkGh uÅ rs lk;adkGh 
lkMs ikpokts i;Zar txkrhy lokZr eksBk ujlaagkj pkyq gksrk- 
nksUgh cktwph nhM y{k ek.kls o ,sa'kh gtkj tukojs dkiyh 
xsyh] ejkBk nkSyrhph v[kh r#.k fi<h xkjkn >kyh] 
egkjk"Vªkrhy izR;sd ?kjkrhy fdeku ,d foj 'kghn >kyk- 

'ksoBh brds eyk okVrs dh ikfuir gk ejkBk lSU;kpk ijkHko 
vlyk rjh fojks/nh lSU;kyk ;fRdaphr lq/nk fot;kapk vkuan 
miHkksxw fnyk ukgh- ;kps mnkgj.k Eg.kts nRrksth f'kans] ;k 
;q/nke/;s iq.kZi.ks ?kk;kG vlysY;k nRrksthapk Nkrhr Hkkyk 
?kqlor uthe [kku vgadkjkus Eg.krks] ̂ ^D;ks nRrksth vkSj Hkh 
y<ksaxs** R;kpk vgadkj eksM.;klkBh] vkIr tkukapk LokfHkeku 
fVdo.;klkBh iw.kZ izk.k ,doVwu nRrksth 'ksoVps 'kCn Eg.krks] 
^^D;ksa ugh\ cpsaxs rks vkSj Hkh y<saxs**-

ikfuir------------------------ ,d lUeku tud ijkHko] 
;'kkP;k f'k[kjkykgh yktosy vls ju >qatkj vkf.k juxk>h 
ejkB;kekoG;kaP;k 'kkS;kZpk rks fnol- ,su tokuhP;k mesnhr 
jk"VªHkDrhph izsj.kk vkf.k ;oukafo#n~/k y<.;kph vkx vkf.k 
vkxp Eg.kts ikfuir jDrkpk vfHk'ks[kkus ekr`Hkqehyk uSo| 
viZ.k dj.;kpk ifo= lksgGk Eg.kts ikfuir- ;'kkps xq.kxk.k 
rj loZp djrkr i.k ijkHkokps xq.kxk.k 'k=q pk eq[kkrwu Ogkos 
vlk ;q/nkr mUekn vkf.k fo/oal ejkB;kauh dsyk- ;k ;q/nkps 
o.kZu o ejkB;kaph ;'kksxkFkk 'k=q  [kqn~n vQxk.k ckn'kkg 
vCnkyh Eg.krks] ßejkB;kaps vlkekU; 'kkS;Z o ;q/nkph 
[kqek[kqeh ikg.;klkBh R;k fno'kh vkeps #jLre o bfLQankj 
¼vQxk.k egkdkO;krhy d`".kktqZu½ lkj[ks ohj ekStqn vlrs 
rjR ;kauh lq/nk ejkB;kapk egkijkØe ikgq.k] R;kauk gh gsok 
okVyk vlrk-

 ckthjko is'kokaP;k dkGkr ^vgefn;k* djkjkuqlkj 
ejkB;kauh fnYyh P;k rD[krkl laj{k.k ns.;kph dcqyh fnyh- 
R;keqGsp Eg.krkr dh] vkSjaxtsckP;k e`R;quarj fnYyhrD[krkl 
mrjrhdGk ykxyh- R;keqGs vkQxk.k ckn'kkg vCnkyhph 
fnYyh rD[kr cGdko.;kph egRodka{kk cGkoyh] R;k 
egRodka{ks pk vkfxr rqi Vkd.;kps dke xn~nkj ufte [kku 
;kaus dsys] o vQxk.k fnYyh oj vkØe.k dj.;kl lTt 
>kys- R;keqGs ejkBk lSU;] r#.k o l;aef'ky vlysys 
lnkf'koHkkÅ is'kok ;kapk usr`Rok[kkyh fnYyhdMs dqt dsyh- 
;q/n vkrk Li"B tk.kor gksrs nksUgh cktwaP;k jktdkj.kh 
Mkoispkl izkjaHk >kyk- ek= ejkB;kaps nqjnSo ejkB;kaph jln 
rqVyh] ejkBs vQxk.k lSU; lkxjk e/;s pksgh cktw dMwu 
?ksjysxsys- ekxhy ,dk eklkiklwu R;kaph miklekj gksr gksrh] 
R;kapk miklekjhP;k ijkdk"Bk brdh ejkBk lSU;kaaP;k 
Hkkxkrhy >kaMkaps ikus gh laiyh gksrh] mikl ekjh eqGs dhMs] 
daneqGs o tehuhr yioysY;k HkkdjhaP;k rqdM;koj mnj 
fuokZg djr gksrh- 

ijkHko utjsleksj fnlr gksrk] v'kk Ø`j ifjLFkhrh e/;s  
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Rkkuruko
rq"kkj pdksys

ndCivil 2  Year

dks.krkgh rkuruko nqj dj.;klkBh R;k O;luh xks"Vhapk 
okjaokj iz;ksx djrkr- dks.kR;kgh 'kS{kf.kd l=kP;k izkjaHkhyk 
eqys gh vkiyk vkn'kZ O;DrheRo o fe= fuf'pr djrkr- ek= 
pqdhP;k laxrheqGs rs pqdhP;k dk;kZe/;s lgHkkx ?ksrkr o v'kh 
dk;Z R;kauk 'kS{kf.kd midzekrqu nqj djrkr- R;keqGs t'kh t'kh 
ifj{kk toG ;srs] rlkrlk R;kaP;k eukoj rkuruko ok<rks o 
rku] ruko u lgu dj.;kP;k ekufldrseqGs rh O;Drh 
R;kP;k ÚgklkdMs vxzslj gksrs-

 ts yksd vlk fopkj djrkr dh O;lu gs nk# vkf.k MªXl 
psp vlrs rs yksd iq.kZi.ks cjkscj ukghr] vls cjsp ;qok tu 
vkgsr ts ikWuZ] xse] lks'ky feMh;kP;k O;lukf/ku vlrkr- 
vkf.k tsOgk ifj{kk lq# gksrkr] rsOgk O;lukps izeku ok<rs o 
R;kaP;k vk;q";kpk ;k rkurukokr Úgkl gksrks-

 Ikjh{kk gk vlk 'kCn vkgs tks lqjGhr pky.kkjh ek.klkph 
xkMh vxnh vfLFkj djrks- ifj{kk vkyh dh vls okVrs dh tks 
O;Drh isij ns.kkjk vkgs R;kis{kk R;kP;ktoGps dkGth ?ks.kkjs 
O;kDrhp r;kjh tkLr djrkr- i.k [kjp ifj{kkapk dkG [kqi 
egRokpk ekuyk tkrks- vkiY;k Hkkjrkr dkgh osGsl ifj{ksis{kk 
vlysY;k vis{kkapsp vks>s tkLr gksÅ ykxrs] R;keqGs ok<rks rks 
ekufld rku-

 Ifj{ksP;k dkGkr ikyd] f'k{kd R;kaP;k eqykP;k vkgkj 
vkf.k 'kkjhjhd ran#LrhdMs dkVsdksji.ks y{k nsrkr] i.k 
cÚ;kp osGk ikg.;kr vkys dh ifj{kk toG ;sÅ ykxrkp eqys 
gh O;lukP;k vf/ku tkÅ ykxrkr o ruko eqDr gksÅ 
ikgrkr- ifj.kke Lo#i rs O;lukf/ku gksrkr- cÚ;kp 
vgokykuarj vls fnlqu vkys dh pqdhP;k fe= laxrheqGs 
eksB~;k izek.kkr eqys gh O;lukP;k vkgkjh tkrkr] ex gh eqys 



Art Section

Duende
The mysterious power

that a work of art

has to deeply move

a person



"Art washes away the dust of everyday life", was rightly said by Pablo Picasso. Art is healing. Art 

helps you express yourself when words don't suffice. It helps you let out your feelings and 

emotions in a positive and healthy manner. Art is the exhilarating experience of creation; of 

watching something beautiful come alive beneath your fingers. Art not only benefits the 

creator; it's equally beneficial to the spectator. It has the power to overwhelm an observer with 

beauty. It has the power to inspire.

'Duende', the art section name, is a Spanish word meaning 'the mysterious power that a work 

of art has to deeply move a person.' This section has been created with the objective of offering 

a platform to the students for expressing their creativity and showcasing their talent. The 

budding artists of this college have generously contributed to this section. We hope that the 

works of art featured here are a treat for your senses.

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Isha Yadav
rd (3 Year, IND)

Section Head

Art Section Team

Shrusti, Annie, Nupur, Kamakshi, Isha
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A Little Nerdy Told Me, 

Shivani Marepalli, 3rd year, ECE

Arangetram,

Shivani Marepalli, 3rd year, ECE

Assiduous, 
Gargee Agrawal, 3rd year, ECE
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Beautiful Quilled Flowers, 
Anjali Kanjilal,1st year, EDT

Bespectacled,
Gargee Saxena, 1st year, MBA Int

Green City Smart City, 
Chetan Pandey, 1st year, EN

60
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Cost of Immortality,
st Yash Lanjewar, 1 Year, CSE

Crusader, 
Yash Lanjewar, 1st year, CSE

The Gamble, 

Sidhant Pagaria, 3rd year, MECH
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The Big Fat Panda, 
stYash Lanjewar, 1  Year, CSE

Crusader, 
Yash Lanjewar, 1st year, CSE

Radhekrishna, 

Ujala Barodia, 1st year, ECE
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Legendary Wink, 

Anushka Fulpatil, 2nd year, EN

Metallica, 

Ajinkya Dharaskar, 1st year, CIV

Quillitoons, 
Anjali Kanjilal, 1st year, EDT
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Endless Beauty, 

Payal Gandhi, 3rd year, CIV

Heroes Are Built, 

Rachita Naidu,1st year, IND

Lakeshore, 

Nandini Jain, 2nd year, CSE
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Steely Gaze, Priya Bijapurkar, 3rd year, MBA Int

The Rising Star,
Isha Yadav, 3rd year, IND

Make a Wish, 
Roopam Sonpethkar, 3rd year, ECE
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The Epic Gollum, 
ndVishad Jain, 2  Year, ECE

The Library,

Debanjonaa Nath, 3rd year, EN

Overloaded,

Chetan Pandey,1st year, EN
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Dreamer, 
Ayushi Singh, 1st year, EN

Warli Painting, 
Gargee Agrawal, 3rd year, ECE

Unicorn, Akshay Bayas, 3rd year, ECE
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rd

Bewitching, Payal Gandhi, 3  Year, CIV

rdBest of Both Worlds, Akshay Bayas, 3  Year, ECE



Photography

Section
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Dear viewers,

“KALOPSIA” (origin Greek) is the delusion of things being more beautiful than they really are. 

Ansel Adams has said “In photography there is a reality so subtle that it becomes more real than reality”.

Photography is nothing but picturing things through the lens. A great photograph can explode the 

totality of our world, such that we never see it quite the same again.  As it is said, a picture speaks a 

thousand words. It has the power to move a mind and compel it to act. Beauty lies in stillness and in the 

ability to make the reader understand the power of it. Photography has been, in its purest form, a silent 

recorder of humanity for as long as it's been around. It is the art of seeing something which is rare even 

in the most uncommon things and exploring commonness in the extraordinary things. 

This section is a traversing journey molded by the aspiring photographers of Ramdeobaba College who 

tried to pour their heart out through a single picture. We've tried our best to showcase those talents so 

that you all could experience them as well. Hope you like them too.

         Shivam Trivedi
rd3  Year, EP

Section Head

Photography Section Team

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Shubham, Anuja, Samidha, Shivam
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Omkar Bhatia 
MBA Integrated 2nd Year Akash Negi, 3rd Year, EP

Akash Negi, 3rd Year, EP

12371



Manas Vaidya , Industrial 1st Year
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Oveek Chatterjee

Samidha Agrawal 3rd year EC



12312373

PHOTOGRAPHY SECTION

Roopam Sonpethkar ECE 3rd Yr

Pratik Chourasia Mech 3rd Yr

Roopam Sonpethkar, ECE 3rd Yr
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Samidha Agrawal 3rd year EC

Anuja Karnewar III year EC

Anuja Karnewar III year EC



12312375

PHOTOGRAPHY SECTION

Samidha Agrawal 3rd year EC

Vidhi Balal IT 1st Year

Vidhi Balal IT 1st Year
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Shubham Nikhra, EN Final Year

Giriraj Sawal, IT Final Year

Shubham Nikhra, EN Final Year
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It is said that writers see the world differently. Every voice they hear, every face they see, every hand they 

touch is a story fabric. Visions and scenarios become a kaleidoscope of color and texture. And these 

stories and voices hold in them the immense power to transport us to a never seen before land where 

every word takes on a new meaning and every vision shows us a new sight. The next few pages are filled 

with such experiences, thoughts, visions and stories, written to both express and impress. We, through 

our section 'Eunoia' are putting in our efforts to make sure that our readers gain this experience in the 

most wonderful manner. Eunoia means Beautiful Thinking. And we believe that every thought has a 

beauty in itself and this beauty can be transformed into something spectacular if given the right 

platform to present, to understand and experience them.

I am thankful to our principal Dr. R. S. Pande for providing a medium to pen down our thoughts and 

expressions. I am grateful to our faculty in charges for their guidance and the Editors for their constant 

support. Putting together this section was a cohesive effort and for that I am especially thankful to my 

team members. Lastly I'd like to thank my writers for their contribution. You are sure to be mesmerized 

and awed as you find yourself drowning in their Eunoia, giving wings to your own beautiful thoughts.

Happy Reading!!

The true alchemists do not change lead into gold; They change the world into words.

-William H. Gass

Sheena Thomas
t(4 h Year, EN)

Section Head

Seena Ann Sabu
nd(2  Year, CSE)

Section Co-Head

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Sheena, Tejaswi, Seena, Subhi
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THINGTHINGTHING
The �rstThe �rstThe �rst

Juilee BhimanwarJuilee Bhimanwar
rd3  Year, EErd3  Year, EE

Juilee Bhimanwar
rd3  Year, EE

 LIFE is not about what you don't have, it is all 

about what you do with what you have. Have you 

ever felt the excitement of that first thing? The first 

shower, fragment of the ground, greenery all around. 

The first day of the school when we had antithetical 

feelings of fear with excitement. First time when a 

baby look at you and smile, hold your finger with his 

small hands. The first friend you made in the class. In 

contemporary world, the first smart phone you get, 

the first vehicle you drive, the first thing you buy for 

your parents, first salary, etc.

 When you do things for the first time you do it 

enthusiastically with all your will. You feel glad doing 

them. You are excited to do them, waiting to do them. 

You have that passion for doing the work. When you 

are happy difficulties are ignored and we move 

ahead. You overcome all the obstacles. So life 

becomes easy, becomes better. You fell for 

yourselves. 

 Humans are insatiable. Life is never perfect. It 

has ups and downs. Time passes and we took that 

work as a burden, as a responsibility and forget that it 

was our passion. No willingness, no excitement, no 

happiness only a burden. Enthusiasm is on the verge 

of getting over. Isn't it? Why does it all come to an 

end? Yes it happens. Why it happens? It is just 

because human every time need something new. 

When you don't get it ,  you get frustrated, 

disappointed about everything that goes on in your 

life. 

 Why not to do everything as if you are doing it for 

the first time? Life is very simple, we complicate it.  

Work is hard, may be it will not be perfect, may be it 

will not reach your expectations but yes that work will 

be done. Happiness of completing a work is beyond 

imagination. It is not important that you lead your life 

in an ideal way, that others can follow. It should be 

ideal according to you. Doing a work may or may not 

be perfect but you should be satisfied with it. Don't 

work to show others. Work for your betterment. One 

can never lie to his soul. Be honest with yourself. Life 

is for people, people are not for life. Life is very 

beautiful. Don't make it materialistic or monotonous. 

It is all about small, small moments you live.

 Whatever you do, do it with all your efforts just 

like you did it when you started doing it. What you 

make will be more beautiful. All your happiness will 

return, perfection of your work will increase and the 

best thing you have is a LIFE which is perfect in your 

perspective.

ENGLISH SECTION
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To me, you're a work of art.

I know you are not perfect.

I don't need you to be.

Not everyone comprehends what I see in you.

Not everyone would - as it often happens when it 

comes to art,

 for they don't look at you the way I do.

You're a masterpiece in a museum. 

One that I want to explore. 

Run my fingers on the canvas. 

Feel the textures and memorize them. 

Learn all the stories and thoughts behind 

what went into creating this masterpiece.

Just somehow try to understand you better.

I never got the chance.

You're an artwork kept enclosed in a glass casing

- seemingly within reach, but not quite.

I've always looked at you from a distance. 

Peered longingly from behind those glass walls 

that separate us and had to remain content with 

being merely an observer.

That taught me an invaluable lesson though 

- one I didn't want to learn

 but glad I did - and that is

how to appreciate beauty without needing to own 

it.

You move me in innumerable ways.

You inspire me in new ways every time I look at 

you,

 even with all your imperfections.

Overwhelm me with beauty.

You'll forever remain the beautiful, 

unattainable artwork that I loved.

ARTWORK
Isha Yadav

rd3  Year, IND
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We have often heard, “Human is a social animal.”  

And that's true to the core. We as humans live in this 

world and in the course of making a living often fail to 

encapsulate the real essence of living.  So 

astonishing and intractable is the magic of 

materialism that we often, by ourselves create 

mirrors of misty dreams around ourselves. We leave 

no stone unturned to fulfill them, long after which we 

realize that we're simply living in an ivory tower. 

Dreaming is an art possessed by a very few lucky 

ones who are ready to pay the price for having them 

fulfilled. To dream is not a crime but not to stay 

committed to fulfill them is. We humans have this 

unusual habit of bragging about the smallest of our 

achievements, but the crux of the matter is that it 

does not end there. There are more wars to be won, 

more victories to be conquered ahead in life.  

APJ Abdul Kalam once said, “Don't sit back idle just 

after your first victory because there are many 

tongues wagging about saying that your first victory 

was just a matter of luck.” A man who has never 

stopped learning is a man who has lived his life 

worthily. With success, comes responsibility, and 

often a high life of alluring and ephemeral luxuries. 

These materialistic things are so enchanting that we 

are mystified with them so much so that they 

become the only purpose of our life.  We fail to 

prioritize and that is where we start becoming 

decadent. We compare our possessions with those 

of others and in a spree to achieve what the other 

one has we keep running in the race- not knowing 

what the race is all about, where is it going to end and 

where do we stand in this race. We lose ourselves- 

our unique identity and start having an alter ego- two 

faces the one which the world knows and the one 

which the God created. Eons after when we finally 

become tiresome and take time to leap back, we 

realize that thought with which we had started has 

not really led us where we wanted to see ourselves. 

We are so lost achieving something so strange and 

unknown that we forget to take a pause and behold 

ourselves- to see what we wanted and what we 

ended up with. When we've lived all the stages of life 

we commiserate with ourselves at how we have 

hoodwinked ourselves all our lives. Life is a blank 

piece of paper where we scribble our own story- and 

each one of us weaves a completely different tale. 

Make sure you joust with yourself to live a life that is 

gratifying. Take time to walk bare foot in the grass, to 

embrace yourself in the sun rays, to drench yourself 

completely in the rain and most importantly to smile 

back at yourself in the mirror and say,

“ This is what I wanted to be!”

DISCOVERING ONESELF

Yashi Yadav
nd2  Year, CSE
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THE MUSEUM OF BYGONE SKIN
Neeraj Dayaramani

rd3  Year, CIV

I try so hard to wash my age off my skin

you see, my grandfather stands

six feet six inches tall when he narrates his love story

and two inches shorter when his drinking problem is being discussed

how ignorant we are to think his drinking is the problem.

He speaks half Hindi, half Sindhi and the complete truth

his skin with green and blue rivers fuming on the map of his life,

his hands, unthinkably still, like mountains

that didn't compromise their lengths for earthquakes,

sometimes hold my face , his precious possession.

His eyes tired of staring at the world

through his glasses of kindness and wisdom

knowing all the right places to look at.

To look into his smile where his teeth were, lights our home,

his fingers plant in me seeds from where words grow

significant and huge, as trees with roots dug deep

in the land where his history comes from.

His voice shaking but never hesitant, making it undeniable

that brightness costs him pain in the time

when darkness was worshipped

A man made from all the dust that was dug out

from the moon to give the craters, a man

with a ten times repaired watch and a broken smile.

I do not allow myself to think of the time

which takes away everything, that ages, and so

I think of him as a symphony that will be played every night

till everyone is asleep in the soft hands of the night.

As  a melody that will echo off the walls

of these halls and windows  and never cease to exist.

He and his spectacles walk slow,

and  I think how devastating must it be to walk so slow

that you have to watch everyone you loved

leave you behind.
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What is your first instinct when you hear this four letter word?  Do 

you get an optimistic vibe?

Of course.

When the tree of expectations is blown away by the realistic storm, 

the flowers of hope bloom.

When everything around you has been destroyed by the storm, you 

find pleasure in the fragrance of these newly blossoming flowers.  

They indeed fill you with optimism and of course, give you “hope”.

A hope that something better is about to come.

A hope that the adverse conditions have now ended.

A hope which rejuvenates.

A hope which rebuilds.

Sometimes, all you need to move forward is that ray of hope.

Hope has a great power to make things happen.

Hope is, indeed a CREATOR.

Well, my question here is  “Is hope ALWAYS a creator?” Yes? Or No?

What if I told you “Hope can sometimes be a destroyer too?”  What if 

the light coming from the end of the tunnel is yet another train? Ever 

thought about it?

Well there are some situations in which hoping never helps.  This is 

because there is just a dead end awaiting. Sometimes just mere 

hoping leads to nothing. It's like sitting in front of a door whose key is 

long ago destroyed. You know it won't ever open. Yet, there you  are, 

standing in front of it, hoping. Hoping someday, maybe it will open. 

But wait! How exactly is that miracle going to happen? Well, your 

door is never going to open. But still you hope and just hope.. But 

the door never opens..and then you just hope some more..And the 

vicious circle continues.

Getting trapped into such a never ending loop leads to fatal endings. 

So what can you do about it?  

Well, you can always find another exit or even build another door! 

That particular locked door is NEVER YOUR ONLY EXIT. Just accept it, 

move on, try finding a new way out..Because this time, hoping will 

give you nothing.

So next time when you think about the word “HOPE”, remember that 

there are always two sides… of the same coin.

HOPE-A CREATOR, A DESTROYER
Shruti Dhond

st1  Year, IT
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 'It doesn't hurt that much', she said to herself as 

she arranged the flowers on the table. The flowers he 

bought her, as an apology for the bruises, as an 

apology for the stories of terror her face narrated As 

an apology before he made her say that it was her 

fault That She should've walked more quietly, so that 

the floor hadn't creaked and woken him up with a 

jolt. Sometimes, someone hurts you so bad, It stops 

hurting at all, until something makes you feel again 

And then it all comes back, every word, every hurt, 

every moment. That's what happened to her every 

night and that's what will happen to her tonight too.

 7 years ago, she had fallen for the way He 

touched her without actually touching her The way 

his eyes drowned her in the vast oceans Of what she 

called love. But today, as he stands in front of her, She 

knows his eyes dont recognize her anymore All he 

sees is a body for him to pour his anger into Maybe 

that's what she always was for him, just a body. "You 

cheated on me" he decided, as his fingers tightened 

around her neck. Lifting her off the ground. And as 

she felt those strands of life being choked out of her, 

She saw images of her past rushing by, images of the 

time When she wasn't unwanted, unseen, unheard. 

Finally, he crashes her down and walks away Leaving 

her there, motionless, hurting her soul more than 

her body that is when she said to herself 'this is it. It 

ends here. I deserve to live a different life, I deserve to 

be more than A broken husbands beat up wife. And 

I'll take what I deserve, I will take back my life.' 

 Slowly pulling herself up, ignoring the pain 

beneath the bones she walks towards the hall. Her 

heartbeat ringing loud and clear in her ears as she 

takes the keys And opens the door, for the first time 

without his permission She can hear his roar behind 

her, but there's not enough time She runs past the 

walls, adorned with the pictures of a Happy marriage, 

pictures of a nonexistent life pictures of lies, to keep 

her family back home happy To keep their noses held 

up high, while hers was broken and bleeding. 

 But today, she is woman enough to survive 

Strong enough to leave this mess behind Today as 

she sits in the car and turns the ignition on She 

realizes,it's been her fault afterall , cause he was 

Hurting someone else, but she was the one letting 

herself get hurt. Her hollow cheeks and cracked lips 

force into a smile Reminding herself that she's a 

fighter, shell be alright Her name is Aaloka, which 

means the cry of victory And she has finally decided 

to fight.

Away you flew, taking all your songs with you, And it 

hurt but I let you go Because birds aren't meant to be 

caged.

I will not lose heart, For there are many soulful 

songbirds and enough music in the world. 

Someday I will meet another songbird Who would 

sing to me its melodious songs and once again, my 

heart will soar.

UNLEASHED
Seena Ann Sabu

nd2  Year, CSE

SONGBIRD

Isha Yadav
rd3  year, IND
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Friends, who decide whether you should be happy or 

not?

Answer is you! Most of our guilt is only because of our 

thoughts and actions, our lifestyle, our habits, etc. 

Negative and dominating thoughts are the root 

cause of our sorrows. We can't be happy externally 

until we are happy internally, an artificial smile on 

your face can make others believe that you are happy 

but you know "how are you feeling from inside."

"Always be happy" these are the words we hear from 

many people and they are applicable in normal times 

but friends tell me 'Is it easy to apply these words 

during adverse circumstances?' Answer is No. It is 

very difficult to be happy in adverse circumstances, 

but the one who is still happy during such situations 

is fully enjoying his life.

"A person spoils 40 days in sorrow in 4 days of life" 

this phrase is technically wrong but practically true. 

Many a times in life we are not happy because life is 

not a plain road, it is full of ups and downs. 

Unhappiness in our life is not always due to our 

negative feelings but it is due to a person who is 

always filled with feelings of sorrow and guilt. For 

being happy, let us know the root causes which make 

us unhappy.

First, Expectations! Yes, expectations always hurt. If 

we expect things from others and if they are not 

fulfilled we feel hurt. One of my experiences that I 

wanted to share is with one of my best friend. He 

used to call me daily during exams for doubts. He 

always did things that made me realize that he is my 

best friend and a well wisher. After the results were 

declared as I was a good student I scored 91% but he 

d idn' t  even me,  not  a  s ing le  message of 

congratulations. That moment I was hurt and was 

totally filled with a feeling of sorrow. Later I realized 

that it was not him who hurt me but it was my own 

expectations from him which made me unhappy.

So friends that day I understood that not to expect 

from anybody in this world and if you have to expect, 

expect form yourself and expect from GOD, but the 

best way to keep yourself happy is not to expect 

anything from anyone. Friends if we made us so rigid 

that we have no expectations then trust me you will 

be happy in such situation of life which have made 

me sad.

Expect less, work More, this is the only principle of 

happiness.

Second, Desires and wishes. Lord Buddha said that 

"Desires are the root cause of all the regrets.”Before 

going into the depth of this line first I wanted to let 

you know what is the main difference between a 

desire and a wish.

Friends, Desire may be your dreams, a desire may be 

your goal, may be you aim, it may be any 

achievement, any post or anything which we want in 

our life as necessarily as food, such desires are not 

root cause of regrets, frankly speaking, these desires 

are realistic and have some base or foundation.

Wishful thinking is always unrealistic, means wishes 

changes day after day but desires do not!

Let's us understand by an example, In a town there 

are two youngsters names Arun and Ram, they are 

both 17 years old and Arun desires to be an engineer 

and Ram desires to purchase a stylish BMW car in 

future. Here, both have different desires. Both tried 

hard for accomplishing their desires and both 

became successful. Ram got his BMW car and Arun 

became an Engineer. Now both are at same stage but 

HOW TO BE

Tapesh Sharma 
rd3  Year, CIV

HAPPY
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let's look at their lifestyles. Ram got BMW but He will 

not be happy, I will give you the reason. Arun became 

an engineer, got a good job, he will be happy, why?

In the above story, can you tell me why Arun is happy 

while Ram is not? Answer is so simple, Arun's desire 

was realistic. His desire made him talented, skillful 

and intelligent. He will not fear anything. So is it 

difficult for Arun to buy 2 or 3 BMWs? No, why? His 

desire was realistic, this leads to causeless 

happiness. Now let's looks at Ram he will live in a 

great fear he will have fear of theft of BMW, so how he 

can live happily in such a fear. This is a funny thing he 

got his aim and he is unhappy and if he failed to 

achieve it he was in depression.

So what we conclude is that Realistic desires makes 

us fearless and ultimately happy.

The third thing which makes us unhappy is we don't 

try for that what we want to do just only because of 

'what the people will say?'Friends what people will 

say should not be our business, what they talk about 

you, is none of your concern. They will say whatever 

they want to say depending upon their likes and 

dislikes. This is a foolish thing and please avoid it. Just 

stick to your realistic positive convictions and keep in 

mind;

Treat others as you want to be treated.

So friends at end of this article we conclude

Don't expect anything from anyone.

Always make positive realistic Desires.

Treat others as you want to be treated.

This was my small approach to get my message 

across all you readers, friends be happy always 

because life is too short to worry.
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Look at the Mountain Top!

Is it really so high?

Or the sadist human perceptions, make it a lie?

Look at the Mountain Top!

The result of perseverance and courage it shows!

With the incoming sunlight, the magic it glows!

Look at the Mountain Top!

The very few who succeeded to reach there,

Were they super humans? Or it was a result of 

confidence and dare.

Look at the Mountain Top!

The extreme roads and valleys, on its chest,

Are they signs of failure? Or life has put us on a test?

Look at the Mountain Top!

It adorns the name of brave-hearted…Edmund and 

Norway.

Encouraging…Motivating…Inspiring not to fade 

away!

Look at the Mountain Top!

It crawled, dismantled and emerged from beneath 

the earth.

And then…Stood high…erected…calm…composed 

and sprinkled warm hearth.

Enough of flattery people!...I SAY, listen to the 

Mountain Top!

Even the dumb and still creations have something to 

say.

Stop for a while…Introspect…and believe there is 

always an emerging ray.

Look at the Mountain Top!

Look at the Mountain Top!

THE MOUNTAIN TOP
Achintya Paliwal

rd3  Year, MECH

A few years ago, I went to stay with my friend, Rohit, 

who lived in an old house on the outskirts of the city.  

I had not told them I was coming, and when I arrived, 

they already had other guests.

“Never mind,” said Rohit. “You can sleep in the small 

guest room. We don't often use it, but you'll be all 

right.” As we said goodnight, Rohit whispered, “And 

yes, make sure that you lock the door before going to 

bed.”

Well, I locked the door, lay down in bed, and closed 

my eyes. I slept badly. I didn't really knew weather I 

was asleep or awake. But suddenly, I knew I was 

awake.  HANDS  were touching my face. I tried to 

push them away, but in vain. Finally, I switched on the 

light. There was no one in the room. I thought it was 

just a dream and went back to sleep.

When I woke up next morning, I got another surprise. 

The door, which I had shut and locked, was open ! I 

narrated the incident to Rohit.  “You too !” he cried. 

“That's why we don't often use that room. It's the 

blind boy” he said.

“You see,” he continued, “many years ago, the people 

who lived here had a son who was blind. That was his 

bedroom. He was about 10 when he died. Since then, 

he has kept coming back to his room every night. He 

always feels the pillow before going to bed. Several 

guests have had the same experience.... But he has 

never hurt anyone.”

The next night, as I locked the door of my room, I felt 

cold hands gripping around my neck. Since then, the 

blind boy has been my best friend.

THE HANDS
Nabil Pathan

st1  Year, EC
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Hatred! Well we all know about this

The permanent curse on this world, yes that's what it is

Humans exist, but is there any humanity?

Hearts exist, but is there in serenity?

You can ask hatred "where are you"?

It will further ask "you don't have any clue"?

"I am in everyone's mind and soul

I rule this world without any goal".

They say we are all social animals

But guess what we are, just social criminals

Those criminals, who have nothing but attitude

And are anonymous to the world of gratitude.

In this world hearts are meant to be broken

Because people love each other without any emotion

We only know how to hate each other

As ego is our father and pride is our mother.

Well, true love is heading towards fiction

Here people only believe in contradiction

Truth is now like a lost treasure

Which is really difficult to find and measure.

Alas! I only hope for a better living world

I only hope for love to unfurl

Hope is the only thing we have carried

So preserve it before it also gets buried.

THE CURSE OF HATRED
Abhishek Saraf

nd2  Year, ECE

Walking down the road with your hand in my hand,

At the end of it all I could see was sand and sand.

Suddenly I was all alone,

With my flesh burning up from the bone.

But still, I gave you the benefit of the doubt,

Silent on top but screaming my heart out.

I was tumbling down from a hill, 

In search of the gaps to fill.

Then I saw you with someone else,

'You got lucky', that's what my heart tells.

Now, there I was strong as a rock,

And loving myself round the clock.

Thinking about the existence of faith,

And confused, was it love or hiraeth.

*Hiraeth :  A welsh word that  means the 

homesickness for a home that doesn't exist. 

 here, The longing for a love that didn't exist ever (one 

sided love).

ITS LOVE OR HIREATH
Harshal Gupta

st1  Year, EE
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Why am I so worried about my future? Though I know 

everything is perfect when my friends are around 

me. How perfect they are. I ought to think for my own 

perfection but my thoughts never come to an end. I 

chose creative background for my inner peace yet 

nothing can turn my silence. 

 I'm surrounded by many daffodils but none of them 

shade their care with me. I wanted to feel the 

softness of petals but as I went close; I lose them with 

my hard hands. It might seem I'm selfish for my 

deeds but deep Inside I loved them. None of my 

intentions were to hurt that flower but under the 

natures rule my greediness bounces on me and I felt 

ashamed for the act of touch.

What should I do if I ruin the happiness through 

gestures. Should I keep my wishes aside or simply let 

myself thinking for the perfect day. I'm stuck in 

between, all I know I'm left behind with the imperfect 

days that are written in my routine.

I wonder how I exist with all such bad habits. Am I 

really so bad that I kept comitteeng such blundering 

mistakes or it's just a coincidence of my excitation 

level with the present situation. Merely it may lead to 

a big hole but sometimes a span of time is a good 

healing medicine. 

What if I speak less...  Does it make any difference...  I 

think NO... Because expressing feelings to others is 

worth than actions, else I may be called as 

emotionless... Am I so?? No matter what, but I feel 

alone in the world of peace. I could have touched 

perfectly but may be my potential is less to owe the 

heart of those daffodils. 

Am I thinking too much?? Is it? But how can I stop; the 

rising lava of question which seems to have no 

answers until I ask to the correct person!

THOUGHTS ALL AROUND
Arpita Mohta

rd3  Year, EC

TIME

Himanshu Kala

EDT

Time is a race,

Challenge it with a smiling face.

If you have confidence,

You will win it with grace

Boost up your energy in anything you do,

Do something with full enthusiasm by which people 

will look at you!

Whatever is your fear work on it and make it strong 

base

Life is sport

Play it with your heart (�) and soul.

In every small thing, use your mind

And then the most toughest thing

Easy you will find!!
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Cost of Categorization

Today, if we go to any educational institute to inquire 

about admissions, instead of asking for your grades, 

the first question asked to us is “What is your 

category?" Grades have become secondary to 

category which we belong. For securing admissions, 

the most important thing is category, since there is a 

huge difference in the fees structure for different 

categories. This results in students of general 

category not being able to pursue professional 

courses. There is dire need to revise this category 

based system.

Lord bathed in Black Money

Decorations, idols, processions of Ganesh Mandals 

are so luxurious that one can estimate the Spending 

of each Ganesh Mandals must be going into lakhs of 

rupees. The main question here is, from where such 

a large amount of money comes into the hands of the 

ganesh mandals organizers. Black money is being 

used by most of politicians, builders, etc. to fund such 

religious or social activities. There is need to have an 

audit of all such Ganesh Mandals to find out the 

collections and expenditure, and bring to book those 

channelling black money into these holy activities

City buses are polluting our air

There is an urgent need to check and counter the 

emissions from star buses. Most of the star buses 

plying on the city roads are emitting large amount 

smoke, and contributing significantly in air pollution. 

The bus Operator and even Nagpur Municipal 

Corporation must take care of buses instead of just 

earning money and deteriorating the air. Regular 

servicing, maintenance and PUC certification has to 

be checked for all the buses.

Pathetic conditions of signals

Signals on the most of the busy squares of the city are 

not functioning properly. Problems such as signal 

lights not glowing properly, or being obscured by 

branches of trees, absence of timers are common. 

Also, Cops positioned at most of the squares are busy 

in collecting fine at corners of squares instead of 

monitoring traffic. The traffic department needs to 

look into these issues on a priority.

VOICING CONCERN
Pranay Daharwal

th4  Year, IND
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Don't wait for me, I may not come

Look for a memory, I may pass your mind

Make it the best one you can find

For the times are less when you will rewind

Don't wait for me, I may not come

'Cause now glows the moon's bright

And you'll be occupied in the happenings of the night

Maybe much more to look up to in your sight

Don't wait for me, I may not come

I don't feel like letting someone down

But to the situations when I'm utterly bound

Thoughts come back to square one in yet another 

round

So don't wait for me, I may not come

WAIT
Divya Gorityala

st1  Year, EN

I know

Your love won't wash away

From the heart

The memories don't go away

I'll miss you

In every sec of my life

But I know

You won't come again

And I know that I'd mistaken

But you please forgive what I have done

I'm guilty for the words I said

So please forget the mistake made

Coz I love you

And I wanted to you know that

Ya wanted to you know that

My love is true

Coz I love you

So I wanted to you know that

The things will pass away

ONE MISTAKE
Rohit Satija

nd 2 Year, EC
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Your love for us is as pure as snow,

You coddle us whenever we are low.

Months passed just like twinkling seconds,

Our Bonds enriched like an artists mosaic..

From late night parties and insane long  drives..

You were with us all time sharing this memorable 

time.

At last,

Nothing's there to compare your love,

You all are our eye candies and will remain in our 

heart ever and forever

EUPHORIC MOMENTS
Pratik Shivhare

th4  Year, Mech

And suddenly a zillion words flickered in my mind, 

as my senses were drugged into a torpid numbness 

by the brush of the zephyr as if a hand in disguise. 

And the aroma of the enthralling wisteria through 

the air and the seraphic gleam of the eternal 

abode, enveloping everything around in their 

couthy embrace.

Sometimes being in the middle of nowhere is all we 

need, sometimes the contradictions is all that we 

stand in the midst of. But eventually we find a way 

out, eventually we embrace it or maybe eventually 

it engulfs us.

And there was a stentorian silence between us and 

it echoed in a million different ways.His presence 

was a galvanizing whisper, which incited the yang 

within the sheer ying, which unveiled my fluoresce 

halo with the deific wings .Someone asked her if 

she believed in love,she smiled warmly and replied, 

“well I like to hear and watch love stories but never 

tried relating to them or believing in them or even 

imagining them for myself, so I might be unable to 

reply to that question of yours”

When all she can think was how much she believed 

in them, he wasn't an angel with a halo or altruistic 

omen, he wasn't a thought but a shadow, for 

thoughts are supposed to be felt and lingered on 

but the shadow transpires itself with not an image 

but an untouchable glimpse.

Cause I know

You're the only one close to heart

And the love

Which was missing from the part

Without you

My heart will start burning

And I know

You're not coming

So please listen to my heart once

And you come to solve problems

Which we're facing and ruining

I QUOTE
Smriti Banode

st1  Year, ECE

The life of us...

Which we're facing and ruining

The life of us...

The life of us...
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The moment when you looked at me,

And my world stood still,

Amazed at your beauty and smile,

Made my desires grow against my will.

The sparkle when your eyes blinked,

I peeped in your eyes and my heart got gripped,

It was like you were the one,

Truly for which my heart slipped.

When your lips rolled in a mesmerizing call,

My body pushed my soul off,

Wanting to write a chapter of love,

Reading which every heart would pop.

Wandering in my world of you,

You-the goddess of love I plead for you,

Where I the Lord of this world,

I arrest my life, my love in your beauty hue.

THAT MOMENT

Tushar Bhakte, 
rd3  Year, Mech

I look above, at the sky

Those dark clouds, passing by.

Sometimes far apart, sometimes close

Trying to hold on, even as the wind blows.

With different shapes, and sizes they take,

And those different smiles ,which they try to fake.

Searching for some joy, on their way,

Oh! How can they find the light, on a cloudy day?

And as they gush along, In a mysterious flow

I feel they hide Something within;

Is it a treasure, or a victorious gain?

Or is it some old, long drawn pain?

With the wind they pass, keeping it inside.

This secret of their, deep down it hides!

Moaning and groaning, as the wind becomes

More furious;

With passing time, they darken some more.

Each passing moment, becomes more curious.

Trying hard,To hold it within;

With great pain and stress they strive.

Yet they can't, hold it anymore-

The dark secret, which they bore!

No they can't, hold on anymore

That desolate, melancholic story.

Finally the dark, clouds gave in;

And then fell the rain, in its majestic glory!

WHEN DARK CLOUDS PASS
Shruti Dhond

st1  Year, IT

ENGLISH SECTION
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I was wandering over the sea alone,

Searching for the shore,

I found her,

Emitting brightness and a smell of love,

But yet she was far away,

Somewhere that was unknown to me,

I asked my god for the way.

God gave me rain and wind,

I found a paper within,

It was a map to the place,

But there were many deals to break,

First was to leave my boat,

Second to forget my shore,

Third was to kill a giant,

Fourth to remain alive and smile,

And I agreed with no lapse.

Things were getting tougher day by day,

And were days I could barely breathe,

Also it regret sometimes,

And were times I killed my mind,

But still that smell induced me to wake.

As I reached closer and closer,

I found my pieces gathering together,

And then one day, I found her,

I took her, and I flied,

And then, I realized,

She was the boat and shore and smile,

And thus she became my life.

REBIRTH

Avinash Amlani
rd3  Year, CIV

FATEFUL DREAMS
Pratik Mudholkar

rd3  Year, IT

It wasn't a chance that brought us together

It was a fate arranged, that brought us closer

Each time I close my eyes,

….each time I look at the sky.

Days that were like a dream….

….reappear before my eyes

The path grows farther away as I continue.

….but I'll go on walking as I have always been

I can see it, yes! I can see it

….my future beside you.

I'm sure you can sense it too

So you always could.

I will always keep you safe

After all I gave you my word

I want to be near you when you're sad

It wasn't a chance that brought us together

It was fate that I have dreamed of

….since long ago 
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HER HEART HIS TALE
Pratik Shivhare

th4  Year, Mech

Was stuck in the stampede of loneliness,

Those dark clouds have killed the lights out.

I was scared with the lucid mayhem,

But then i saw her gigantic silhouette,

And for one last time with ample efforts,

I pumped a little blood out and inside the cage.

Monitor beeped from low to high in a jiffy,

And my dead cage was brought back to life.

Everyone praised the white coat with stethoscope,

but only his hazy eyes knew the power of her black 

top.

Promise me you won't tell him that i narrated his 

story.

This time i recovered but can't promise for again,

Cos these white coats believe that success in "Open 

Heart surgery" is unpredictable.

-Heart

AT THE STATION
Neeraj Dayaramani

rd3  Year, CIV

I watch a brave woman carry her suitcase,

My kindness forces my legs to get up

And hands to help her with the burden

But I wont

And the truth about the world

Comes to me now

Everyone wants to help

But they do not, 

Like I would not.

My hands are full like your hands

My hands hold a cigarette

And yours carry sadness

Then the filter touches my lips

As they clasp to the cigarette in the

Same way a child clasps his mother's finger

And my legs run towards the brave woman walking 

on

The platform,

alone.

I put my sadness on hold as my fingers tighten

Around the worn out handle of the case

She proudly carried

I said I wont help so why do I

I don't know and you won't know either

For you are too scared to.

But this woman is brave

She is

More than you

More than I could ever be.
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Darling, I know you're hurting -

You feel empty inside.

Some things seem to have gone awry

And you think a part of you has died.

I wish I could comfort you some way,

I wish I could make it all better.

I want to give you a big bear hug

And warm you up like your favourite sweater.

I wish I could take away your sorrows

And bring back that adorable grin.

I want to help revive the happiness

That I know you possess deep within.

You didn't desire my friendship,

The last I heard.

Still, I'm here if you need me -

You only have to say the word.

JUST SAY THE WORD
Isha Yadav

rd3  Year, IND

There stands thee alone,

There stands the mighty,

Struggling and craving lone,

With hollowness in the eyes of the sighty,

Walking alone in this wilderness,

Trying to find a place to hide,

Travelling alone with weariness,

Be it day or night,

His heart keeps tossing,

His mind becoming restless,

But his introversion too bossing,

His thoughts filled with orthodoxy,

Oh! How pitiful,

Yet the world doesn't find a plane,

Seldom the people notice,

The life reveals this only to the insightful,

Whether you look up or down the lane,

It's all the mere game of cortices,

Yee the heart sunk in depths of sorrow,

Feeling chocked and drowning,

There comes the saviour in the morrow,

With its company gay spawning,

It teaches him to swim over the oblivious depths,

It teaches him to be merry,

It teaches him to live,

It teaches him to hope and wish.

THE TALE OF THE LONE
Utkarsh Bhadade

nd2  Year
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Someday, every one of us, everyone who is born in 

this world has to be in that position, waiting for 

death. Some of us might be waiting in a bed. Some 

of us might be waiting somewhere else with all 

parts of their body or less. Some might be in a war, 

hit with dozens of bullets in their body. Some might 

be unaware that 'it' is coming after them. On 

thecontrary, some might be inviting 'it' by their own 

hands!

We hear a famous quote that "No matter how 

much wealth, property, assets you make in your 

life, size of the pit in graveyard for everyone is the 

same. So, don't be too proud about it. "Something 

like that. What people believe after reading it that 

no matter what you achieve in your life, no matter 

how much you fulfil your dreams, no matter what 

you do in your life, you have die in the same way as 

everyone else. What they don't realize is thas  

everyone doesn't die the same way!! Their deeds 

throughout the life affects one thing heavily & it's 

the 'One last minute'!! That one last minute before 

the end, before the departure, before the death...

As I mentioned earlier how people wait/invite  their 

death, I am going to describe how the last minute 

goes for them. Let's consider two people X & Y lying 

in bed, around their 70s-80s living their one last 

minute. But X & Y have lived their lives very 

differently.

X never listened to his heart. He never became 

what his heart always wanted him to be. He always 

became someone what other people wanted him 

to. He always believed in the judgments of other 

people around him even of those people who 

weren't in his shoes. He never tried anything new in 

his whole life. He always preferred vanilla while 

there were so many delicious flavours in the world 

to eat. His qualities, capabilities were literally 

striking him from inside to get out of his comfort 

zone but he didn't! So, how did his last minute go?

He was there, lying in bed, looking in the 5th 

dimension where the death was slowly walking 

towards him. All his qualities & capabilities were 

also there, about to leave soon & were staring at 

him very angrily. They were shouting, "Why didn't 

you use us? What was holding you back? The fear? 

The concern? The judgments? Huh? You know they 

were temporary, but we were permanent until this 

minute!!" Some of them were also saying, "We were 

there for you, but you didn't even see us!! You 

didn't even bother to look out for more in you!! 

What a pathetic loser you are!!" One of them said, 

"Oh! Come on guys, it's time to leave. It was a total 

waste of time with this person. Next time we will 

find someone who's got balls to do." There was luck 

too. It said, "I was there many times for him, gave 

him a chance to discover & use all of you, but he 

was too blinded to see that. He didn't even knew 

that he was blinded. So, later on, I also abandoned 

him. There are some people who conquered me by 

just pushing themselves beyond their limits & there 

is this loser." The death finally came to X & said, 

"It's time now." He was closing his eyes, filled with 

tears were reflecting frustration, guilt, sorrow. His 

saw all of them & said only three words before he 

slept forever, "I...am...sorry!"

THE LAST MINUTE
Nishad Ashish Naik

th4  Year, Mech
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At the same damn time, there was Y. Who lived his 

life exactly opposite to X. Y. always believed in him. 

He always pushed himself beyond his limitations 

that were imposed on him by the people around 

him. He always tried new flavour every time. He 

always travelled untraveled paths. He didn't 

succeed every time but he was ready to learn 

whether succeed or fail. He never was controlled by 

his emotions but rather he controlled them every 

single time. He had made his soul strong & 

invincible. So, how did his one last minute go?

Death was walking towards him too but was 

greedy. Because it had to pick up such a happy 

man, such a conqueror, a successor, a beast. All of 

his capabilities & qualities were standing there, 

clapping and whistling towards him. Saying, "The 

champ is here!! (Maybe they also were John Cena 

fans!) He was the one who discovered us, 

embraced us, and used us to our fullest. He never 

knew what fear was. He always believed in us, in 

him. We are really happy to be inside such a beast." 

The luck said, "He was the one who conquered me. 

I was left with no choice but always to be with him 

given the fact that he was pushing himself. I really 

liked to be with him every single time." The death 

came there too, in a sad voice it said, "I don't want 

to pick men like you. But I am bound to fate. Come 

on, it's time."  Coincidentally he also said three 

words looking at all them before he closed his eyes, 

"Love...you...all!”

It's all your choice how you want spend your one 

last minute. Like X or like Y.

In the dawn of the gleaming dusk,

In the sheen of the morning funk,

In a cup full of jejune emotions,

So pure, so sacred are these notions.

In the flutter of the breezing winds,

In the drizzle of the spellbinding rains,

In the silent ineluctable waves of the ocean,

In the ruffle of the scorching desert's commotion.

Painting the canvas of life in its vivid hues,

The rhythm of some dolorous blues.

Juxtaposing a myriad of emotions,

So pure, so sacred are these notions.

Born in the ingenuous innocence with no flaw,

Tender fingers locking a relation so raw.

Walking like a shadow  with  you  are  they,

They bolster you when with clouds of sadness 

you refrain,

They are a piece of puzzle you always need in the 

game,

They are the reason behind your smile,

Ready to carry forward the legacy all the while.

Let's pay an ode to friendship,

The remedy to all pains.

AN ODE TO FRIENDSHIP
Yashi Yadav

nd2  Year, CSE
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Eyes down I increased my pace, Staring at my 

moving feet,

Constantly hoping I don't catch the attention Of the 

faces on the street .

The faces that would look at me warmly and send 

across a smile,

Forcing me to pretend to be as bright as the purple 

lily of the Nile.

But sadly one face made its way through the crowd,

I could hear my heart beating so fast so loud.

And as it said what it did I could see images, I wish 

weren't true,

Cause what it asked was the most dreaded 

question

“How are you?”

That's it, that's all it takes for the knots in my, 

stomach to tighten, for me to cry,

As thoughts of my pain and suffering come rushing 

by

Me, smothered in my darkness with heavy 

thoughts and what ifs

The sleepless nights and burned diaries still make it 

tough to breathe for a jiff

When I wake up clutching my tear stained pillow, I 

am depressed I want to scream

I know I am sad and lonely as my eyes have lost 

their gleam

I am pained and lifeless and hurt when people say 

don't worry will be around

Lies and Lies…Because when I cry, I know I am the 

only one who can hear the sound

Yes I look fine, but inside I am fragile,

With tears streaming down my face

And blood running down my wrist

I hope the pain will vanish in a while

I want to tell you how hollow I feel

The worries I deal

The band aids I rip

The heartbeats I skip

The battles I fight as my thoughts run wild

And now, as my lips slowly part

I tell myself, 'you can do it, just once, tell her, send 

her a sign'

And as I finally find my voice, slowly I say

'I am fine'

I AM FINE
Seena Ann Sabu

nd2  Year, CSE
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I left with my book for the journey on which everyone is supposed to go on with their 

books. The books were blank initially. The book couldn't be completed without going on 

this amazing adventure.

The rule was simple. You just had to write down whatever you experienced & learned while 

on this journey about places, people, feelings & everything. Some people had a fixed 

destination. A well defined target along with the route, modes of travel & everything 

decided before. It was like their book was written & it's pages were filled totally for them by 

someone else. They just had to follow it. But that thing seemed too much boring to me. I 

had understood one thing completely about this journey. I had too. 

This simple rule within a couple of time after the journey started, became too much 

complicated for me. As I headed to different places met different people started to learn 

new things, some of that started to clash with the things I had written previously written on 

my book. That started to create the chaos. The new matter I had written also started to 

clash with clash with something else newer. The chaos started to grow bigger & bigger that 

I had to stop traveling. I could no longer continue like this. What was I supposed to believe? 

Then one day, I met someone special due to whom my journey became completely 

different.

That person taught me only one thing: Don't look on the previous, filled pages on your 

book, always open a blank page to write no matter what.

From that day, I never opened my book to look back while learning new things. I used X = Y 

where it was more useful & it's opposite too where I had to. As I continued like this my 

journey became simpler. I was content but not happy. I always felt that something was 

missing in it. Then I met someone else who helped me complete that missing part.

That person told me only one thing: It's never about where you go. It's always about what 

you write on your book. 

A previously decided journey really was boring & sometimes, created chaos when an 

unexpected turn came. So, all I had to do stop swimming & go where the flow took me. But 

later as I continued like this, I realized that if you believe in the flow, it's surely going to 

make your journey as you want it to be.

From that point with all the three bolted facts I learned, my journey became an 

extraordinary one. People started appreciating it. I had gained a recognition. Some even 

requested me my book but I refused. That's the most serious damaging mistake you will 

ever do in your life. Don't look into the book someone else just because his/her journey 

became extraordinary. Write your own book no matter how it seems. Because it's never 

good or bad. As long as you write on your own, as long as you travel, discover & write in 

your own way. And as long as it's your own way, it's extraordinary!

It's the journey of your life. Just go & explore it.

AN EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY
Nishad Ashish Naik

th4  Year, Mech
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I hold a cloth to the mirror

and rub my reflection clear.

I often do not look myself

in the eyes for the dirt within

me cannot be challenged by waving

a cloth on my skin.

I see claws, evil shimmer hiding

under brightness of my weak bones

and withering flesh.

I would give up on all the wrong

that rests in me so calmly

and pleasantly that it forgets

its own directions and sticks to my sides.

I am learning that

between seconds lies a moment where

I feel comfortable in my arms

where I can drink till my throat

is a vase in which only the broken flowers grow,

where I can celebrate life as

it was meant to and smile till

the arms of my soul hurt from

the wait of my happiness.

A moment where I look my wiped

reflection in his eyes and never

dare to look away.

To the people I don't want to be around,

To the things they tell me I own,

To the borrowed dreams.

The world is a little too ugly,

A little too deaf, to let you

Find your yellow paint.

 There's not enough people telling you

 Why are all the things that are,

 supposed to be the way they are.

The moment I step out 

of this disgrace we've built 

and call society,

I wander off to places,

Off to the fantasies and illusions,

where we're told lunatics and losers go.

Why?

 I can hear symphonies I recognize.

 And I pity how

 There's so many places to be,

 And yet we choose to be between

 The wailing of cuckoos,

 The scrapings of imposed happiness,

 The veneered facism

 And Job satisfaction.

I loathe and drag my breaths out,

I sleep on the shelves of unread words,

On words, on sonnets, On poems,

Of Plath, Poe, Wolff, Kafka, Bukowski

Who sell twisted versions

Of their beloved immortal

And some courage to us

scared little birds.

And we buy it, love;

Not the courage, no, 

but the ephemeral euphoria.

 "It is like it should be,

 This is what they 

 Told me should be. "

BETWEEN DUST AND SADNESS
Neeraj Dayaramani

rd3  Year, CIV

DO YOU KNOW
Ayushi Shrivastava

rd3  Year, CSE
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BE HAPPY

Toshal Patel
rd3  Year, CSE

“Yeah! Like that's easy. Easy for you to say. No one 

understands what my life is like, and they go on 

bombarding the 'be happy' missile.”

Similar thoughts? Well, after prolonged introspection 

and well, Quora, there are three major things in life 

that affects us – people around us, our choices, and 

our thoughts.

People in our lives are the one thing that we can never 

have control on. Who may come and go, you never 

know. But, whoever comes and whoever makes a 

difference in your life, are the people who make you 

happy and the ones we should stick around. So, what 

about the other random acquaintances? When I run 

across someone who is having a bad day and they're 

taking it out on me, it helps me to view them as I once 

was during an earlier time of my life. Now, friends and 

family do that. But knowing that that people don't 

generally behave the way we expect them to, why 

don't we just stop for a moment and note that, hey, he 

might be having a bad day. There. As simple as that. 

Just forgive and forget. Seeing others in a different 

light can open the doors to understanding and 

acceptance.

Next thing that affects us is our choices. At each 

moment in our life, at every turn or on every path, we 

make a choice that affects our life. Like for example, 

each morning when we wake up we're faced with an 

important decision: Will we choose to be happy with 

whatever life gives us that day or will we choose to be 

unhappy, and stressed out with all the backlogs and 

unnecessary conversations? It is a conscious choice 

whether we get "from the day" or just "get through 

the day." Similarly, every moment in our life can be a 

conscious decision that we have to make that will 

make us happy or lead down a darker day?

Our thoughts, they are the children of our mind. Like 

it's said, like parents, like children. People never try 

filtering out what kind of thoughts they need to have 

and what kind they need to discard. Many of us hold 

on to the draining power of non-belief rather than 

opening their minds to the possibilities. From the 

minds of the most successful come simple 

observations:Earl Nightingale says, "We become 

what we think about."If we begin to see ourselves as 

happy and productive, and living a life which we've 

always dreamt of, that's what our life will reflect. 

We find happiness in moving towards our goal, 

achieving the things we think are great, having a good 

health, meeting new exciting people, giving and 

sharing, and living the things in life that we once 

dreamt of. So, why wait for things to happen? Be the 

person you want to be. The person you see yourself 

as, five years down the line, is the person you need to 

start working on.Not tomorrow, not when the 

conditions are right, but Today.

One thing leads to another, but the journey always 

starts form You.

Be happy, spread happiness.
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laiknd dh dye ls

ftl izdkj Hkkjh o"kkZ ds ckn lw;Z dh fdj.ks vkdk’k esa eueksgd banz/kuq"k dk fuekZ.k dj gekjs us=ksa dks vkuane; dj nsrh gS] fBd 
mlh izdkj vusd Hkk"kkvksa ds chp tc fganh Hkk"kk dk iz;ksx gksrk gS] rc gesa xoZ dk vuqHko gksrk gS A

 ^^/kuq/kkZfj;kas esa vtqZu dh ped vkSj Hkk"kkvksa esa fganh dh ned nksuksa dk dksÃ eksy ugha gSa A**

vr% bl lanHkZ esa ge gekjh okf"kZd if=dk ARCEON dk fganh vuqHkkx ̂ ^o.kZ/kuq"k** vkids le{k izLrqr djrs gSaA

bl vuqHkkx esa geus gekjs egkfo|ky; ds Nk=ksa }kjk fy[ks x, lHkh fopkjksa dk ,dhdj.k fd;k gSa A fganh ys[ku ds bl vuqHkkx esa 
lHkh us viuh dYiukuqlkj vius dkO;ksa vkSj xn~;ka’kksa dks Hkh izdV djus dk dk;Z fd;k gSa A fdlh us vius nksLr ;k cgu dks ;kn 
fd;k gS] rks fdlh us vkt dk nkSj n’kkZ;k gS A fdlh us viuk cpiu n’kkZ;k gS rks fdlh us ns’k izse vkSj mlds bfrgkl ij izdk’k 
Mkyk gS A vr% eSa lHkh yksxksa dks cgqr & cgqr /kU;okn nsrk gw¡] ftudh lgk;rk ls ;g dk;Z iw.kZr% lQy gks ldk A

fuf[ky panzoa’kh 
rd (3 Year, MECH)

Section Head

Hindi Section Team 

fr#irh] vkf'k"k] fuf[ky
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oks 15@11 ftls ge Hkwy x,
Lusgy flag 

nd        2 Year, MECH

oks 26@11 ftls ge Hkwy x,

ogh Fkk og fnu ftl fnu

eq>kZ cgqr Fks Qwy x,

/kM+dus Fkh ftl fnu gekjh Fke xÃ

vkSj vk¡[ks gekjh ue gks xÃ A

[kks, Fks geus vius fdrus HkkÃ

lks, Fks gekjs fdrus ohj flikgh

cgqr us [kks, Fks vius ;kj

fdruks us [kks;s Fks vius ;kj

fdruks us [kks;k viuk ifjokj A

ml fnu yxk eq>s bl ckr us

dqN yksxksa ij dqN tknw Fkk fd;k

cwjk gqvk Fkk gknlk ysfdu

bl cgkus viuk Hkkjr ,d rks gks fy;k A

dSlk Fkk twuwu vkSj fdruh Hkjh Fkh vkokt+

gks x, Fks lc ,d Hkwy dj vius jhfr fjokt+

fey dj lkeuk djus dh Bku yh Fkh lcus

lkFk lkFk vc pyus dk tTck Fkk lcesa A

ysfdu dc rd pyrs vdsys cspkjs Fks Fkd x,

ysfdu fQj Hkh Fkh muesa dksÃ ckr

D;ksafd og rks Fks balkfu;r ds lkFk

;kn jgsxh eq>s og nsg'kr okyh jkr A

bruk gqvk vlj ml fnu lc ij

dh fdrus [kk, fcuk gh lks x,

vkSj vkt vk;k tc 26@11

rks ns[kks ge fnu gh Hkwy x, A

gk¡] ogh 26@11 ge Hkwy x,

ftl fnu eq>kZ cgqr Fks Qwy x,

/kM+dus Fkh ftl fnu gekjh Fke xÃ

vkSj vk¡[ksa gekjh ue gks xÃ A

105
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ufn;ksa lk cgrk pyk x;k]

bekjrksa lk c<+rk pyk x;k]

ifg;ksa lk gj [kq’kh nckrk pyk x;k]

lHkh jkLrksa ls lcdks udkjrk pyk x;k eSa]

fta+nxh dh bl nkSM+ esa Hkkxrk pyk x;k eSa A

dHkh ijokg gh dgk dh fdlh ds Vidrs vk¡lqvksa dh]

iyV dj ns[kus dh rdYywQ gh dgk dh ihNs NqVs viuksa dh]

dHkh lkspk gh dgk mu VwVrs fj’rksa ds ckjs esa]

cl [kqnxtZ ft+anxh dh bl nkSM+ esa Hkkxrk pyk x;k eSa A

NksVh NksVh [kqf’k;ksa ls uk [kq’k gqvk eSa]

dqnjr ls feys pan yegksa dks thus ds ctk;]

bl lalkj ds jhr fjokt+ksa dks thus ds ctk;]

cMh+ [kq’kh dks [kkstrk cMs+ cMs+ dne ys dj]

ftanxh dh bl nkSM+ esa Hkkxrk pyk x;k eSa A

<wa<rk eaftyksa dks fQj jgk Fkk]

ut+j vankt djrs fn’kkvksa ds b’kkjksa dks]

vulquk djrs le; dh iqdkj dks]

dneksa dh xrh bruh rst+ Fkh dh le; dk ,glkl gh ugha 
gqvk]

tc iyV dj ns[kk cks/k gqvk]

dh fta+nxh dh bl nkSM+ esa]

fta+nxh ls gh Hkkxrk pyk x;k eSa A

ft+anxh ls Hkkxrk pyk x;k eSa

vatu yMh+dj
th    4 Year, MECH
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vkt vxj ,d lPps Hkkjrh; dks

thou esa vkuan pkfg;s]

rks Hkkjr dks vkt ,d 

Lokeh foosdkuan pkfg;s A

Lokehth us tks liuk fn[kk;k Fkk]

rkdroj vkSj xkSjo’kkyh ;qok Hkkjr dk]

ml Hkkjr dks ikus ds fy,] 

le; dh ekax gS fd]

jk"Vª dks ;qok#ih Ãa/ku dk ;ksxnku pkfg;s A

,dkxzfpRr vkSj fparu’khy Lokehth dh]

ckr gh fujkyh Fkh]

,d ,slk le; Fkk f’kdkxks esa]

tc mudh nksuksa tscsa [kkyh Fkh A

fQj Hkh muds eq[k ij]

,d Hkkjroklh ds 'kkS;Z vkSj

cfynku dh ykyh Fkh]

mudh ut+j esa] lkeus [kMh+] eqLdqjkrh Hkkjrekrk

ds gkFk esa muds fy, vkjrh dh Fkkyh Fkh A

gkjs ugha oks thr dj vk,]

fo’o/keZ lEesyu esa fgUnw /keZ dk ijpe ygjk vk,

ekr`Rork ds jl esa os Hkhx pqds Fks bl dnj

dh vesfjfd;ksa dks Hkh os] fgUnqLrkuh xfjek dk ikB i<+k dj vk,A

flQZ gkykr cnys gS] vlfy;r ugha]

flQZ [k;kykr cnys gS] dkfcfy;r ugha A

vktkn Hkkjr dh mM+ku gS ;g]

D;ksafd gels gS tekuk] tekus ls ge ugha A

blfy, ;fn vkt ,d lPps Hkkjrh; dks

thou esa vkuan pkfg;s] 

rks Hkkjr dks vkt ,d ugha]

gj ;qok esa Lokeh foosdkuan pkfg;s A

foosdkuan pkfg;s
fu/k; 'kekZ

nd 2 Year, IND 

fta+nxh tkuoj dh csgky gS]

iwNrk [kqn ls loky gS]

balku D;kas cny jgk pky <ky gS]

txg tkuoj dh ysus dks rS;kj gS A

ej xÃ laosnuk] ej x;k gekjs Hkhrj dk balku gS]

[kqn dks balku dg dj] dj jgs tkuojksa dk vieku gSa A

eqf’dy gS] eyky gS] u cksyus ls gyky gS]

cl fudys ne jkst vkSj fc[kjs [kky gS A

ml eklwe dh vk¡[kks esa ns[kks]

thus dk [okc ogk Hkh iyrk gS]

ml cscl ds fny esa >kdks]

rqEgkjk [kqnk Hkh ogh clrk gS A

cscl
    Jqfr jkBh

st     I Year, B.E 

fganh foHkkx
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^^;w rks ;s 'krd ikj dk y{; cuk Hkkjr us varfj{k essa viuh dke;kch dk fcxqy ctk fn;k gS]

rHkh rks lkjk fo’o fQj ls ;g dgus ij veknk gS dh Hkkjr fo’o dk mHkjrk u;k flrkjk gS A**

bljks dk vuwBk lQy ifj{k.k ns[k lkjk fo’o dj jgk Hkkjr dk xkSjoxku]

yks vc fudy pyk gS Hkkjrh; ifj{k.k cudj ,d thrk txrk felky A

lcus bl Lons’kh ifj{k.k dk ns[k fd;k Hkkjrh; oSKkfudksa dk lEeku]

blus rks [kwc jp fn;k ,sfrgkfld iUuksa esa vius thr dk uke A

D;k [kwc fd;k bljks us varfj{k esa deky] dg jgk lkjk fo’o vkt]

lcus bl lQy ifj{k.k dks ns[k fd;k Hkkjr dk t; t; dkj A

dHkh Hkkjr vius ;a= nwljksa dh lgk;rk ls varfj{k esa Hkstk djrk Fkk]

vkSj u tkus vkt Hkkjr us fdrus fons’kh ;a=ks dks Hkst bfrgkl jpk gSa A

vkleku dks fpjrk gqvk Lons’kh ;a= ekuks lkjs fo’o dks lans’k ns jgk gks]

fd vc pkgs tks Hkh gks geus gS Bkuk dh vxzlj vkxs c<+rs jguk A

fo’o dhfrZeku bljks % 
103 mixzgksa dk li!y ifj{k.k

fr#ifr ;kno
th   4 Year, EC
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izkphu Hkkjr esa foKku vkSj izkSn~;ksfxdh

 gj ns’k dk bfrgkl ml ns’k ds ;qokvksa ds fy, izsj.kk dk 
L=ksr rFkk mUufr dk vk/kkj gksrk gSA vkt Hkkjr fodkl’khy 
jk"Vªksa dh Js.kh esa fxuk tkus okyk ns’k gS] tks dh fodflr jk"Vªksa 
ls dÃ {ks=ksa esa ihNs gaS] ,sls esa tc Hkkjrh; ;qok Hkkjr dh nwljs 
fodflr jk"Vªksa ls rqyuk djrs gaS rks ikrs gSa dh ge f’k{kk ds 
{ks= esa vOoy ugha A varjjk"Vªh; Lrj ij Js"B 
fo’ofon~;ky;ksa dh QsgfjLr esa izFke 150 LFkkuksa ij dksÃ 
Hkkjrh; fo’ofon~;ky; ugha A foKku ds {ks= esa ge uklk tSls 
varjjk"Vªh; 'kks/k dsanz dh rqyuk esa vius vki dks ihNs izkIr 
djrs A

 fpfdRldh; lqfo/kkvksa ds fy, vkt Hkh cgqr yksxksa dks 
fons’k tkuk iM+rk gS A j{kk ds {ks= esa fofo/k vk/kqfud 
midj.kksa ds fy, gesa fons’k ls cM+h la[;k esa vk;r dh 
vko’;drk tku iM+rh gS A

 ijarq D;k Hkkjr ges’kk ls foKku] fpfdRlk] izkSn~;ksfxdh] 
f’k{kk] xf.kr] dyk bR;kfn ds {ks= esa ihNs jgk gS\ D;k ge 
ges’kk ls vius fodkl] f’k{kk] fpfdRlk ,oa Kku ds fy, vU; 
jk"Vªksa ij gh fuHkZj jgs gSa\

 ugha! vkt fodklf’ky ns’k dgykus okyk Hkkjr dHkh 
laiw.kZ fo’o dk fo’oxq# Hkh dgykrk Fkk A dHkh fo’o ds 
loksZRre fo’ofon~;ky; ¼ukyank ,oa r{kf’kyk bR;kfn½ gekjs 
ns’k esa Fks A tc vesfjdk tSls ns’kksa dk fo’o esa dgh 
uke&vks&fu’kku ugha Fkk rc ge foKku vkSj fpfdRlk ds {ks= 
esa pjeksRd"kZ ij Fks A ,sls Kku] foKku] lkaLd`frd #i ls 
le`n~/k Hkkjr ds bfrgkl ij ,d ut+j Mkyrs gSa A

xf.kr % 'kwU;] n'keyo] ikÃ dk eku fudkyus dh in~/kfr dk 
vfo"dkj] ckS/kk;u lw=] oSfnd xf.kr vkfn dk vfo"dkj 
Hkkjr esa gh gqvk tks vkt Hkh lkFkZd vkSj mi;ksxh gS A

jlk;u 'kkL= % v'o?kks"k] ukxktqZu] P;ou _f"k vkfn n~okjk 

ikjs ls Lo.kZ cukus dh dyk A feJ/kkrq] Hk"e] jax] lqxa/k vkfn 
dk Kku A

HkkSfrd foKku % izdk'k dh xfr] /ofu dh xfr] xq#Rokd"kZ.k cy] 
fon~;qr] rduhdh] ;kaf=dh dk Kku A d.kkn _f"k v.kqfoKku 
2000 o"kZ iwoZA

tho foKku % uLy oxhZdj.k] i'kq & if{k;ksa dh cksfy;ksa o 
O;ogkj dk v/;;u A

ouLifr foKku % ikS/kksa esa thou dh [kkst] MkW txnh'kpUnz cklq A 
jkek;.k dky esa Hkh ouLifr dh vkS"k/kh; xq.kksa dk Kku FkkA

fpfdRlk foKku % laiw.kZ fo'o esa fpfdRlk foKku Hkkjr ls gh 
x;k] vk;qosZn] izkd`frd fpfdRlk] /ofu fpfdRlk] Li'kZ 
fpfdRlk] ea= fpfdRlk] ncko fpfdRlk] pqEcdh; fpfdRlk] 
vkfn 127 fpfdRlk] in~/kfr;k¡ vHkh Hkh Hkkjr esa miyC/k gaS A 
'kY; fpfdRlk] ,oa vax izR;kjksi.k dk Hkh mUur Kku Fkk A ukMh 
Kku vkSj ckyjksx fpfdRlk ds Kku dh mRifRr Hkh Hkkjr esa gh 
gqÃ A /kUoarfj] pjd] lqJqr] thod vkfn A i'kqfpfdRlk esa Hkh 
Hkkjr vkxs jgk A

dkyx.kuk % l`f"V ds ,d ,d fnu dh x.kuk dky dh lcls 

vk'kqrks"k egknso flag Bkdqj
th 4 Year, CIV

fganh foHkkx
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NksVh bdkÃ =qfV ls ysdj ;qxksa] dYiksa vkfn dh x.kuk dsoy 
Hkkjr esa gh gSa A Hkkjr fo'o dk izkphure jk"Vª gS tcfd vkt 
ds rFkkdfFkr fodflr jk"Vª vesfjdk] baXySaM vkfn uohure gS 
¼vesfjdk yxHkx 400 o"kZ vkSj baXySaM 800 o"kZ½ A

LFkkid dyk % eqfnjksa] nxksZ] uxjksa o xkzeksa vkfn ds i;kZoj.k ds 
;qDr lqlfTtr o lqanj Hkouksa dk fuekZ.k] jkes'oje dk 
izfln~/k eafnj] dks.kkZd eafnj vkfn gekjh LFkkiR; dyk ds 
lokZsRd`"V mnkgj.k gS A fcuk /ofuo/kZd ds gtkjksa L=ksrk ,d 
lkFk lqu lds ,slk e/kqjkÃ dk feuk{kh eafnj vkfn A

f'kYi dyk % ,yksjk dh fo'oizfln~/k xqQkvksa esa fp=dkjh] 
vtark ds eafnjksa esa mRd`"V f'kYidyk dk mnkgj.k A

foeku 'kkL= % o`gn foeku 'kkL= o va'kof/kZuh ¼vesfjkdk ds 
'kks/k dk fo"k;½ foeku 'kkL= ij _f"k Hkjn~okt 27 osa vkpk;Z 
Fks A _f"k dnZe n~okjk fyf[kr iqLrd ;a= loZLoA 1890 esa Jh 
ryiMs us foeku cukdj eqacÃ esa mMkdj fn[kk;kA

T;ksfr"k 'kkL= % u{k=ksa dk Kku] lw;Z vkSj panzxzg.k dh 
dkyx.kuk A vk;ZHkV~V ds xq#Rokd"kZ.k dk fln~/kkar A lw;Z fLFkj 
gS dk vfo"dkj] U;wVu ls yxHkx 1000 o"kZ iwoZ o xSyhfy;ks 
ls yxHkx 100 o"kZ iwoZ A

mijksDr tkudkfj;k¡ gekjs xzaFkks esa iwoZ ls gh miyC/k jgh gS 
ftu ij vkt vU; jk"Vªksa n~okjk 'kks/k fd;k tk jgk gS A

vkt vko';drk gS dh Hkkjrh; ;qokvksa dks bu fo"k;kssa dh 
tkudkjh gks] rkfd ge gekjs bfrgkl ds izfr J)koku gksdj 
Hkfo"; esa izsj.kk izkIr djrs gq, viuh izfrHkk dk izn'kZu 
fo'oiVy ij djus dh vksj vxzlj gks A
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 fdlh Hkh tkfr ;k jk"Vª ds 
LokfHkeku dk izk.k bfrgkl gksrk gSA 
^^bfrgkl dsoy jktk egkjktkvksa dh 
dgkuh ugha vfirq mlesa iqjk.k] 
vk[;kf;d mnkgj.k] /keZ 'kkL= rFkk 
vFkZ'kkL= bu lkjh ckrksa dk lekos'k 
gksrk gS** & vkpk;Z pk.kD; A

 Hkkjr dk bfrgkl vfrizkphu rFkk 
vusdksa jk"VªHkDr ohjksa dh LQwfrZxkFkk 
rFkk lekt dks izsj.kk vkSj lh[k 
nsusokyk jgk gSA fdUrq Hkkjro"kZ ds 
thou esa yack dky[kaM fons'kh 
vkdzarkvksa ds lkFk lrr la?k"kZjr jgus 
esa O;frr gqvk A blfy, bfrgkl dh 
le; le; ij gksus okyh iqujkoyksdu 
dh izfdz;k ugha gqÃA

 vafre fons'kh 'kkld ds #i esa 
vaxzst vk;s] mUgksaus /kks[ks o /kwrZrk ls 
Hkkjr ij viuk 'kklu trk;k A ;gk¡ ds 
lekt] thou rFkk /keZ ds izfr yksxksa dh 
Jn~/kk] izkphu xzaFk laink dk v/;;u 
dj] bl ns'k ds LokfHkeku dks rksM+us ds 
fy;s dÃ >wBh] diksydfYir ckrsa] uÃ 
f'k{kk in~/kfr dh ;kstuk cukÃ A rkfd 
bfrgkl dk iquysZ[ku dj ldsa A

 1784 esa lj foy;e tkWUl dh 
v/;{krk esa yanu eas Royal Asiatic 

Society of Bengal dh LFkkiuk dh A 
D;kassfd mudk ekuuk Fkk fd fganqvksa dks 
bfrgkl ys[ku dh n`"Vh gh ugha] 
jkek;.k] egkHkkjr] dqjku ;s dksÃ 

Hkkjr dk XkkSjo'kkyh bfrgkl

vk'kqrks"k egknso flag Bkdqj
th      4 Year, CIV

fganh foHkkx
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bfrgkl ds izk#i ugha] osn rks xMfj;s ds xhr gS] iqjk.k xIiksa ds 
iqfyans gS vkfn ckrksa dk izpkj 'kq# fd;k A tcfd lR; D;k gS 
;g tkWUl tkurk Fkk D;ksafd mlus vius laLd`r f'k{kd ia% 
jk/kkdkar dh lgk;rk ls Hkkjrh; xzaFkkas dk v/;;u fd;k Fkk A 
fdarq ge fotsrk gS bl vgadkj esa lR; dks nckdj vlR; 
bfrgkl dh jpuk izkjaHk dhA nqHkkZX; ;g gS fd vaxzstksa n~okjk 
Hkkjr dks xkSjofoghu djus okyh ckrksa dk gekjs dÃ usrkvksa] 
lkfgR;dkjksa rFkk bfrgkldkj ml lR; dks iqu% LFkkfir djus 
esa yxs gaS vkSj mlesa lQyrk ,oa ekU;rk fey jgh gS A 
blhfy, bfrgkl ds v/;;u dh izklafxdrk c<+h gS A

 jktk fodzekfnR; us 'ks[kksa dks ijkLr dj viuk laor 
fd;k o 57 Ãlk iqoZ esa lc ekurs gS dh muds njckj esa 
izfln~/k doh dkfynkl gq, ftUgksaus ,d xzaFk fy[kk 
^^T;ksfrfon~;k Hkj.ke~** ftlds izFke v/;k; esa os fy[krs gS % 
^^;qf/kf"Bjkr osn;qxkEcqjkx.;%** blesa ,d frfFk fy[kh xÃ gS 
og ml le; dh in~/kfr Fkh] ftldk vFkZ gksrk gS ;qf/kf"Bj ds 
i'pkr izkjaHk gq, ml laor ¼fodze½ dks dy;qx ds 3044 o"kZ 
iw.kZ gq, gS A

 osn;qxkEcqjkx.;%& ;g la[;k gS] var esa 'kCn gS vfXu ;kus 
3 ¼f=rki½] ckn esa vacj ekus 0 ;qx ¼4½] in ¼4½] fodze 
laor 57 BC mlds iwoZ 3044 o"kZ rks dqy feydj 3102 o"kZ 
;g dy;qx dk izkjaHk ekus Hkxoku Jhd`".k dk fuokZ.k lw;Z 
fln~/kkar ds vuqlkj [kxksyosRrkvksa us dy;qx dh frFkh 
17/02/3102 (BC) ;gh crkÃ gS A Hkkxor iqjk.k ds vuqlkj 
Hkxoku d`".k i`Foh ij 125 o"kZ jgs A vc 3102 esa 125 o"kZ 
feykrs gSa 3277 BC ;g Hkxoku Jhd`".k dh tUefrFkh gS A 

fQj Hkh vaxzst+kas us tkucq>dj bls vekU; dj fldanj dk tks 
vkdze.k 320 BC esa gqvk mldks izek.k ekudj bfrgkl ys[ku 
izkjEHk fd;k A

   
fldanj (Alexender) dk vkdze.k gqvk mldks egku (Great) 
cuk;k] fo'ofotsrk cuk;k] D;k og lp gS D;k\ D;k mlus 
Hkkjr dks thrk Fkk\ dkSu Fkk oks fldanj\ D;k mlus ledkyhu 
lpeqp lezkV pUnzxqIr ekS;Z Fks\ mldk izek.k D;k gS\ bu 
lcdks tkuus ds ckn irk pyrk gS fd ge tks bfrgkl i<+ jgs 
gS og fdruk xyr gS A

 Greek (;wukuh)) bfrgkldkj tSls & Asian vkSj 
plutark vkfn us tks eux<+r ckrs fy[kh mudks izek.kHkwr 
ekudj Jones us Hkkjrh; bfrgkl dk ys[ku fcanq fldanj dk 
vkdze.k vFkkZr 320 BC fuf'pr fd;k A

 thr fldanj dh ugha ikSjl dh gqÃ] r{kf'kyk ujs'k vEHkh 
& ikSjl dh yM+kÃ >sye fdukjs dkBh uked xzke ds fudV gqÃ] 
ftles fldanj dks ijkt; dk eq[k ns[kuk iM+k A ftlds ckn 
ikSjl ds lkFk laf/k QyLo#i lSfud fonzksg rFkk okilh ;k=k 
esa eyy tkrh ds ykxksa ls yM+kÃ] nhokj Qkanrs le; rhj dk 
yxuk ,oa fla/k edjku ds ekxZ okilh ds nkSjku vk/ks jkLrs esa 
gh fldanj dh e`R;q gks tkuk A ¼lUnHkZ & Hkkjr dh xkSjo'kkyh 
ijaijk½ vkfn cgqr ls bfrgkl ds igyqvksa dks Nqik;k x;k 
ftlls ge vius bfrgkl ds izfr Jn~/kkoku u gksdj fons'kh 
vkdzkarkvkas ds rFkkdfFkr ijkdze dh dgkfu;k¡ lqudj viuk 
LokfHkeku Hkwydj ik'pkR; laLd`fr ds izfr fu"Bkoku gksa] 
Hkkjrh;ksa esa iwoZ bfrgkl dks i<+dj lkgl dk lapkj gh u ghs] 
,oa bl rFkkdfFkr Lora=rk ds ckn Hkh ge ekufld xqykeh ls 
xzflr jgsa A

 ^^cgqr vc gks pqdh gS] 'kkafr dh ppkZ ;gk¡ ij A ;s e/kqj 
fln~/kkar j{kk] ns'k dh ij dj u ik;s A

,sfrgkfld lR; gS ;g] lR; vc igpkuuk gS A vkt dk 
;qx/keZ dsoy 'kfDr dh mikluk gS A**
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fganh foHkkx

dqN nksLr cgqr ;kn vkrs gSa
fln~nkFkZ flag

st I Year, B.E

fdlh dks ukSdjh ls Qqjlr ugha]

fdlh dks nksLrksa dh t+#jr ugha A

lkjs ;kj xqe gks x;s gSa]

^^rw** ls ̂ ^rqe** vkSj ̂ ^ vki** gks x;s gSa A

eSa xqtjs iy dks lkspw¡]

rks dqN nksLr cgqr ;kn vkrs gSa A

/khjs /khjs mez dV tkrh gS]

thou ;knksa dh iqLrd cu tkrh gS A

dHkh fdlh dh ;kn cgqr rM+ikrh gS]

vkSj dHkh ;knksa ds lgkjs ftanxh dV tkrh gS A

fdukjsa is lkxj ds [kt+kus ugha vkrs]

fQj thou esa nksLr iqjkus ugha vkrs A

th yks bu iyksa dks gl ds nksLr]

fQj ykSV ds nksLrh ds tekus ugha vkrs A

eSa ;knksa dk fdLlk [kksyw¡]

rks dqN nksLr cgqr ;kn vkrs gSa A

eSa xqt+js iy dks lkspw¡]

rks dqN nksLr cgqr ;kn vkrs gSa A

vc tkus dkSu lh uxjh esa]

vkckn gSa tkdj eqn~nr ls]

eSa nsj jkr rd tkxw¡]

rks dqN nksLr cgqr ;kn vkrs gSa A

dqN ckrsa Fkh Qwyksa tSlh]

dqN ygts [kq'kcw tSls Fks]

eSa 'kgj&,&peu esa Vgyw¡]

rks dqN nksLr cgqr ;kn vkrs gSa A

lcdh ft+anxh cny x;h]

,d u, fljs esa <y x;h A

113
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fdls Hkyk ;s le>k,

fny esa vkLFkk ,d gh gS

os yksx le> uk ik, A

balku us dksf'k'k dh gjkus dh

vyx dj fn;k ;s ns'k

tc le; vk;k ;qn~/k dk

erHksn [kks x;s lkjs muds A

Hkwy x, lc flikgh

Hkwy x, lc dgk ls vk;s

Hkwy x, D;k fl[kk;k x;k A

eafty exj ,d gh jgh

ns'kokfl;ksa dk vVwV I;kj jgk

ns[k jgs gks nqfu;k okyksa

ge th jgs gSa [kkSQ esa

ixM+h lj ij lokj gS

dHkh Vksih dks f/kDdkj gS

ugha le> ik, mudks

tks ut+j gVk nsrs gSa gels A

rks D;k gqvk vxj gkFk esa dM+k gS

vkSj eu esa dqjku gS

D;k gqvk vxj gkFk esa xhrk gS

vkSj xys esa ÃlkÃ ikj gS A

iwNrk gw¡ ns'kokfl;ksa rqedks

dgk fpYyk;s ge

nq'eu dks u"V djuk

,d gh mudk vklkj jgk A

;s cVokjk balku dk gS

euu esa [kksV gekjk gS

lkjs tgk¡ ls vPNk 

;w¡fg dguk dkQh ugha

d;ker ls ek¡ dks cpkuk gS A

fganqLrkuh gS ge] mij okys vusd gSA

jx jx esa Hkkjr ekrk gS

'kke ugha ekax jgs ge]

HkkÃpkjk gh budk ukjk gSA

  uqiqj ehlky
rd    3 Year, EDT

^jk"Vh;rk
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12 dk Vscy cM+k Fkk
ij 12 oha ds ckn dh Dykl dk u dksÃ irk Fkk A

tsc ges'kk [kkyh Fkh] fny cgksr jghl Fkk
fnekx dh deh Fkh ysfdu eu ,dne lgh Fkk
lgh xyr dh le> ugha Fkh ij [kqn ij Hkjkslk Fkk A

[kqyh teha esa gh ca/ks Fks
cMs+ gksdj mMuk Fkk
cgksr tYnh Fkh vkt+kn gksus dh
ij [kqyk vkleku gh lcls cM+k dSnh Fkk A

vPNs Fks tc cPps Fks
ftn~n cM+h jgrh Fkh] dher NksVh Fkh
iwjh nqfu;k ls eryc gksrk Fkk cl nqfu;k NksVh Fkh A

cktq dh rhljh xyh vatku gksrh Fkh]
[kkb'ksa etcwfj;ksa ls cM+h gksrh Fkh
csotg ikxyksa dh rjg gLkrs Fks]
lkjs nq%[k vk¡lw ,d ckj esa gh feVk fn;k djrs Fks

f[kyksus ges'kk de gksrs Fks
ij nksLr te ds gksrs Fks

mRd"kZ fla?kÃ
rd      3  Year, MECH
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fganh foHkkx

,d oDr Fkk tc yM+rh Fkh oks eqq>ls]
dgk Fkk eaSus Hkh mls] gk¡ pyh tk eq>s NksM+ds]
vkt ?kM+h us bl rjg djoV yh fd]
dksÃ u yEgk] dksÃ u ?kM+h gS esjh ftanxh dh]
tc uk djrh gw¡ mls ;kn] gn~n ls gn~nksa dks rksM+ds A

Fkk oks fnu tc vk¡lw dk drjk Hkh fxjrk iydkas ls esjs
da/kkas ds mldk lgkjk eq>s feyrk]
vkt flldrh gw¡ jkrksa esa djds mls ;kn]
dksÃ pk¡n dksÃ flrkjk esjs fy, uk f[kyrk A

mlus pkgk eq>s csbargk gj gn~n ls T;knk]
esjh cs#[kh Fkh csotg gj gn~n ls T;knk]
vc bl iy dg nsuk pkgrh gw¡ eSa fd]
eksgCcr gS eq>s esjh nhnh ls lcls T;knk A

[kwc cfr;krs Fks ge ?kaVks jkr esa]
vkt mlds ,d [kr ds I;kls gS]
I;kj gS ogh cl mls fQjls ikus dh t+#jr gS]
[kr uk lgh] mlds csgrjh ds fy, bcknr djus dh t+#jr gSA

tku ls Hkh T;knk vt+ht gS eq>s esjh cgu]
tgk¡ mlh esa clk;k gS]
mldh g¡lh lquus dks rjlrh gw¡ eSa]
oks g¡lh ftlus dHkh eq>s Hkh glk;k gS A

nwj gSa oks eq>ls nqfu;k ds fy,]
ij clrh gS oks esjs ygw ds gj drjs esa]
esjs fny esa esjh gj /kM+du esa]
;kn vkrh gS rsjh bl dnj fd]
gokvksa ls Hkh dg fn;k gS]
dh vk;s tc esjh cgu] esjh lkSxkr ckgkj dh
rks cg ysuk rw Hkh bBykds A

esjh cgu moZf"k Hkksxs
rd         3 Year , CIV



,d fnu
Lusgy flag

nd    2  Year, MECH

leqnz dh ygjksa dk esjh rjQ vkuk]

eq>s Nw dj fQj okil ykSV tkuk]

Mwcrs lwjt dk /khjs /khjs ls eqLdqjkuk]

vkSj pqids ls fQj xk;c gks tkuk A

/khjs /khjs va/ksjs dk gj vkSj Nk tkuk]

fu'kk ds n~okj ij pk¡nuh dk vkuk]

[kqys xxu dks flrkjksa ls ltkuk]

bu lc b'kkjksa ls gedks dqN fn[kkuk A

gj ,d fnu gedks

dqN ckrsa crkrk gS]

gj ,d fnu gedks

fQj ls thuk fl[kkrk gS A

leanj dh ygjksa dh rjQ

eqf'dysa vkrh gS]

vkSj fQj gesa Nwdj fQjls

okil ykSV tkrh gS A

lwjt dh fdj.kksa ds vkxs

va/ksjk gksrk gS

vkSj cgqr lkjs va/ksjs ckn gh

rks losjk gksrk gS A

cgqr lkjs va/ksjs esa Hkh

FkksM+h lh pk¡nuh t+#j vkrh gS]

vkSj fQj va/ksjs esa Hkh

gesa thus dk jkLrk fn[kkrh gS A

viuh jkr esa vxj rqeus

[kqn ds flrkjs ltk;s]

rks ns[kuk fQj ,d fnu rqe

bl nqfu;k ds ckn'kkg dgyk, A
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College is the most wonderful experience in one's life and this journey becomes even more amazing 

when we have friends and guides who have walked the same path. A perspective on life, practical 

solutions, an inspirational story, some bitter sweet experiences, the wonderful artwork and 

photographs, all these are fragments of La Mémoire which is a collection of memories and experiences 

of our dear alumni.

ARCEON provides us an opportunity to connect with the alumni. I'm grateful to the management and 

the faculties incharge for such a wonderful platform. It is indeed inspirational to know where our 

seniors have reached and what they have achieved. I'm thankful to the alumni for their contributions 

despite their busy schedules. Compiling this section along with my teammates reminded me to cherish 

these years in college. I hope reading La Mémoire does the same for you.

Shrusti Chheda
rd(3  Year, CSE)

Section Head 

Alumni Section Team

ARCEON '17

Nitasha, Pranali, Shrusti 
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Calm in Chaos, 
Divya Vemulakonda, MBA, Batch of 2016

Divya Vemulakonda, MBA, Batch of 2016

Colours of India in a Sparkling Rangoli, 
Spruha Deshmukh, EN, Batch of 2013
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Roll me in Fairydust and call me a Unicorn, Animesh Sharan, Civil, Batch of 2014

Castle, Animesh Sharan, Civil, Batch of 2014
Eyes have their own universe, 

Spruha Deshmukh, EN,Batch of 2013
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Storms don't last forever, 
Animesh Sharan, Civil Engg. Batch of 2014

Master Blaster captured in coloured sand,  
Ambarish Joglekar, Industrial, Batch of2013

Up,up and away!! 
Abhinav Gupta, Ind Engg, Batch of 2015
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Roll me in Fairydust and call me a Unicorn, Animesh Sharan, Civil, Batch of 2014

Castle, 
Animesh Sharan, Civil, Batch of 2014
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The Super Moon, Animesh Sharan, Civil Engg, Batch of 2014

Cat on its forehead..., 
Abhinav Gupta, Ind Engg, Batch of 2015

Nature Nurtures...
Spot-billed Pelican, Sneha Gupta, IT
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The Minar goes sky high- Kartik Saboo,CSE, Batch of 2016

When fire and prayer come together, 
Sneha Gupta, IT, Batch of

Eyes have their own universe, 
Spruha Deshmukh, EN,Batch of 2013
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Travelling is probably the only way to explore the 

world that is to explore diverse cultures. The prime 

reason is the avid beauty it provides - not just in terms 

of nature, but all the living and non-living stuffs. Every 

time there's a whole freaking world waiting to dig in!! 

A traveller not only explores the destination, but the 

journey too, since it is the journey which matters 

more than destination at times. To reach the 

destination one can prefer any mode - roadways, 

railways or airways. Each mode provides a different 

experience all together. In the initial mode one 

generally gets to interact with lower class, in the 

second case there's a chance to explore middle class 

and in the latter case it is the higher class!

Recently while travelling after attending a function at 

my friend's place, I had to wait on a train platform for 

my train to arrive. I was having a good 1-1:30 hours' 

time to explore the vicinity. I plugged my ear chords 

and since it was late night it wasn't a very good option 

to go out. Hence I started roaming on the platform. 

While wandering alone, there were infinite thoughts 

coming to my mind parallel to the countless number 

of trains which arrived at the station. I found some 

similarity between the thoughts and trains. Like many 

kinds of thoughts - future, past and present; there 

were many kind of trains. I always enjoy these kind of 

thoughts and hence I started digging them more and 

more and soon I was lost in the huge rail network 

(here rail of thoughts !). FYI India is having 2nd largest 

rail network in the world.

While rambling, a non-stop train passed the station. It 

didn't halt at the station and vanished in no time. Isn't 

this similar to the random thoughts which wait for no 

time in mind. We hardly pay any heed to these trains 

and same applies to the thoughts. They come and 

simply pass by. After a couple of minutes, there was 

an announcement for the upcoming train. In no time 

people panicked and started moving to all the corners 

according to the coach position and all the vendors 

got busy setting their shops in the best possible 

manner while some of them started filling their trays. 

In another 5 minutes the train arrived, people 

boarded the train and took their respective positions. 

Some people were busy greeting the ones who had 

arrived and some were busy in bidding good-bye to 

the ones who were leaving. At the same time vendors 

were moving from one corner to another screaming 

at the top of their voice advertising about their 

product. Train left at the end of another minute and 

silence spread all over the station. Vendors went back 

to their shops and rested till the arrival of another 

train. People departed and a silence spread all over 

the station. The train acted as a breeze of fresh air and 

refreshed everyone. Some thoughts are similar to 

these trains which halt for a minute or so – 

considering them as positive thoughts which come 

for brief period of time and refresh you. In some 

cases, these thoughts also take you to your 

destination once you board them. All the great people 

had a maximum emphasis on positive thoughts to 

rise. 

Half hour was over and the expedition was at its peak. 

A goods train arrived and stopped in the centre line. 

Even after 15 minutes there were no chances of the 

departure from it. It was stagnant and was doing no 

good. Some thoughts are similar to these trains which 

wait at the station for undefined time - these thoughts 

stay in mind till they aren't signalled to leave. They 

might be considered as negative thoughts which stay 

for long and don't leave unless and until they are 

asked to leave. It only slows down the progress of an 

individual. Just like a goods train is important so are 

the negative thoughts. If treated properly, they don't 

block your track. Eventually keeping you on your track 

always.

Not only there are different thoughts, but different 

RAIL OF THOUGHTS

Aditya Somani

Electronics Engineering, Batch of 2016
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people too. No two individuals are same and what 

makes them different from each-other is the mind-

set they carry i.e. the thoughts they possess. 

Eventually, these thoughts lead to the pace they 

follow to achieve the targets. Classifying trains on the 

similar lines, there were super-fast express, express 

and passenger trains. Talking about a super-fast 

express – considering it as people who are quick 

board these trains while passenger trains might be 

similar to people who are slow but determined about 

their future. The remaining class being an express 

class which might be considered as people who enjoy 

their journey to their destination prefer this class. 

Well, like infinity never ends so do the thoughts. 

Taking the classification further people can be 

categorizing as a set- travelling with reserved ticket 

and another seat travelling with unreserved ticket. 

People with reserved tickets might be considered as 

focused towards the destinations that follow an 

appropriate schedule while the people with latter 

case might be wanderers. Some might be lost, but not 

all!!! In certain cases, one has to pay penalty for not 

having the reserved ticket - it might be considered as 

reminder to plan things in a proper way to stay on the 

track leading to the destination. As only the right train 

will take one to the right destination, similarly only 

right thoughts will help one to achieve his aims in life. 

Before getting to another level, a loud sound broke 

my rail of thoughts and my train was standing on the 

platform. It gave a feeling as if it was waiting for me to 

board. Without any delay, I boarded the train and left 

on the journey back to home.

THE FAREWELL

Adorning the blazers and charming ties,

with hidden lies and crying eyes,

We surrender to the coming goodbyes !

Eventually the truth unfolds, 

with some stories to be told.

We fear to keep our tears on hold, 

because this evening, our heart has to become cold!

Today we return the keys of the door,

the door which we entered, to live life a little more. 

No matter how lost in the oblivion we are, 

You my brothers & sisters, will always stay in our core.

Email, write or call us, we'll always lend an ear, 

my schedules aren't so crazy, and you know we're 

always there.

It's hard for us to cheer up, as it ends,

feels like every smile and every hug ,tends to descend.

Right since the air was young ,

to the time when everything made us numb, 

with an affirmative breath in our lungs, 

We still search for some answers and a song to be 

sung.

But now, we have already made our mind, 

Being so honest yet no kind. 

So it's a goodbye from our side, 

with a pinch of request, let's not turn this tide. 

With hidden lies and crying eyes, 

we surrender to the coming goodbyes, 

we surrender to the coming goodbyes!

 Aakash Tiwari 
        Electronics Engineering, Batch of 2016 
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AN OPEN LETTER TO US!

Aakash Tiwari 

Electronics Engineering, Batch of 2016

What good is that memory which doesn't make your thought a paradox; whether to flick a smile or drop a tear! 

What good is that pain which doesn't leave you drenched of all the hopes within and make you an introvert of no 

other kind!

What good is that dream where you don't live all your fantasies effortlessly and embrace them for the next sleep 

too! 

What good is that love in which you don't touch a soul in its purest form yielding no expectations!

What good is that heartbreak in which you don't glue all the broken pieces with the love left in you!

What good is that serenity where you couldn't peep into your own existence and call the heart your heimat!

What good is friendship when you haven't sacrificed your want for your friend's need!

What good is that moment of rejoice when you haven't loved the petrichor more than the rains!

What good is that night when you didn't dream open-eyed and made that dream a reality!

What good is that life when you haven't lived it like it was your last day!

BUT STILL CONFUSED?

Disha Ghoshal

Electronics Engineering, Batch of 2015

Do you want to say yes but still fixated to a no?

Everything is decided but still confusing?

Eyes are wide open but still can hardly see?

The goal is set right but it is still obscure??

The path is almost certain but still the speed breakers cause worry?

Minds are full of ideas but still you run out of them?

Love to talk to people but still ideas don't get conveyed?

Do understand people but still fail to read them right?

World is so full of activities but still feels lazy like hell?

Like a free bird soaring high still feels the heavy shackles against its wings?

Days are filled with light laughter but still afraid of dark gloom?

Wake up fresh everyday but still want to sleep always?

The pretense may be fake but still you are who you are?

You have so much to say but still do go speechless at times?

The voices are loud and cheery but still you tend a deaf  ear?

Love yourself for who you are but still hate yourself at times?
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What next? This might be the question on most of your 

minds right now. What should I do after I finish my 

engineering? What could be the avenues that I would 

want to pursue?

Trust me, this is the state of mind of 85% soon to be 

engineers in this country and it's a fact which has been 

proven. So, how should we deal with such a problem? 

Most of you might have got a job in the campus drive 

by now. And those who haven't, you need not worry. 

It's only the beginning. The thing is: It's not about 

getting a job. It's about doing what you actually want 

to do in your life.

So, how do we get to the point where we realize what 

we want to do in our lives? Well, for that you have to 

look at things that give you happiness. I have realized 

by now that working for money is secondary. At first, 

you should look to work for yourself. If you land up in a 

job which doesn't excite you, you will not work hard 

and your life would just stagnate. On the contrary, 

even if there is less pay involved; the fact that you will 

do something that gives you a buzz when waking up 

every morning will make your world a better place. 

So, start exploring things which set your soul free. 

Start trying to learn more and more about those 

things. The more you learn, the less it is. The world is 

never too small for a learner and it's never big enough 

for a procrastinator. You should decide who you want 

to be. Ignore what others say. It's your life. It should be 

your choice. If you like to paint, join a painting school. 

If you like to write, keep writing. The fact is after you 

complete your graduation, the time you will get will be 

Are the blessings showered galore but still the curses mar their effect? 

Things are close to your heart but still you're unable to meet the distance?

Ambitious, industrious, want to make it big in life yet sacred of tiny hurdles?

Want to live larger than life but still your canvas seems pretty small?

Smiling, laughing, happy at most times but still are you in pain?

You have gazillion friends but are you scared of losing all of them?

The blessings showered are galore but still the curses have their effect?

So many close to your heart but the mind disapproves many dear you see?

Your eyes are full of dreams still you hardly fall asleep?

Clinging on to hope always but still does despair chase for free?

You love, you work, and you care but still go unnoticed?

Always close to winning but still it's 'better luck next time'?

Is your glass always half full but still the empty half bothering you?

You aren't not lost at sea but still waiting to be found?

YEARN TO LEARN

Kaustubh Risodkar

Computer Science Engineering, Batch of 2016
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a reflection of your life years later. You could just 

waste it or you could make it count. Even if you have a 

job, learn more about the job. They say Practice makes 

perfect. I disagree. Practice only leads to an 

improvement. No one can ever be perfect. You have to 

raise your bar every time. You should just get into the 

roots of whatever pleases you and start learning 

about it.

A person who has an affinity for learning will never be 

held back in life. The most effective people in the 

world are those who have a yearning for learning. So, 

take your time. Decide what you want to do and just 

get into it. Best of luck.

 DOES IT EVEN MATTER?

Ruchi Gidwani

Electronics Engineering, Batch of 2015

It's been a week or two,

Ever since I started noticing you.

You seemed like a dream that might someday shatter,

And you have absolutely no clue, so does it even matter?

I kind of began observing and not stalk.

Thinking of ways to run into you to start a small talk!

Or maybe sometimes try that together we walk,

And thus know each other, but does it even matter?

I waited for days to let right time come,

Opportunities were many, but I never had the courage to encash some..

And then one day, I'm there – trying to talk with a smile,

To you, I wondered, does that even matter?

It was impulse I know, that made me text you in the end..

It felt like a mistake I could never mend.

But then I thought, all I wanted was to be your friend!

A text out of nowhere, would it ever matter?

Seconds felt like ages, waiting for you to respond.

You were way out of league, somewhere beyond!

And just when I am about to give my hopes up,

A text from you makes my day, but hey, it's just a text! Should it really matter?

And then started the series of conversations,

Some awkward and some full of hesitations…

Getting to know you was still big time fun,

You talked so keenly, I wondered, to you, did it genuinely matter?

Days went by, and we were both busy,

But catching up randomly was still easy!

That fire seemed faded out, and the rush was no more…
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Astonished by the worn out excitement, I sighed “So much did it matter?!”

We barely hung out,

Maybe once or twice…

And no matter how great it felt,

I knew, it did not matter!

What was I thinking, trying to make sense of something so new?

Not knowing each other inside, as the time flew!

For a second, all of it felt like waste,

Did I mess it up doing things in a haste?

Was all this worthwhile enough to be significant, to matter?

While I was still trying to answer these questions, my phone beeped.

“Last day in office, let's have lunch together” it read!

That happy rush inside, and the nervousness of watching you go…

I could barely hear my own voice, so low!

And soon everything seemed to come to an end,

For, our ways part here, opposite they bend!

You came closer, and hugged me tight,

“I will remember you, always” you said, with a smile so bright!

“I'll keep in touch, always I replied,

Smiling wide enough so my tears would hide.

Watching you fade away in the crowd as I stood there,

Emotionally stirred inside, yet with contentment in the air…

I think now I knew,

Maybe a little too much for me, and maybe just a little for you,

IT DID MATTER!

FROM RKNEC TO RCOEM

Tanmay Gupta

Industrial Engineering, Batch of 2012

My journey started in 2008, when I joined 

RamdeobabaKamla Nehru Engineering College in 

Industrial Branch. Back then, the days were good and 

bad as well because we didn't have to wear uniform 

and also the First year's students were not allowed in 

canteen, the chemistry department was the most 

feared department of all. I was enjoying my college life 

thoroughly and also excitement refused to die down. 

Somehow I struggled to clear 1st Year without any 

ATKT(still unsure of the full-form). 

The remaining 3 years of Industrial department were 

arguably the best 3 years of my entire education 

phase. Excellent faculties, cozy infrastructure and all 

my dear friends were cherry on the cake. We used to 

have proper elections back then for choosing the 

heads, DJ and Sandal were allowed in the campus and 

yes attendance pouring used to happen. Students 

used to eagerly wait for Installation, Pratishruti, Sports 

cup, Industrial Visits (which reminds me of our Goa- 

Mumbai trip) and other such extra-curricular 

activities. But that doesn't imply that we ignored the 

course curriculum. We had the best of both the 

worlds. 
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Post engineering, I went to Mumbai to pursue Masters 

and after completing that in 2014, I joined the private 

banking group of HDFC Bank in Goa. In 2016, it was 

time to head back to my home town i.e. Nagpur. 

Out of my interest in teaching and research I applied 

for an opening in Ramdeobaba College of Engineering 

and Management in MBA department. To my good 

fortune I was appointed as an Assistant Professor.

It is hardly 4 months here and I can make out the 

difference. Back then I was on the receiving end and 

now being on the other side of the table it feels a bit 

odd. Students not younger than 3-4 years keep calling 

me 'Sir'. The faculties under whom we studied are now 

co-faculties. Things are different in many ways but 

what doesn't change are the core values, the primary 

role of institute is to impart the best to its students as 

students are the wealth of the institute. 

All in all it had been a great journey till now and I hope 

to continue the same here for times to come.

LIFE IMMEDIATELY AFTER COLLEGE

Before joining the college everybody tells us college 

life is the best phase of life. We don't realize that until it 

ends because there are a few things that no one tells 

us about how life changes after college. It starts simply 

by telling people I am an Engineer rather than I am 

pursuing engineering. Even though it may sound silly 

it creates a huge impact. Everyone then starts asking 

about future plans. If you have taken a job, then the 

questions are in which company? What's the package? 

Etc. Even family members and friends will ask things 

like how is your job going on? What's new at work? All 

the new people you meet will ask you about what you 

do without fail.

 Even before you start earning your pockets will hurt 

as you will need a closet upgrade. Your sweat pants 

and sports shoes are not going to cut it on a daily 

basis. You may now own a pair or two of formal 

clothes, but that won't suffice even for a week in the 

corporate world. Being properly groomed and well 

dressed won't be optional. 

The last exam of your eighth semester will not the last 

exam of your life. You go through a rigorous training in 

almost all the companies with tests every alternate 

week. And the syllabus of each test would be more 

than what you studied for the entire semester and 

there is no option of ATKT either. The passing marks 

aren't 40 percent, nor is it relative. The passing marks 

are as high as 70 percent. And you cannot afford to 

lose your job because finding a job again is not a cake 

walk. There are thousands of applicants with exact 

same experience and sometimes even better skills 

than you possess and you will have to stand out 

amongst all of them. 

Your bed time will change. You can't watch Game of 

thrones all night and count your attendance in the 

morning to calculate whether you can afford to miss 

another lecture. Moreover, you will be so tired after 

the entire day in the office you will just want to sleep as 

earlier as possible. 10:30 pm would be your new 3:30 

am. 

It might happen that the job you actually landed up 

with is not your dream job. The work might be too 

monotonous or not challenging enough or not what 

interests you. Then you think about giving entrance 

exams such as CAT, GMAT, GATE, GRE etc or searching 

for a new job. Then again the same vicious circle of 

studying, interviews etc starts

The proportion of your expenses and salary still won't 

Krishna Agrawal

Computer Science Engineering, Batch of 2016
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let you live life king size. You will often find yourself 

calculating your expenses way too more often than 

you used to.  You will finally understand what your 

parents meant when they used to say that you will 

understand the value of money when you will earn.

Talking to your best friends or even chatting on a daily 

basis will not be possible. Hanging out with friends will 

take some effort as everyone is busy trying to settle 

into their new life around new people. But still make 

efforts and plan as you would live your college life 

again in those few hours you meet them.

For some time things might become too 

overwhelming. But things like your first salary will give 

you the real feeling of independence, true sense of 

freedom and contentment and soon you will realize 

that everyone is sailing in the same boat as you are 

and this is nothing but another learning phase of life. 

ILLUSIONS

Shivam Gupta

Electronics and Communication, Batch of 2015

Walking down a dark alley I met a man, 

His blue piercing eyes me, as if I was under a scan.

But then a warm smile spread over his face,

Closer he came and took me in embrace.

It felt like I've known him for long,

Never experienced a connection so strong.

Though he looked unfamiliar to me,

In my heart I knew I was finally free.

He took my hand and we walked, 

Together our fingers were tightly locked.

He asked me what was my name,

I wondered, was this some kind of game?

He guided me through a crowd, which suddenly 

appeared, without any effort,

As if I was his sheep and he was my shepherd.

I asked him where we were going,

He turned towards me; I gasped, for his face was 

glowing.

He came closer and whispered to me,

"For every lock there is a key."

But before I could clear my confusion,

I woke up; Was this all an illusion?

I kept pondering for days what it could mean,

To uncover the truth I was keen.

Then one day to me it dawned,

The message had come from beyond.

He was GOD, I finally knew,

He tried to show me things from his view.

The crowd was the obstacles we face in life,

Worrying about it makes it a deadly knife.

But if we keep faith and hold our ethics high,

We could achieve anything, limit is the sky.

The effortless guiding is all we need,

Help others by overcoming our own greed.

The lock signified our problems,

They try to pull us to the bottom.

But if we search, we'll find the key,

And like me finally you too will be free.

And no matter what you say or do,

I know all this is true!

You could say it was in my head, this union,

But now I am free from all the worldly illusion!
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OVERTHINKING – THE 'ART' OF CREATING 
PROBLEMS THAT WEREN'T THERE

Over thinking ruins you. It ruins the 

situation, twists things around 

increases your worry and worsens 

the situation. It also kills your peace 

and happiness. We tend to be 

indecisive for even trivial things. We 

tend to think on behalf of others 

more often and others most of the 

times do not even care for you. 

So, here are some of the 

means to stay good and at 

peace. Over thinking just 

makes the problems bigger 

and scarier. 

• Quit thinking so much

In the process of thinking when you arrive at a 

solution, you need to quit thinking too much. If you 

feel that it is right, you probably are right. So, just go 

with it. When we have too many options to choose 

from, it becomes more difficult.  

• Do not try to please everyone

We are so much inclined towards pleasing everyone 

that we tend to forget what we want and what would 

give peace and happiness to us. Stop thinking for 

others a lot. Sometimes, it is absolutely fine to be self 

centered and think for your own good. 

• Do not fear change 

We often have a fear in our mind that the change and 

new phase of life will not be good. We think so as we 

are scared to leave out comfort zones. Do not over 

think and just accept the new change as it comes. Just 

start preparing yourself for the change. Do not 

get lost in ambiguous fears. 

• Living in the past

It has been proven that majority of us are 

still associated with our past so much 

that our present is still influenced by it 

in a negative way. It is time to let go 

past. If there were any mistakes 

committed in past, take it as a 

lesson for the future. Do not get 

scared that probably the same 

thing may happen to you. 

•  Do  not  fear  soc ia l  

acceptance

Many of us often keep on thinking whether your 

decisions and actions will be socially acceptable or 

not. Yes, of course, there are certain social norms you 

follow and you should follow as well. If you feel that it 

is right, just do it. 

• Stop 

In any situation, if you are unable to find any solution 

and think directly it is high time to stop and try to 

evaluate the situation again. One should try doing this 

only in critical conditions and not the routine 

situations.

• Be a person of action

It is high time that you stop thinking and thinking. It is 

time for you to get into action and take adequate 

steps for better future prospects. The actions should 

not be taken in an impulsive way. 

Dr. Ruchi N. Sao, 

Assistant Professor, DMT, RCOEM 
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THESE 4 YEARS WILL REMAIN AS A .JPEG 
FOLDER IN MY COMPUTER.

I still remember tears rolling down my eyes when my 

parents were moving towards the car and finally left, 

leaving me in front of two 5-floor complexes which 

though were called as the Boys Hostel of RCOEM but 

later became my life.

Yes, I was a very shy, small town boy who came with a 

hope of making it big in this Grand College which I now 

refer as "Hogwarts" of my life. For it taught me 

everything to make me spend my life with a feeling of 

pride and also by remembering my Friends “The 

Friends for Life”.

I had not expected that, I would be able to develop 

excellent leadership skills through a way which 

comprised a year round schedule with National to 

International Level events in not just technical but also 

social and cultural spheres. It started when I won the 

elections for the post of Joint Secretary of Civil 

followed by being selected as a branch Representative 

in the NSS unit. This start was followed by a superb 

learning experiences including working as a Joint 

Secretary of NSS, Alumni Member of College 

magazine Arceon-15 which won the best magazine 

award of Nagpur University, Student Representative 

for Civil as well as NEEV-A National Level Technical 

Event, Student Co-coordinator of NSS and also 

adopting 3 villages in a row. It feels immense joy today 

to write an article for a magazine as alumni for which I 

have worked 2 consecutive years-PROUD. All this has 

given me the chance to be the part of a team assisting 

IIT - Bombay in an event and to represent Nagpur 

District in “AVHAN” NDRF Camp, Pune.

The sole credit of being selected in Infosys and 

Accenture as well as selection for SSB in Navy goes to 

RCOEM and its events. It is these Extra-curricular 

activities which give you an edge above the rest in the 

lot. Today we as “Ramians” proudly accept a challenge 

which can be anything from completing a project to 

organizing a full-fledged cultural night; from a social 

event to some very serious marketing strategy 

making.

I very often say the RCOEM has given me my Life. From 

teachers who are always there to guide me to the 

lifetime buddies who would go to any extent just to 

help me. From our very own Anna (the canteen 

operator) to our Vasudev Mama (Security Guard). 

Anything a person desires in his life is gifted to me by 

RCOEM and trust me, I mean literally anything.

These 4 years will remain as a .JPEG folder in my 

Computer.

Shikhar Sharma

   Civil Engineering,, Batch of 2016
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WE'RE ALL BROKEN, IT'S NOT JUST YOU!

It was a normal day, just as any other. I was at the 

office when I saw her and I could tell, something was 

really off about her today! She'd been a regular face at 

the office now, and would smile each time we passed 

by. But today, she did not smile. She just sat down at 

her desk, drowned in the laptop screen and typing 

something – but that keyboard did make some sound 

today, unlike any other day.

It had been an hour and she already had 3 cups of 

coffee, heading for her 4th this time. I was intrigued, 

but I did not say a word, and went back to my screen 

working usual files. Later, I went to ask her for lunch 

and she said she'd eat later, or maybe not, she just 

wanted to leave office asap. I left.

I came back, she was there. I finished my work, it was 

already 6, and I got up to have my coffee. She must 

have had like 10 cups of coffee  by now. This time, she 

got up from her place, only to join me for a coffee. I did 

not say a word, just stood there sipping my coffee. She 

seemed lost. I finally had to break the ice, so I asked 

her “You look troubled, everything alright?” She 

replied “Yeah, just fine” and sighed. “You can share it if 

you want, might just help” I insisted. She broke into 

tears. I did not know what to do at first, so I took her to 

the table where I always sat and offered a glass of 

water to calm her down. And she began, “It's not going 

the way it's supposed to be. This average salary, 

average lifestyle, so much of work load…all for 

nothing. I don't feel like I'm gaining something – miles 

away from my friends & family” and I couldn't stop 

myself from interrupting her midway and asked, “Is 

this what you're worried about?” For, I had known her 

to be smarter than others, this could not be the only 

thing that was bugging her. “I don't feel like I belong 

here” she said. “People are using each other here, and 

once their purpose is served, they just walk away. It 

hurts. More often than not, their 'niceness' is just 

because they want something. Besides, I don't really 

feel like I've made good friends here. The connect is 

missing. I feel like a machine, I feel like I'm among 

machines! Life was never like this before”

I smiled as I looked at her, and she seemed confused. 

So I started, “It's probably not about the place, or even 

people. People have always been this way, always! 

Even you & me, we're the same. Everyone wants to 

survive, and there's nothing wrong with it. Unless , 

you're not hurting people in the course of your 

actions.” “But that still does not explain all that I'm 

going through”, she said looking all the more  

confused. “It's all in your head” I replied. She nodded 

her head, sideways, in complete disagreement, and I 

smiled – broader this time. ” Yes, it is! The fact that you 

compare the present with past to call it unpleasant, 

itself tells me you're not living the present, not yet. 

Your denial will not change anything, but only bring 

you pain & discomfort. So the sooner you accept that 

this is how life is, the  better for you.” I said, trying not 

to sound like a father. She nodded, this time in a little 

agreement, as if she'd started to feel aligned to what I 

said. I continued. “Back in time, troubles might have 

been different, but they have been there. Always. Life 

will never be easy, that's cliche but true. So like the kids 

these days say – 'Take it easy dude!'. And as far as the 

'connect' is concerned, as you grow old, you might not 

connect with a 100 like before, but the few you'll have 

will be worth it. And if this is still not enough, you can 

walk across the desk to find me. I just need a cup of 

coffee to be bribed, haha!” She smiled. This time, I 

sighed, in relief!

As we started to walk back towards the desk, with a 

casual conversation and all smiles, she asked what I 

was doing this weekend so that we could hang out. I 

Ruchi Gidwani

Electronics and Communication, Batch of 2015
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said “I've got a pooja at home, my father passed away 

a week ago”. She was shocked, and sorry, like she 

wanted to say a thousand words but couldn't. It was 

awkward, but I smiled and said, “We're all broken – It's 

not just you. In the end, it's all about finding out what 

makes you want to keep it glued together and move 

ahead”

PS: All the characters are fictional, any resemblance to 

reality is a pure coincidence.

THE GOOD RHYMES

I hate rhymes.

Not because they are kindergarten.

Not because they

light up innocence in poetries.

I don't hate rhyming

because they deprive a

poem of its horror

and an artist of his darkness.

Poems are innocent, powerful, 

and pure

Kshitij Madan

Computer Science Engg. Batch of 2016

and rhymes are food 

a poem's soul breeds upon.

A flame that waters it.

I hate to admit it

but I hate rhymes because

they are tough to kindle.

Rhymes are to poems

as a dead to his loved ones.

Their presence makes it better

and absence of makes it bitter.

The poets who say they don't rhyme

because it's sluggish and boring,

and babyish and faux portrayal,

is because they can't.

They are false purists.

They have never seen a dead man

or a tear in their mother's eyes.

Teri har galti ko maaf kiya

Tera jhut dekha fir bhi tujhpe aitbar kiya

Tut na jaye tu kahin.. yahi khayalat ne dard ko chupa liya

Na jane allhad dimag ne kaise khud ko sambhal liya

Jab dil ne dimag se yeh sawal kiya

Thokar khake bhi kyu usi ka saath diya

Tab dil ko dimag ne jawab diya

Maine tujhe aur tune usko khud me basa liya

Maine tere aur tune uske saath rehne ki thaan liya

TERE SAATH KI ZID

Mrinal Mishra

Com. Sc. Engg., Batch of 2016
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THE LESSONS OF LIFE

Once my mind asked me- What is the purpose of your 

life? What do you want to achieve in life? What do you 

want to be remembered for? A hundred odd 

questions jumped in my mind with reference to life 

and its objective. I think it is very much important for 

each one of us to think with our peaceful mind what 

we are meant for? What is the definition of life?

These questions are not to demotivate or depress us, 

but they will enlighten us and create positive vibes. We 

in 21st century's tech world are distracted by many 

things in life. We are busy with our daily activities and 

this continues forever as if we are living a mechanical 

life. It is some machine which has fixed sets of tasks to 

perform. 

It is very essential to define the objective of life, what 

are we meant for? Life should be balanced in such a 

way that you won't regret it in years to come. You 

should be happy and satisfied in the end; if it is not the 

case then we have missed something in our life. We 

are busy in a rat race with ambitions of conquering the 

world and it is not at all wrong to be ambitious but 

again it should be balanced.

How to balance life then? Is it being less ambitious or 

running away from the rat race? No it is balancing your 

life with some defined objective. Every one of us have 

some dreams in their life, but have we followed those 

dreams or gave up on them in the distractions of the 

tech world? We should deeply introspect about the 

dreams, passion and ambition we had during early 

college days when we were more than teens and 

matured enough to mould our lives.

I am sure that most of us are in the maze, this is the 

irony of life where we are lost somewhere. The 

meaningfull life implies the objective of life, attitude 

towards life, the Karma factor and many such things 

leading to its contentment. “The ultimate purpose of 

life is life of purpose” as quoted by some famous 

writer has its complete meaning in itself.

What do this attitude in life stands for? The purpose 

and attitude towards life will go hand in hand. They 

should be synchronized to make it worth. 

SundarPichai the CEO of Google described this 

concept in very lucid manner. The cockroach theory 

says, we should not react in life; we should always 

respond. Reactions are always instinctive whereas 

responses are always well thought of. Person who is 

HAPPY is not because everything is RIGHT in his Life. 

He is HAPPY because his Attitude towards Everything 

in his Life is Right..!!

The objective and attitude is like an engine, then there 

has to be fuel to run the engine and dedication, 

perseverance and hard work will come into picture. So 

all this factors well placed together leads to 

meaningful life. All the best to young readers and 

students for their future endeavors, after going 

through this you all may explore your life in better 

way.

                                                                                                                 Ankit Gandhi

Civil Engineering           Batch of 2014
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YESTERDAY...TODAY...TOMORROW!

You plan something for someday,

Quietly though someday becomes today,

Dread comes your way 

U know today may turn yesterday!

The hourglass has a clock of its own,

Sand slips faster than from hands,

If only you could stop time.

Capture each moment, restore each breath,

Yesterday u thought, why fret there's time!

It went by in a jiffy...

And facing today you stand! 

Today has in store, things galore...

But today will run out for today is short,

Pace is such it is tough to keep up,

It catches speed, approaches tomorrow trying to put you behind. 

It had promise, it could have held hope...

But time to move on cause today is now gone.

Tomorrow means dealing with the unknown.

Thus it comes with doubt and apprehension,

It scares your guts, it hits a low!

But didn't you learn from yesterday?

Didn't you live your today?

Didn't you just love the promise, the challenge that tomorrow brought?

I thought you did!

Weren't you brave? Weren't you strong?

Something has changed,

Something is different,

This isn't you, it's someone else,

Who's so scared of tomorrow that you want today to never end!

Disha Ghoshal

Electronics Engineering, Batch of 2015
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IT'S EASY IF YOU TRY!

Hardik  Agrawal

  Computer Science Engineering, Batch of 2015

I had bought a cycle few months back. That very day I 

had this dream of going from Magarpatta to 

Hinjewadi cycling which will be 60kms round journey. 

Few weeks down the line, I was hardly even using the 

cycle. I would occasionally use it to go to nearby stores 

or sometimes to office. As time passed I got a bike. 

Now cycle was just another show piece. Always locked 

and standing. There were initial days when I used to 

feel angry about myself every time I mounted the bike 

while the cycle was parked just next to it. I wondered 

why didn't I bring the cycle keys, I have to go so close. 

And then I would just go off on the bike as it seemed a 

stupid idea to go back 11 floors up to get the keys. This 

happened sometimes and soon I wasn't even having 

these noble thoughts of using cycle instead, which 

was best for me and the world.

Time changed again. Cycle was serviced and regularly 

in motion. Now bike lay in dust as my new flat was way 

closer to office then the last one and it seemed 

immoral to burn petrol for distance which was not 

even 10 mins walking. Since I was bicycling again, I 

restarted thinking of making my holy trip of 

magarpatta to hinjewadi. Whenever I told someone 

that I wish to do this, first they laughed and then 

advised me against it.

"You won't be able to do it", they would say.

"It's too long, do you even realise how far 30kms on a 

cycle is like?"

Not that I was very confident or fit, but I always 

thought I will be able to do it.

One fine day, a friend of mine was to go to his sister's 

place which was somewhat close to the same place I 

wanted to go. He asked me if I would let him take my 

cycle and I was like "sure if you can". He did it. He left 

Saturday morning, reached there in 2 hours and came 

back Sunday morning. I was stunned. How did you do 

it I asked. Didn't it pain since you aren't even in the 

habit of cycling. Your thighs must have given up on 

you by far I said. Nah, it was fun is all he said and went 

away completely ignoring my concerns. I was wonder 

stuck and inspired. I had to do it now. Make the 

journey.

You know how people say you shouldn't tell your ideas 

or wishes to others as they jinx it. Well I was skeptical 

about this thought and went around telling people I 

am going to do it this weekend and always something 

or the other happened and I couldn't. Someone would 

come to visit or I would have to go someplace for 

some birthday or party, always something which 

made me convince myself that this weekend it's not 

possible. I thought my dream was jinxed. Until, until 

one day I decided on a Monday that no matter what, 

this Saturday I am going. All that week people scared 

me about how I would end up wanting to park my 

cycle after a few kilometers and take cab or how I was 

so unfit to complete this task. Some went ahead and 

offered to make a bet. Of course I was demoralized. 

The talked started making me doubt myself. Will I be 

able to? Should I? Do I need to practice one more 

week? Should I try and find company of another rider 

to make this trip as they suggested. Should I only go 

one way and then use a cab for coming back? I was 

filled with questions and concerns. I guess this is what 

being jinxed is, getting overwhelmed by others 

opinions and forgetting your own will in the way. 

There's no cosmic play here, only brain turning your 

own yes into a no, supported by you.

I was still 5% sure that I can do it and I really wanted to. 

So I left. Saturday morning I started from this end of 

Pune at 7 a.m. to reach with maximum of 2 hours. But, 

when you set to execute a plan, the number of 

unknowns is always higher than the amount if 

planning done. That's lesson 101 for entrepreneurship 

and any task in general. So it happened, cycle broke 

down just 10kms away and it was 8 a.m., no shop 
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open. Had to wait for an hour in front of a reality shop 

to get it fixed and took 3 hours instead of 2 to reach 

hinjewadi. But I did. I reached. So happy and so 

content.

Now that I was half done, everyone was like, coming is 

not the issue buddy, and it's going back that's going to 

take a toll. While coming you were excited to reach 

and it was downhill. Now it's going to be very tuff to go 

back. You better use the vehicles passing as support 

or use a bus or something. Leave the cycle here and 

come back next week in cab and ride back home. 

Everyone had their own ideas on what I should do. 

Again, fear manifested. I started doubting myself. 

Same things just different people and different 

situation. I thought no, I have tried and succeeded in 

coming here, I won't give in without trying to go back. I 

did. Left early morning on Sunday. Covered the 30kms 

in about 1.5 hours. Was never happier with myself.

This one small journey taught me few things which I 

always only read about and never really tried. It's not 

that telling others will jinx it, it's that if you tell others 

your plan, they will try to comprehend it on their level 

which may or may not be the same as you. They might 

not feel so good about it as you do or it might not 

matter to them to do what you intend to do. Everyone 

is in their own zone and world and whatever you say 

or do, they are going to analyze it at their level of 

introspect and perception. Sometimes you might get 

a push to do good but most of the time you are going 

to get push down from others. It's because of one very 

simple and logical human behavior, competition. 

Humans are always competing against one another in 

every single thing they do. Try telling your buddy you 

once drank 2 liters of water in a go and he shall for 

sure come up with a bigger number to compete. So it's 

not jinx that holds up your work when you tell about it 

to others, it's the competition others feel if you are 

planning to do something which they haven't or think 

they can't. It's the negativity you get which inspired 

you to stay where you are instead of trying to take 

another step further. So yes, keep your plans to 

yourself and work on them in silence. Your victory will 

make the required noise. If you think you can do it, you 

can. Don't let anyone or anything make you doubt 

yourself. Keep going. It's easy if you try.

SHAHEED

Rohit Joshi

  Mechanical Engineering, Batch of 2013
Sarhad par jab bhi sainik koi Shahid kehalaya jaata hai,

Mai soch kar chup ho jata hu kahi mera bhi toh dosh nahi.

Ghar mein boodhi maa, biwi bewa uski ban jati hai,

Bachho ke sar se pita ka saaya cheen yeh shahidi le jati hai.

Fakra toh hota hai mujhe uss veer ke sahsi lohe ka,

Par mujrim kya mai kam nahi us maa ke lal ko khone ka,

Tainat tha woh, datkar kar raha tha desh ki rakhwali,

Par ghar ka aangan jo chehekta tha woh ho gaya pal mein khali.

Insaano ki is basti mein bas pal bhar ka uska hissa tha,

Reh jata hai bankar misal ya jaise koi kissa tha.

Aman ki asha usko bhi toh kabhi dil mein hoti hogi,

Shahidi se uske aaj bhi koi aankh kahi roti hogi.

Karta hu Salam tere jasbe ko ae desh ke veer jawan mere,

Shahidi teri na ho zaya karta hu dil se dua mere.
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